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Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA)
characterised by reduced

sensitivityto pain and heat, and an inability to sweat.

reported by Nishida(Department
fullunderstanding

of Pediatrics of Tokyo

and families of sufferers.
subsequent

named

Through

"Tomorrow"

It was first

University) in 1951. Until recently a

was not possible due to insufficient patient numbers.

parents and children with CIPA

involved,

is a rare congenital condition

The association for

was set up in 1993 by some

specialists

the cooperation of the parents and various specialists

investigations

and

examinations

have

gradually

led

to a better

understanding of this condition and its associated problems.
We

now

know

that reduced sensitivityto pain and heat leads to repeated self‑mutilation,

injuries and burns, and walking
causes recurrent heat
associated with
hyperactivity.

difficultiesdue to Charcot's joints.

stroke due

conditions such
The

to an elevated body
as autonomic

The inability to sweat

temperature,

neuropathy,

and

and

mental

CIPA

is also

retardation with

prevention, treatment and support for these associated conditions are

ongoing major concerns.
A new

chapter in the CIPA

story commenced

in 1996

team of Indo et al.reported the gene. Responsible
The results of work
international symposium

done on CIPA
on CIPA

when

the Kumamoto

for CIPA.

in Japan attracted worldwide

held in November

specialistsin fields related to CIPA

University

attention,and led to the

2003 in Japan. During the symposium,

and the families of sufferers, from

both Japan

and

overseas discussed a broad range of topics,including basic research, clinicaldevelopments,
and support measures.

Learning more

disturbance of two of the basic human
sweat, can interfere with human

about this disease allows us to understand how
defense mechanisms,

the abilitiesto feel pain and to

lifestyle. I also believe the study of CIPA

facilitateelucidation of the mechanism,

much

can also

and the roles of sweating and sensitivityto pain and

heat.
We

published

symposium.

The

the proceedings
English Videotape

patients was also developed

in the hope

of understanding

explaining CIPA

concurrently.

We

about the outline of this

and measures

to support the life of

hope they will be of help to many

of you.

March

Kenji

Nihei

Chairperson of Organizing Committee

of IS‑CIPA

2003

Chief,Department of Neurology, National Center for Child Health and Development

10, 2004

Welcome
It is my
welcome

Message

great privilege and honor

to have

to all participants at the opening

Congenital

Insensitivity to Pain

― Congratulations

with

had an opportunity to extend my

ceremony

of the International Symposium

Anhidrosis

congratulations to the successful endeavor

heartfelt

2003

and

of the Organizing

to express

Committee

my

which

on

sincere

eventually

brought out theirlong‑held project of holding an international gathering in Tokyo

in reality

as we see today. This is the firstevent of its kind in the world, and therefore all of us here
attending are excited and much
Congenital

expecting.

insensitivity to pain

with

anhidrosis (CIPA)

is a rare genetic condition

characterized by a constellation of peculiar and bizarre clinical features. In the history of
medicine, it belongs to a rather young, new
made

by

Dr

independent

Goro

Nishida in Japanese

clinicalentity was made

leadership

was

manifested

and

of the condition

for this disorder was

his colleagues

as an

Tomorrow

also achieved

by

a

for the first time in 1996.. A

not only in these medical

activities:A lay organization nicknamed
group of CIPA

Recognition

belatedly in western countries afterJapan.

mutation

Japanese investigator, Yasuhiro Indo
Japanese

in 1951.

much

Identification of causative gene

generation;; the firstdescription of a case was

fields but also in social

was formally founded

by a wonderful

patients and their families under a close collaboration with medial specialists

such as Kenji Nihei in 1993. Since then, they carried out significant activitiesrelentlesslyby
offering mutual helps and assistances among
by calling social awareness
Tomorrow's

affected patients and families and ,at the time,

of this rare disease publicly.

activitieswere so demand‑oriented

vigorous attention of many

and timely, that they became

a focus of

other related lay organizations as well as by the administrative

offices.
The International Symposium
contributions for the last decade
cornerstone toward
the wonderful
commencement

on CIPA

2003 is a fruit of their dedicated services and

and , at the same

time, it will certainly serve as a firm

future challenges and advances in the coming

decade. As evidenced in

program, I have no doubt about a great success of this Symposium.
of the Symposium,

I just hope that every participant would

of mutual interactions every minute in the coming

At the

enjoy a pleasure

two days and would be able to share each

other a feeling of satisfactionat the end of the Symposium.
Expressing

my

sincere congratulations in advance, I would like to welcome

your active

participation from my heart again.
November

Yukio

Fukuyama,

MD

,PhD

The 4thPresident (1982‑1986), International Child Neurology
Professor Emeritus, Tokyo Women's

Association

Medical University, Tokyo

23, 2003
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Scientific Session I

―Pain and Perspiration (sweating) in Humans
Chairperson:FeliciaB. AXELROD
ToshikatsuYOKOTA

―

(New York, USA)
(Ohtsu, Japan)

SI‑1)

Neuroscience

of pain

ToshikatsuYOKOTA
Professor Emeritus, Department
I. What

of Physiology, Shiga University of Medical Science

is Pain?

(1) Definition

of pain

Pain was classically defined as the sensation evoked

by injury. In 1979, this simple definition was

replaced by the International Association for the Study of Pain with the following
"Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional
damage

or described in terms of such damage."

"Pain

is always

subjective, and

each

experience

To this definition, the following note was attached;

individual

experiences related to tissue injury in early life.Those
tissue. Accordingly,
unquestionably
emotional

pain is that experience

definition:

associated with actual or potential tissue

learns the application of the
stimuli which

pathophysiological

cause;

people report pain in the absence
usually

distinguish the experience from

through

cause pain are liable to damage

we associate with actual or potential tissue damage.

a sensation in a part or parts of the body, but it is unpleasant

response. Many

word

this happens

of tissue damage

for psychological

that due to tissue damage

and

It is

therefore an

or without any likely

reasons. There

is no

way

to

if we take the subjective report. If patients

regard their experience as pain and if they report itin the same

way

as pain caused by tissue damage,

it should be accepted as pain."
The

definition by the IASP

stresses that pain is psychological.

feels. Pain is what the patient says itis and exists when

(2) Pain as warning
One

cannot feel what

the patient

he says it does.

signal

of the vital functions of the nervous

threat of injury. Normally,
as a warning

We

system is to provide information

pain is tightly coupled

signal activated in response

about the occurrence

or

to the presence or threat of tissue injury, and serves

to impending

damage

to the body. Pain contributes to this

function by itsinherent aversive character. Pain is useful because itis so unpleasant.
Individuals
leading

without normal

to serious complications.

repeated unnoticed

As a warning

For instance, degenerative

trauma occurring when

joints are swollen and show

(3) Nociceptors

pain, either congenitally or acquired, often have

an abnormal

repeated injuries

or destructive arthropathy results from

there is loss of the appreciation of joint pain. The affected

range of movement.

This is called Charcot's joint.

and pain pathways
device, pain is normally

activated in response

to impending

This type of pain is called nociceptive pain and is activated by noxious

1

damage

of the body.

stimuli acting on specialized

high‑threshold
fibers, and

sensory

receptor. This receptor is located

transduces

different types of noxious

potentials are conducted
sensory

fibers, many

including

mechanical,

to the dorsal horn

cutaneous

of the spinal cord. Unlike

nociceptive

heat, cold and

on free nerve endings

of A‑delta and

stimuli into electrical activity. Resultant

afferents respond

chemical

stimuli, and

is of most

important

C

action

other types of cutaneous

to multiple

others have

stimulus

more

modalities,

specialized response

properties.
It is now
Substance

clear that glutamate

of nociceptive

P is also one of neurotransmitters involved in nociceptive transmission from

A large proportion of spinal dorsal horn neurons
their axons to the contralateral thalamus. These
crucial for pain in humans,
axons

neurotransmitter

connect

somatosensory

synapsed

axons

form

by primary

in

the thalamic

ventrobasal

cortex. This lateral spinothalamic

pathway

C‑fibers.

nociceptive afferents send

the contralateral spinothalamic

and consists of lateral and medial pathways.

to neurons

fibers.

complex

tract is

Lateral spinothalamic

that in

tract

turn projects to the

is particularly important

for the sensory

aspect of pain, i.e.,itslocation, intensity, and quality.
In the thalamic ventrobasal complex,
are nociceptive specific (NS)
exclusively to noxious

neurons

there are two different classes of nociceptive neurons. They

and wide dynamic

range (WDR)

neurons. NS neurons

stimulation of the peripheral receptive field. WDR

neurons

respond

show

a graded

response to touch, pressure and noxious pinch applied to the center of peripheral receptive field.Both
of them

are located in the peripheral shell region of the ventrobasal complex

somatosensory
somatotopic
Medial

map,

showing

organization may
spinothalamic

a somatotopic

organization

with an independent

at different rostrocaudal

tract axons

connect

to thalamocortical

regions

linked

responses, such as the anterior cingulate gyrus and frontal lobe. This medial pathway
affective or unpleasant emotional

(4) Endogenous
The

pain produced

many

demonstrated

dimension

to emotional
subserves

the

of pain.

analgesic system

different people. Even
hand,

levels. This

subserve the appreciation of the location of nociceptive pain.

by

similar injuries is remarkably

the suggestion

patients find even
to induce

of relief can have

minor

variable in different situations and

a significant analgesic effect. On

injuries unbearable,

pain without any noxious

and

stimulus. The

expectation

powerful

of pain

in

the other
has

been

effect of expectation and

other psychological

variables on the perceived intensity of pain implies the existence of brain circuit

that can

modulate

the activity of the pain

probably

has

several circuits that can

extensively. This pain‑modulating
periaqueductal

gray (PAG).

raphe magnus

of the medulla

transmission

down

modulate

network

pathways.

pain, but

oblongata. The raphe magnus

in the spinal cord. The

only

The
one

has the origin of descending

The activation of neurons in the PAG

opioid receptor and contain endogenous
There is good

transmission

component

central nervous
system
pathway

has

been

system
studied

in the midbrain

causes excitation of neurons in the

neurons in turn selectively control pain

nuclei of this pain‑modulating

circuit have

opioid peptides such as enkephalins and beta‑endorphin.

evidence that this pain modulating

circuit contributes to the pain relieving effect of

morphine.

II. Pain and nerve growth factor
(1) Significanceof NGF

during embryonic development

Neonates are equipped with these multiple pain pathways, and their nervous system is able to

2

respond

to noxious

stimuli. During

nociception

are dependent

NGF‑TrkA

complex

from programmed
system, when

embryonic

on nerve growth

development,

factor (NGF)

during the embryonic

primary

sensory

neurons

and its receptor TrkA.

development

sub serving

A major

action of

is its ability to rescue nociceptive neurons

cell death‑apoptosis. This rescue process occurs in the normal

apoptosis is required to eliminate excess

nociceptive neurons

developing

that have

nervous

not formed

appropriate synapse.
When

developing

binds to TrkA

nociceptive neurons

approach

a target cell, NGF

on the external surface of an approaching

thus

formed is internalized and retrogradely transported along the nerve fiber of nociceptive neuron

up to

caspase cleavage. Thus
that NGF
permits

TrkA

cleavage

programmed

of pro‑caspase

NGF‑TrkA

activates BcI‑2 which in turn inhibits Apaf‑1

nociceptive neuron

is soon exhausted, and becomes

The

the target cell
complex

the cell body. In the presence of NGF,

neuron.

released from

can survive. However,

the supply

of NGF

and blocks

is limited, so

unavailable for late arriving neurons. Deprivation

and

leads

to death

of nociceptive

neuron

by

of NGF

a process

of

cell death ‑ apoptosis.

(2) Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis
A defect in Trka gene resultsin a congenital absence
demonstrated

that the survival of developing

signaling via TrkA.

TrkA

mutations

Congenital

Insensitivity to Pain

autonomic

neuropathy

disorder. The

with

have

feature of CIPA

been

Anhidrosis

symptoms

reflect absence

identified as the cause
(CIPA),

also known

neurons

neurons. The

are needed

that NGF

of a human

syndrome,
and

to injuries and self‑
neurons. The

second

and episodes of hyperpyrexia,
reflects a lack of sympathetic
patients display mild
of the TrkA

gene as

the initialmutations identified were null alleles ‑ owing
‑ some

binding

patients harbor missense

to TrkA

mutation. Together

and signaling via the TrkA

neurons

to

to
the

kinase domain

but also for higher cognitive functions.

in inflammation

tissue has been damaged,

inflammatory

NGF

with a lack of sweating

not only for nociceptive and sympathetic

(3) Role of NGF

requires

are three cardinal clinical features of the

third clinical feature is mental retardation. Most

demonstrate

clearly

as hereditary sensory

mental retardation. Several groups of investigators identified mutation

studies on CIPA

models

defective thermoregulation

frameshift, nonsense, and splice site changes

NGF,

sympathetic

of the small nociceptive sensory

is defects in thermoregulation,

the molecular basis of this disorder. While

Once

and

Type IV (Indo et al. 1996). There

which is frequently the cause of death. The

moderate

sensory

firstconsistent element is an extreme insensitivity to pain, leading

mutilation. These

sudomotor

of nociceptive fibers. Animal

multiple chemical

cells.The resulting inflammatory

mediators are released from

exudate is rich in cytokines, growth

kinins, purines, amines, prostanoids and ions, including protons. Some

directly activate nociceptors,

evoking

damaged

pain. Others

act

together

factors including

inflammatory

to produce

cells and

mediators

sensitization of

nociceptive system.
At the locus

of inflammation,

released from

macrophage

and

cells.NGF

Schwann

containing primary

induce local production
thus produced

afferent fibers have

these peptidergic fibers. Then
the spinal ganglia. Up
expression

Interleukin‑1 (IL‑1)

NGF‑TrkA

there NGF

and tumor

of NGF

is caught by TrkA
TrkA.

changes

by keratinocytes, fibroblasts, mast cells
receptors. Postnatally only substance

After combining

complex
gene

with this TrkA,

NGF

P

is taken up by

is retrogradely transported to cell bodies within
expression

of precursor genes of substance P and CGRP

3

necrosis factor alpha (TNF‑a)

within

cell bodies

and

upregulates

(calcitonin gene‑related peptide), and genes

of BDNF

(brain derived neurotrophic factor),tetrodotoxinresistantsodium channels (TTXr)

vanilloid receptor‑1 (VR‑1). Then

TTXr

and VR‑1

and

are anterogradely transported to peripheral

terminals and are incorporated into the plasma membrane.

Substance P, CGRP

and BDNF

are

transported to central terminals within the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and stored in synaptic
vesicles.Substance P and CGRP
glutamate. BDNF

are neurotransmittersof nociceptive afferentfiberstogether with

is transported to centralterminals in dense core vesicles and released from the

central terminals. BDNF

in turn phosphorylates the NMD

A receptor, and thus enhances the

excitabilityo f secondary nociceptive neurons within the spinal cord. Through this mechanism

NGF

contributesto secondary hyperalgesia.

SI‑2)

Physiological and Neurological Bases of Human

Perspiration

Toshio OHHASHI
Professor,Department
It's my

great honor

and then to introduce

of Physiology, Shinshu University School of Medicine

to have

an opportunity to present our current studies of human

meaningful

results of members

in Japanese

perspiration

Society of Perspiration Research.

In addition, I would like to express my sincere thanks for my invitation to Drs. Nihei, Awaya
other organizing members
Today, I would

in thisinternational symposium

like to talk about Physiological

especially active sweating

responses

of human

and the

on CIPA.

and

palms

neurological bases of human

perspiration,

and its clinical application with

special

reference to anhidrosis.
First of all,I would

like to review

physiology

insensible perspiration and thermal and emotional
introduce the home‑made
of palmar

new

and neurology

of human

active sweating in humans.

perspiration ratemeter and new instrument

active sweating in humans.

perspiration including
Next, I would like to

for directly observing

Next, by using the new ratemeter, I would like to demonstrate

clinical tests for evaluating neuronal activity of limbic system including amygdala
cholinergic sympathetic
palms.

and hippocampus,

nerve fibers and functional properities of eccrine sweat

Finally I will demonstrate

drops

representative recordings

of palmar

glands in human

active sweating responses in

the patients with anhidrosis.
You

know,

responses.
weight

human

As shown

of the body.

emotional

perspiration may

be classifiedinto insensible perspiration and active sweating

in this slide, the insensible perspiration is defined as the insensible loss of
The

average

value is about 800mg

stimulation and physical tasks‑mediated

per day in adults.

In palms

and soles,

active sweating responses mainly contribute to the

water secreted in the skins, which is quickly absorbed into the epidermis.

The

had been considered as insensible perspiration in the palms and soles , may

produce

water secreted that
no loss of weight,

but causes to keep softened and touchable surface of the skin.
In the palms and soles, the sweat ducts are always
being suitable for reabsorption
the sweat ducts are always

opened

of the water secreted.

opened

at the bottom

at the top of hillin the skin undulation,

On the other hand, in the other glabrous skin,

of valley in the skin unduration, being suitable for

4

evaporation

of the water secreted.

This slide shows

diagrammatic

representation

the upper panel and in the general body
thick corneum

and germinativum

in palms may

surface, the lower

are always

The

observed in human

observed

may

be classified into the thermal

at the palms

hippocampus‑mediated
touchable

skin.

addition, we

and

neuronal

Handgrip

should

sympathetic

exercise also causes

take care the evidence

The

chemical

was observed

sweating.

is triggered

by

the

contribute in part to keep

marked

sweating

that the same

responses

spinal sudomoter

transmitters, and the same
However,

The

thermal

sweating is

amygdala

and

the softened

and

in the palms.

In

center, cholinergic

eccrine glands are involved in

there exist marked

differences in the period of

the thermal and emotional

sweating.

of active sweating

in palm, sole, and forehead significantly larger than those obtained in

hippocampus‑mediated

The

structure of epidermis

numbers

In the palm

of active sweat

and sole, small amounts

glands,

emotional

glands per constant area of various skin regions in

which

may

stimuli.

of water are always

secreted from large

be, in part related to continuous

Therefore, no active sweating

amygdala

and

responses in the palms

during sleep at night.

would

humidity

The

numbers

the other skin regions.

ratemeter.

palms.

In contrast, the emotional

sweating

then

of the water secreted between

This slide shows
eight humans.

The

activities and

nerve fibers, the same

latency and volume

We

characteristic features of very

and emotional

at constant.

soles.

both active sweating responses in humans.

numbers

The

physiological and neurological properties of active sweating responses in

responses

sweating is related to keep the body‑temperature
mainly

panel.

palm,

contribute to quick absorption of water secreted with active sweating responses.

This slide summarizes
humans.

of the structure of epidermis in the human

like to move

We

designed

next

topic of my

and constructed

sensors and the sensors‑involved

talk, to present the new

the new

home‑made

perspiration

ratemeter by using capacitance‑typed

skin chamber

thin‑film

circulated with air‑flow.

detail of the ratemeter is published in the Journal of Physiological Measurements

1998 in UK.

printed on

I appreciate indeed if you could read this paper to understand in detail the principal of

the ratemeter.
A specialized probe equipped
photograph
shows

shows

with capacitive humidity

firstproto‑typed

a microphtograph

ratemeter

suitable for a commercial

of the special probe

system is available in the new

ratemeter.

sensor and an electrical circuit

connect

Thus

good.

directly with the skin.

the ratemeter seems

concise, and easier to use in the bed‑side of patients compared

to be more

The
No

This

right panel

huge

cylinder

quantitative, more

with the previous methods

such as the

ventilated capsule technique.
This slide shows
in the technique
temperature

was

order to absorb
Thus

equipped

sensor

temperature, so the sensor should keep in the

at outside of human

be circulated through

The humidity

body.

the ventilated capsule

Therefore large amount
connected

on the human

of dry
skin in

quickly the water secreted and then transport urgently the water into the humidity
the huge

capsule technique.

The

This slide shows
changes

very sensitive to environmental

controlled room

nitrogen gas should

sensor.

a schematic layout of the previous ventilated technique.

in ambient

cylinder system is always

block diagram

of the new

temperature.

The

contacted directly on the human
for dehumidified

necessary

for using of the previous

ventilated

technique is quite difficultto use clinicallyat the bed‑side of patients.

air and

skins.

ratemeter.

humidity

sensor and

thermistor are located into the probe

The ratemeter exists another two parts, a supply an element

electrical signal processing

perspiration is calculated by

It consists of three parts, to compensate

using relative humidity
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circuit.

The

absolute

amount

of human

obtained

with

the sensor, saturated vapor

pressure and temperature
This slide shows
curves

of the ventilated air recorded with the thermistor.

schematic layout of a capacitive thin film humidity

of the sensor.

evaporation.

A

Lower

twin

electrodes

humidity‑sensitive

material

dichloride is then applied in a thin layer.
the sensor are roughly
As shown

are attached

such

As shown

as

cellulose

panel, the new

obtained with the previous

technique

ratemeter, the time it takes to get a maximum

glass substrate by

acetate

dissolved

irridium

in

ethylene

humidity ranging from 0 to 100%.

ratemeter shows

ventilated capsule

a

in the right panel, the changes in capacitance of

proportional to the changes in ambient

in the lower

on

sensor and the calibration

quick step‑response compared
shown

in the upper panel.

with that
In the new

value in the step‑response is approximately

0.63

seconds.
The relationship between
skin model is quite liner.
The

the electrical output of the new

Thus

ratemeter and loss of water in artificial

the new ratemeter has high‑sensitivity in the electricalperformance.

sensitivity is about 0.1 volts per lmg

loss of water per 5 minutes.

output is not disturbed by changes in the skin temperature ranging from

In addition, the electrical

20 to 35 degrees centigrade.

This slide shows representative recording of deep inspiration and arithmetic calculation‑mediated
palmar active sweating responses in the same

subject.

the previous technique.

In contrast the lower

You

ratemeter enables

know,

the the new

The upper recordings were obtained by using

data were recorded by our home‑made

us to measure

more

exactly changes

new

in

ratemeter.

palmar

active

for directly observing

drops

sweating responses.
I would

like to introduce

secreted with palmar
The

original study

Biomedical

another

home‑made

new

active sweating by using a handy
of the instrument

analysis printed on 1997.

was

instrument

microscopic

published

in

probe with a CCD

the Journal

camera.

of Pharmaceutical

and

I appreciate indeed if you could read the paper to understand

in detail the principle of the instrument.
This

slide shows

instrument

was

measuring

changes

schematic

composed

diagram

of the microscope

of a microscopic

head

installed CCD

in skin perspiration utilized with

cassette recorder, and a CRT.

The

dehumidified

probe in the instrument.

the

in its inner body, a detector for

the new

ratemeter, a video

air obtained through

silica gel was led into the inside and then the air was conveyed

Thus

timer, a video

a small chamber

to the new

filled with

ratemeter without a break

in flow.
This slide shows
new instrument
can see, many
This

a representative microphotograph

at about 3 seconds after maximal

the magnified

palmar active sweating at the same

skin obtained with the home‑made

handgrip exercise was loaded

drops secreted were clearly observed

slide shows

of palmar

contralaterally.

at the top of hillin the undulation of palmar

microphotograph

of one

drop

of handgrip

You
skin.

exercise‑mediated

timing as that obtained with the previous slide.

The secretion of

the water started at the periphery of the sweat duct in the palm.
About

1 second

after the previous slide, the water was diffused rapidly at the surface of palmar

skin and then it was quickly reabsorbed in the epidermis of the skin.
This slide shows
palmar
maximum
good

representative simultaneous

skin and the corresponding
handgrip

exercise‑mediated

correlation between

height of waves
to the numbers

amounts

of human

the numbers

measurements

of water measured

of drops observed in the

by using the new instrument

palmar active sweating responses.
of drops secreted and the amount

perspiration recorded by using the new

of drops secreted from the sweat duct in the pamar

This slide shows

of numbers

You know

there is a very

of water secrete.

ratemeter may

during

Thus

the

be, in part, related

skin.

representative tracings of the periods that can be observed the drops during deep

6

inspiration or maximum

handgrip exercise‑mediated

using the new instrument
in human

palms.

The numbers

of drops

of sweat ducts observed

secreted from

sweating responses.
about 2 seconds.

The
The

observed

the 34 sweat

are different for each subject.

and then addressed.

ducts during

This panel shows

the deep

the time‑

inspiration‑mediated

of the sweat ducts are occurred randomly

is dependent

example,

numbered

the same

deep inspiration‑mediated

26 and 27.

upon

palmar

handgrip

seconds

synchronization

a marked

each sweat

duct.

No

The lower panel summarizes

In contrast, the maximum
caused

By

palmar

deep inspiration started at 0 point of the time scale and then finished at

opening

timing of the opening

palm.

with 100 magnification, we can usually identified about 30‑40 sweat ducts

In one subject 34 sweat ducts were
course

active sweating responses in human

during 0‑2 seconds.

opening

sweat

The

duct is found, for

the calculated numbers

of drops with

active sweating responses.

exercise‑mediated

palmar

active sweating

of the timing and

responses

period of the openings

during 10

of the sweat

ducts.
As shown

in this panel, total numbers

with the left panel.
may

Thus

of drops secreted in the case are higher than those obtained

the height of waves

be also influenced by synchronization
I would like to move

sweating

responses

sudomoter
The

of human

perspiration recorded by using the ratemeter

of the opening

of the sweat ducts in human

next topic and then to demonstrate

obtained

by the new

ratemeter

that handgrip

make

palms.

exercise‑mediated

useful tests for evaluating

active

cholinergic

nerve activity and functional properties of palmar eccrine glands.

study is published in the Journal of Autonomic

Neuroscience:

Basic and Clinical printed on

2003.
This

slide shows

sweating responses
responses

were

representative recordings
by using the new

measured

of arithmetic calculations‑mediated

ratemeter.

independently

As shown

during

calculations and during operation of the calculation.
a significant active palmar
the stimulation

sweating response.

We

as pre‑operational response.

saying of yes also produced

a rapid and

in the B, the palmar

oral explanation

how

This slide summarizes

the arithmetic

The oral explanation of the stimulation caused
defined the sweating responses prior to starting

The

arithmetic

calculation with

oscillatory response

starting signal of

of active palmar
7.

sweating

during

The latterresponse

response.

the effects of repetitive mental

operational and operation‑mediated
demonstration

active

active sweating

to conduct

operation of the calculation with sequential subtraction such as 100 minutes
was defined as operation‑mediated

palmar

responses

of palmar

that the physical tasks such as handgrip

pre‑operational responses of palmar

active sweating

stimulation or physical tasks on the pre‑
active sweating.

The

result may

be first

exercise and deep breathing produced

during oral explanation of the tasks.

clearly

As shown

in the upper panels, with both mental stimulation and physical tasks, the pre‑operational responses
were

significantly reduced

responses

of active palmar

by the trials. As

in the physical tasks‑mediated

with the repetitive trials. The

of active palmar

in the lower

panel, the operation‑mediated

sweating to mental stimulation was also reduced

In contrast, no significant change
observed

shown

findings suggest that handgrip

sweating enable us to make

with the repetitive trials.

of active palmar

sweating

exercise‑mediated

was

responses

useful tests for evaluating cholinergic sudomoter

nerve

activity and functional properties of eccrine glands in humans.
Finally, I would like to introduce
measured
demonstrate
Homma

by using

the new

very impressive

ratemeter

with

studies with active palmar

special reference

encephalitis with bilateral amygdala‑mediated
et al. Reported

by using

the new

ratemeter

7

to anhidrosis.

anhidrosis in human
that mental

sweating responses
First of all, I will
palms.

stimulation such

as recall

questions activated the medial part of the amygdala

about 5 seconds

prior to palmar

active sweating

responses in a single subject.
As shown

in the panel C, the mental stimulation of arithmetic calculation such as 52‑34 caused a

significant change
of

active

of the averaged

palmar

sweating

electroencephalographs

skin sympathetic

responses.

recorded

from

Very

nerve activity about 3 seconds

prior to the onset

small

of

potential

F3 and F4 electrodes were

fluctuations

observed

the

average

about 5 seconds

prior to

the onset of the sweating response.
The

left panel

shows

representative

electrodes in a single subject.
B and C

were

method.

analyzed

The

tracings of the averaged

The averaged

show

with 21

to estimate source locations by using scale‑skill‑brain EEG

right panel shows

were

recorded

surface

potentials during the periods indicated by the bars, A,
dipole tracing

the estimated locations that are plotted on the frontal, horizontal,

and sagittalplanes according to the analyzed periods, A, B and C.
moments

EEG

calculated with dipoles inside the circles shown

Mean

dipole locations and vector

in the right panel.

The

result will

next slide.

The

panel (A)

and another

shows

calculated mean

subject loaded

dipole locations and vector moments

with recall questions.

dipole locations indicated on the corresponding

The

MRI

panel (B)

images.

You

shows

in the subject of TI

superimposition

dipole location indicated by the triangle in the panel (A) corresponds

to the left inferior frontal gyrus,

and that indicated by the circles, the lateral part of the left hippocampus.

In contrast in the subject

of TS, the dipole location indicated by the circles in the panel (A) corresponds
the left amygdala.
and hippocampus
sympathetic
In

The

sudomoter

coincided

damage

to produce

active sweating responses in human

palms

the Homma's
palmar

study, Asahina

sweating responses

amygdala

via activation of skin

active sweating

et al, also demonstrated

response

was

observed

that no

female

bilateral

on 2003.

ratemeter, the authors evaluated the mental stimulation‑mediated
in a 21‑years‑old

emotional

in a patient with

published in the International Journal of Psychophysiology

By using the new

including

nerve fibers.

with

stimulation‑mediated
amygdala

to the medial part of

findings suggest that this activation of limbic neurons

seems

of the

can see, in the subject of TI, the

with bilateral restricted amygdala

active palmar

lesions caused

by

idiopathic subacute limbic encephalitis.
This slide shows
magnetic

resonance

demonstrate
month
was

representative photographs
images

the MRI

of the brain in the patient.

obtained at 1,2 and 4 months

after the onset, the T2 weighted

enhanced

with

Gadolinium.

extension of the enhanced

MRI

AT

the peak

physical

responses

stimulation and tasks‑mediated
palmar
On

and

lower

increased signal in the bilateral amygdala,
of illness, 2 month

after, hemorrhagic
At 4 month

panels
At 1
which

spots and

after,the enhanced

sweating responses recorded by the new

blood flow measured

by laser Doppler

flowmeter

in

damage.

in the left panel, at the peak

tasks‑mediated

top, middle

lesions were observed.

in skin microcirculatory

the patient of bilateralamygdala

and gadolinium‑enhanced

after the neurological onset, respectively.

representative tracings of active palmar

ratemeter and changes

As shown

showed

The

area were seen in the bilateralamygdala.

areas disappeared, although old hemorrhagic
This slide shows

of TI‑ and T2‑weighted

of the illness, 2 month

of active palmar

sweating

adrenergic sympathetic

responses

after, no mental stimulation and
were

observed.

In

contrast the

of small‑sized blood vessels in the

skin were identified.
the other hand, at 4 months

after the onset according

the mental stimulation and physical tasks‑mediated

to improve

the disturbance of memory,

responses of palmar active sweating reappeared.
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The findings also suggest that the amygdala

seems

to play an important role in the mental

stimulation‑mediatedresponse of palmar activesweating.
With next severalslides,I would like to represent recordings of palmar activesweating responses
in various kinds of patientwith anhidrosisby using the new ratemeter.
As shown

in this slide,Dr Kita reported in the Official Journal of Japanese Society of

PerspirationResearch that there are a marked reduction of mental stimulation and physical tasks‑
mediated responses of activepalmar sweating in a patientwith Shy‑Drager Syndrome.

The findings

suggest thatthe disorderof spinalsudomoter center causes a marked anhidrosisin the palms.
Dr Ohta published a paper in the same
neuropathies, as shown

Journal that the patients of Diabetes Mellitus with

in the group C, demonstrated a significantreduction of physical tasks‑

mediated responses of palmar activesweating by using the new ratemeter. The findings suggest that
the disorder of skin sudomoter nerve fibers produced by DM

causes a marked anhidrosis in the

palmes.
Dr Yosizeki published a paper in the same Journal that the patientswith uremic skin disease or
Sjogren Syndrome

showed

a significantreduction of physical tasks‑mediated responses of palmar

active sweating by using the new ratemeter. The findings suggest that the disorder of function of
eccrine glands produced by Sjogren Syndrome

cause a marked anhidrosisin the palmes.

Dr Yamazaki also reported her study in the same Journal regarding pathologicalpropertiesof skin
biopsy and functional characteristicso f active palmar sweating responses with the patient with
Congenital Ectodermal Dysplasia.
This slideshows representativethat no or few eccrine gland and its sweat duct in the skin of the
patientsCongenital Ectodermal Dysplasia is observed.
In the same patient,no physical‑tasks‑mediatedresponse of activepalmar sweating was observed
by using the new ratemeter. The findingssuggest that the disorder of morphology

of eccrine glands

produced by Congenital Ectodermal Dysplasia cause a marked anhidrosisin the palms.
In conclusion, aritnmetic calculation,deep inspiration or handgrip exercise‑mediated palmar
activesweating responses in humans evaluated with the new perspirationratemater may become

very

useful clinicaltestsfor making diagnosis and evaluatingthe treatment of anhidrosis.
Thank you for your attention.

Questions & Answers
Dr. Fukuyama
You mentioned three differentkinds of activationmethods including the handy grip,mental
stresslike arithmeticcalculationand overbreathing.Are allof them necessary to perform in
a singlecase to get a firm conclusion,or even only one testcan be useful?
Dr. Ohhashi
We used three kinds of suitablestimulationsto activatethe brain center,sudomotor nerve
fibersand other process of the eccrine glands. Amygdala,

9

hippocampus‑mediated

disorder

is a very suitable for evaluation in palmar

active sweating responses. On

show

mediated

you to the DM,

in human
including

palms,

or Sjogren syndrome
which

may

be related to peripheral

spinal center or peripheral sudomotor

skin. Could
mechanisms

you

use

or adopt

the other hand, I

disorder of the active palmar
mechanisms

sweating

of nerve

disorder,

nerve fibers and other eccrine glands in the

a suitable stimulation in

each

patient to evaluate

the

of the disorder?

Dr. Axelrod
As a pediatrician,
I am always interestedin which testwe could we for noninvasive testing
of patients.How

could your ratemeter be used in a very young child if you want to

determine ifthereis a problem with sweating?
Dr. Ohhashi
I demonstrated alladult data.It's quite difficultt o control the behavior or attitudeof the
mind of children.Physical tasks such as hand grip or grasping exercise of the hand is easy
for children,but such kind of physical tasks cause preoperationalresponses before loading
with stimulation.Could you take care of two kinds of the responses according to the
physical stimulation?One is preoperational sweating that may be related to amygdala
hippocampus

or

or the other central mechanisms. On the other hand, operational,mediated

responses of activepalmar sweating is useful forchildrenin the clinicaltest,I think.
I personally used sudden noise, handclapping or cracker,and then we can induce palmar
sweating in children.
Dr. Axelrod
Those would be things that we use with the sympathetic skin response, when
assess theintactsympathetic system. How

would you say your ratemeter compares to using

something like the sympathetic skin response or Quantitative Sudomotor
Testing(QSART)

we try to

that Dr.Lowe has been using at the Mayo

Axon

Reflex

Clinic?

Dr. Ohhashi
I have startedvery,very preliminary...,compared with our techniques and skin sympathetic
recordings. The skin sympathetic response causes very transientsignals.Active palmar
responses continue depending on activitiess uch as sudomotor activitiesa nd other central
mechanisms
methodology

of the brain.I hope that allclinicianscould take care of the principlesof each
for evaluating of the sudomotor‑related or peripheral sympathetic nerve

activity‑related
r esponses. We

therefore have to take care of the mechanisms

principlesof each methodology, which are very important forevaluating theresults.
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The

complexities

of the autonomic

nervous

system

and its intimate relationship with sensory

function is especially well illustrated in the diversity of a group
Hereditary

Sensory

and Autonomic

by analgesia and autonomic
However,

each

HSAN

Neuropathies

(HSAN).

Although

dysfunction, the degree to which

is phenotypically

distinct with

of genetic disorders known
all HSANs

as

are characterized

these systems are affected varies greatly.

characteristic clinical and

neuropathological

findings. These differences are due to unique genetic errors affectingin uterine neuronal development.
Classification of the various sensory disorders is unsettled and ongoing. In addition to the four
numerical

subtypes proposed

semantic

controversy. For

syndrome,
With

by Dyck
example,

and Ohta, additional entitieshave been
familial dysautonomia,

was also classified by Dyck

and Ohta as HSAN

originally known

decade

birth and

and is transmitted as a dominant

are transmitted as autosomal

FD.

CIPA

(HSAN

type I), which

disorder, the other HSAN

Day

as CIPA

is appropriate because it is the most

presents in

appear to be present at

recessive disorders. For this conference

congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis, also known
dysautonomia,

as the Riley

type III.(Table 1).

the exception of hereditary sensory radicular neuropathy

the second

described and there is

or HSAN

we

will focus on

type IV, and familial

prevalent of these disorders in Japan

and FD is appropriate because itis one of the most intensively studied of the HSAN

disorders and is

often used

a basis for our

as the prototype

understanding

with

of the neurodevelopmental

genetics, the neuropathological
approach

which

to compare

the other syndromes.

aspects we will compare

findings, their neurological

As

their embryonic

beginnings, their

clinical features and

then

how

to

differential diagnosis. Later I will discuss the clinical differences and similaritiesand how

that affects approach

Development
Development

to treatment.

of the Autonomic

and Sensory

Nervous

Systems

of the autonomic and sensory nervous systems is intimately related as they both

have their embryonic

origins in the multipotentialneural crest cells.These cells migrate and

eventually evolve into both sensory and autonomic ganglia. Their commitment
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to function in the

mature

nervous

system

is incumbent

specific neurotransmitters.
migration

would

upon

Therefore

cause profound

normal

migration, maturation,

and

ability to produce

one could postulate that an early genetic error affecting initial

decreases in both

sensory

and autonomic

populations

whereas

later genetic error might only affect cell survival to one or both populations causing more

a

erratic and

varied clinical expression.
Various factors promote
sensory nervous
nerve growth

systems.

factor (NGF).

the developing
Binding

progression

crest and

enhances

critical and

NGF

exerts itsinfluence through normal
NGF

NGF,

maturation

through

binding promotes

sympathetic

increased

neurite outgrowth.

Errors

Impede

on NGF

neurotransmitter

Normal

have been

survival is

receptors on

tyrosine kinase.

messenger

pathways. In the

migration from

the neural

In the mature

neuron

decreases but sensitivity to its effects persists.

synthesis

such

as tyrosine hydroxylase

(TOH)

in

P in sensory neurons.

Development

described (Table 2). These

receptor are assumed

and

In addition since the target cell also

In congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA)
receptor, NTRK1,

and

to be a transmembrane

survival of the neuron reaching its target.

neurons and Substance

autonomic

binding onto NGF

binding primarily has a physiologic role as it promotes

can induce

the NGF

to the mature

well‑studied regulator of development

receptor is known

that has innervated its target cell,dependence

Genetic

the embryonic

exerts direct biologic effects as well as triggering various second
neuron

NGF

from

One

neuronal cell. The

embryonic

produces

normal

to cause dysfunction

multiple mutations in the neurotrophin

alterations in the tyrosine kinase domain

of the NGF

receptor and impair

NGF

of

binding

that affects migration, maturation and survival.
Familial
However,
1KB

dysautonomia

the gene

(FD),

mechanism

kinase‑complex‑associated

like

CIPA

is transmitted

as an autosomal

is not as well understood. In 2001
protein (IKBKAP)

mutations

recessive

were

gene, with a major haplotype

disorder.

discovered in the

mutation located in

the donor splice site of intron 20. This mutation can resultin the skipping of exon 20 in the mRNA
patients in specific subsets of cells such
greater than 99.5%
The

second

as peripheral neurons. The

of the familial dysautonomia

mutation is a missense

26. This

mutation

mutation

patient was

was inherited from

was a proline to leucine

a parent without

for the major

accounts

to a founder

of IKAP

for

effect.

and has been

for the major splice mutation. In 2003, the firstnon‑

was described, which

also heterozygous

corresponding

mutation that affects the phosphorylation

identified in 4 unrelated patients heterozygous
Jewish IKBKAP

chromosomes,

major haplotype

of

Ashkenazi

splice mutation,

missense

Jewish

which

mutation in exon

ancestry. The

he received

from

affected
his single

Jewish parent.
It is assumed
development

that the genetic error in familial dysautonomia

and the catecholamine

abnormalities are secondary

result,trophic substances essential to the development
investigated.

Nerve

growth

factor has

dysautonomia

patients produce

factor and the beta‑nerve

mutations in the IKBKAP

to an arrested neuronal

to decreased neuronal number.

of sensory and sympathetic

one

candidate.

Cultured

slightlyless radioimmunoassayable

healthy controls. Using cloned DNA
growth

been

leads

neurons

factor receptor, were

gene results in an abnormal

gene

excluded.

system. It has been postulated that normal IKAP

of various neurotransmitters

and that production

of the abnormal

ability resulting in a wide array of disease expression.
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It is now

product, mutant

specific areas of the nervous

familial

factor than those of

probes, the structural gene regions, which encode
growth

have been

fibroblasts from

nerve growth

As a

IKAP,

for beta‑nerve
known
produced

that
in

facilitatesexpression

gene product

might impede

this

Neuropathological
Both

Comparisons

familial dysautonomia

and

CIPA

have

peripheral

neuropathological

consistent with their being neurodevelopmental

disorders. Sensory

contain decreased

and small myelinated

important

populations

of unmyelinated

distinguishing features (Table

devastated

than in

FD

3).In CIPA

patients, which

findings that are

nerves, such as the sural nerve,
neurons. However

there are

patients the sensory neuronal population is more

is consistent with

the

more

profound

clinical sensory

abnormalities.
In CIPA,

virtual absence

of unmyelinated

fibers has been

For FD, the firstreport of peripheral neuropathology
report, he noted that the population
markedly

diminished

as compared

analyzing results from

of unmyelinated
to an age matched

The

presence

neuropathological

system. In CIPA

component.

differences between

skin biopsy morphology

diminution

confirmed

with FD

size. Sympathetic

to explain the vasomotor

FD

of HSANIV

of neuronal numbers

about one‑third normal

The

and

decreasing

dorsal columns

was

this finding by

neurons

were

in older FD

conducting

vibration,

are initiallynormal but diminish markedly in older patients.

epidermis and absent or hypoplastic dermal
In FD

in an adult individual

control. Pearson

of residual nodules

also indicate a degenerative

proprioceptive and touch information
The

neurons

3).

In this case

FD individuals of varying ages; he noted that the neuronal populations

about one‑tenth of normal.
individuals

noted in peripheral nerves (Table

was sural nerve studies by Aguayo.

and

CIPA

extend

to the peripheral autonomic

patients reveals deficient C and A fibers in the

sweat glands without innervation.
are noted in sympathetic

ganglia resulting in ganglia being

terminals are sparse or absent on vessels of skin that helps

instability of affected individuals and decreased

production

of peripheral

norepinephrine.
For neither CIPA

or FD

have consistent qualitative central nervous system (CNS)

found; all consistent neuropathological
was

originally reported

new

genetic findings for FD

gene

product. Thus

we

suggest some

dysfunction

involvement

with

that pathologic

absent lacrimation,"

of central autonomic

indicating that central regions have

assume

been

findings have been restricted to the periphery. However,

as "central autonomic

disorders have features, which

anomalies

confirmation

and

tracts.Now

altered expression

FD
both

there are

of the normal

of central defects will eventually

be

provided.
The peripheral autonomic

nervous system

can function independently

regulated and integrated by the central autonomic

but to some

network. The peripheral autonomic

extent itis also
nervous

system

is primarily an involuntary motor/effector system with three divisions: sympathetic (thoracolumbar),
parasympathetic

(craniosacal), and enteric. All three divisions maintain integral relationships with

visceral sensory

neurons

autonomic

network

via transmission through

and forebrain. Although
division accounting

and there are direct and indirect reciprocal connections

all of the HSAN

the nucleus

solitarius to the hypothalamus,

appear to have some

for perturbations in vasomotor

dysfunction involving

of General

Clinical Neurological

amygdala

the sympathetic

and sweating functions, there is great variability

in the degree to which the other divisions and the central autonomic

Comparison

with the central

network

are affected.

Features

Because FD and CIPA are developmental disorders,clinicalfeaturesarepresent from birth.In FD
depletion of unmyelinated sensory and autonomic neurons resultsin specificsensory and autonomic
problems that are listedin Table 4. In FD the autonomic dysfunction is pervasive, which resultin
protean manifestations and widespread secondary functionalabnormalities that can often outweigh
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problems

secondary

to sensory

abnormalities.

individual to individual, even within the same

However,

clinical expression

varies widely

family.

Earliest signs include feeding difficultiesdue to poor oral coordination and hypotonia.
misdirection, especially of liquids, and high frequency
high risk for aspiration, which

from

of gastroesophageal

can result in chronic lung

disease.

Recurrent

reflux put the patient at

The

clinical features of this

disease include decreased but not absent pain and temperature perception (Table 4).
While

bone

and skin pain are poorly perceived, sensitivity to visceral pain is intact. There

appropriate responses

to pleural effusions, esophageal

irritation,and

menstrual

and tendon reflexes are hypoactive, and taste appreciation is diminished
lingual fungiform

cramping.

are

Corneal

which is due to absence

of

papillae. Later in the course of the illness, vibratory sensory loss and impaired

coordination appear.
As indicated above, the autonomic
tracts,and impose

disturbances are very prominent, involve peripheral and central

the greatest impediments

to function. Absence

of tears (alacrima)

with emotional

crying is one of the cardinal features of the disorder. Protracted episodes of nausea and vomiting
be triggered by emotional

or physical stress, and

termed

crisis, are usually

the dysautonomic

agitation, tachycardia
erythematous
both

and

hypertension.

extreme

Vasomotor

hypertension

and

profound

the problem

high altitudes. Ensuing

hypoxemia

Defective afferent conduction
may

and

may

ranges

with

a

general

cardiovascular

perturbations

and

without

abnormal

as

compensatory

chronic lung

disease is the

which limits abilityto cope with pneumonia

Somatic

or travel to

and even syncope.

of deep tendon reflexes. Motor

neuron

gait, and high incidence

of juvenile

growth is poor and by 10 years of age, 85%

of patients

milestones are commonly
tendency

manifest

eating. Patients can exhibit

rapid postural hypotension

account for the absence

can

episodes, also

a constellation of signs including

with excitation or even

underlie the infantile hypotonia,

have scoliosis. Developmental

with

sleep. These

may lead to hypotension, bradyarrhythmia

scoliosis in familial dysautonomia.

normal

and

arousal from

of aspiration pneumonias

presence of relative insensitivityto hypoxemia,

involvement

associated

skin blotching and hyperhydrosis

tachycardia. Compounding

even

delayed, but intelligence is usually within

for better verbal than

motor

performance.

Commonly

executive planning and organizational skillsare poor.
CIPA

is also associated with decreased

with familial dysautonomia

sensation and autonomic

in the neonatal period but the differences become

as the characteristic anhidrosis causes cutaneous
more

profound.

The

cardinal feature of HSAN

The anhidrosis is probably secondary
the trunk and upper
affected.

dysfunction. It may

to impaired

extremities in 100

%

changes

and

much

of cases whereas

It is the anhidrosis that causes episodic fevers and

clearer with time

the sensory abnormalities

type IV is absent or markedly
thoracolumbar

be confused

sympathetic

decreased

sweating.

outflow. It is present on

other areas of the body
extreme

are much

hyperpyrexia

are variably
is usually the

earliest sign of the disorder.
Although

penetrance is complete, expression

mutation on the NGF
In CIPA

varies widely and may

receptor or whether there is genetic homo‑

patients there are profound

be related to the site of the

or heterozygosity.

sensory abnormalities.

Decreased

pain perception does not

spare any particular areas and even affects cranial nerves and visceral sensation. Self‑mutilation is
frequent, as are traumatized joints that heal poorly resulting in Charcot
Temperature

sensation is also decreased

joints and

osteomyelitis.

or absent but deep tendon reflexes are usually intact (Table

4).
Other than the characteristic anhidrosis, other autonomic
is normal.

Postural hypotension

with compensatory

perturbations are mild to absent. Tearing

tachycardia
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may

be present but not episodic

hypertension

suggesting

parasympathetic

dysfunction

parasympathetic
to minimal
not occur.
Speech
normalize

that the blood
rather

pressure

than

problems

sympathetic

are secondary
dysfunction.

As

to disuse
further

atrophy

or

evidence

dysfunction, patients exhibit miosis with dilute intraocular mecholyl.

of

There is none

gastrointestinal dysmotility; vomiting is not a feature of the disease and cyclical crises do
Insensitivity to hypoxia

and hypercapnia

is usually clear. Hypotonia

has not been noted.

is frequently seen in the early years, but strength and

as the patient gets older. Therefore

although developmental

to only mildly delayed, there can be severe learning problems.

tone

milestones are usually normal

Hyperactivity

and emotional

lability

are common.

Diagnosis
Diagnosis

of an HS AN

dysfunction. There
sensory

clinical recognition of both sensory and autonomic

are specific questions and tests that will elucidate the extent of autonomic

dysfunction. It is important

involvement
The

is initiallybased upon

to determine

if there is small

and large

and

myelinated

fiber

as well as the distribution of involvement.

histamine

testis one objective test of peripheral small fiber dysfunction.

that individuals affected most of the HSANs,

including FD

and CIPA,

We

fail to produce

have

found

an axon

flare

after intradermal histamine.
Evaluation
patients.

of sudomotor

Anhidrosis

function is very important

can be determined

by historical information

In addition quantitative and qualitative sudomotor
discuss these testslater in more
Clinical diagnosis of CIPA
with widespread

and will distinguish between

FD

and CIPA

as well as clinical examination.

tests are available for confirmation. Dr. Hilz will

detail.
is primarily based on the fact that itis the only HSAN

anhidrosis, as well as profound

and widespread

thatis associated

sensory abnormalities

that includes

cranial nerves and visceral sensation resulting in insensitivity to superficial as well as deep, visceral
painful stimuli and in impressive

self‑mutilation and traumatized joints.

Temperature

sensation is

histamine test,one would

expect to see

also decreased or absent, but deep tendon reflexes are usually intact.
For a clinical diagnosis of FD, in addition to the abnormal
alacrima, absent fungiform
also helpful in making
extraction.

Because

the diagnosis

Catecholamine

parasympathomimetic

papillae, and

urinary

depressed

of FD

since almost

metabolite

there can be extreme

definitive diagnosis now

genetic mutations
diagnostic

ratios

of ethnicity is

all patient are of Ashkenazi
and

intraocular

Jewish

hypersensitivity

to

agents yield inconsistent results and are no longer used for diagnosis.
variabilityin expression

are not always sufficient and sural nerve biopsy may
The

patellar reflexes. Determination

for FD

, DNA

among

the HSAN

patients, clinical criteria

be suggested.

rests in the area of DNA

diagnostics. With

the identification of

testing provides diagnostic certainty. Although

tests are also described

for CIPA,

numerous

mutations

diagnosis so that itis not routinely used for clinical confirmation

does

molecular

not allow

simple

genetic
DNA

of diagnosis.

Conclusion
As demonstrated here, there are a number of hereditaryand sensory and autonomic neuropathies
(HSAN)

other than familialdysautonomia (FD) and congenital sensory neuropathy with anhidrosis

(CIPA) but these two remain the most common

and best studiedof the group. More of these disorders

will probably be recognized with time and classification
w illremain an ongoing process and will be
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refined as we become

more exact in clinicalacumen, definitiveautonomic

examinations and finallymolecular evaluations.The HSANs

testing,pathological

provide us with insightinto the multiple

steps involved in development and differentiation
o f the autonomic and sensory nervous systems.
Thus as genetic testsfor specificdiagnosis are developed, we will be able to provide more exact
genetic counseling, we will enhance our knowledge

regarding how

genetic errors produce disease

and why there is variabilityof expression, and we will gain insight as to how

to provide more

definitivet herapies.

Table 1.
Hereditary Sensory and Autonomic Neuropathies
Nomenclature

HSAN

Hereditary sensory radicularneuropathy

I

Congenital sensory neuropathy (CSN)

II

Familial dysautonomia (FD)/Riley Day

III

Congenital insensitivityt o pain

IV

type*

Transmission/Gene

AD/
AR/
AR/
AR/

with anhidrosis(CIPA)
Congenital insensitivityt o pain

V

NK

with partialanhidrosis
NK

Congenital autonomic dysfunction
with universalpain loss (CAD)

NK

Progressive panneuropathy
* HSAN

nomenclature from Dyck and Ohta

AD: autosomal dominant, AR: autosomal recessive,NK: unknown
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location

9q22.1‑22.3
NK
9q31
lq21‑22

Table 2.
Comparison of Genetic Characteristicsfor Familial Dysautonomia (FD)
Insensitivity
to Pain with Anhidrosis(CIPA)

Mode

of transmission

Consanguinity
Ethnic background

AR
Uncommon
100% Ashkenazi Jewish

and Congenital

AR
>50%

of families

Mediterranean (Greek, Italian)
Middle Eastern (Arab, Bedouin)
Japanese
Indian and Pakistan

Chromosome location
Gene
Gene product/function

Number

of Mutations

Accuracy of tests

Ch lq21‑22

Ch9q31
IKBKAP
IKAP/?

NTRK1
NTRKl/tyrosine kinase
domain of NGF receptor

two
intron19‑99%
exon20‑<l%
99%

multiple

<25%

FD: familial dysautonomic,
CIPA:
AR:

Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis,

autosomal

recessive

Table 3.
Comparison of ClinicalDiagnostic Features and Sural Nerve Findings for Familial
Dysautonomia (FD) and Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis (CIPA)

HSAN III
FD

HSAN IV
CIPA

Histamine test

No axon flare

No axon flare

Overflow tears

No

Yes

Lingual fungiform papillae

No

Yes

Deep tendon reflexes

Decreased

Decreased or Normal

Clinical Feature

Sural nerve biopsy
Myelinated neurons
Unmyelinated neurons

FD: familial dysautonomic,

Slight decrease

Marked decrease

Especially small fibers

(3700/nerve)

Severe decrease

Very severe decrease

(25%

(5‑10% of normal)

of normal)

CIPA: Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis,
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Table 4.
Comparison of ClinicalCharacteristicsfor Familial Dysautonomia
Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis (CIPA)

(FD) and

Sensory Abnormalities
Deep tendon reflexes

Absent

Normal

Pain perception

Mild‑Moderate decrease

Profound decrease

Temperature sense

Decreased

Absent

Self mutilation

15%

100%

Sweating

Excessive

Decreased

Blotching

Yes

Yes/No

Acrocyanosis

Yes

No

Posturalhypotension

Yes

Occasional

PeripheralAutonomic

Dysfunction

Enteric Autonomic Dysfunction

COMMON

INFREQUENT

(Feeding problems,

(Feeding problems but

vomiting, reflux)

no vomiting)

Absent
Decreased

Normal

Central Autonomic Dysfunction
Overflow tearing
Corneal reflexes

Decreased

Insensitivityt o hypoxia

No

Episodic hypertension

No

Fevers
Intelligence

Occasional
Learning

Frequent
disabilities

Learning

disabilities

/hyperactivity
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sn‑2)
Molecular Basis of Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis (CIPA)
or Hereditary Sensory and Autonomic
Neuropathy Type IV (HSAN‑IV):
Mutations in the TRKA Gene Encoding the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase for
Nerve Growth Factor
Yasuhiro INDO
Assistant Professor,Department
Medicine

of Pediatrics,Kumamoto

I would like to express my thanks to all members

University School of

of the organizing committee

of this symposium

for the invitation to present our data.
I would like to describe molecular
use an abbreviation:

C‑I‑P‑A,

CIPA

tyrosine kinase for nerve growth

basis of congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis. We
(c‑pa). Mutations

in the TRKA

gene

consequences

have an important

from external or self‑inflicted‑damage. Sweating

is important

environmental

CIPA

conditions, especially in humans.

role in protecting organisms

to maintain body

This patient is a 5‑year‑old white girl.There
fever

and

temperature

under hot

is a genetic disorder characterized by absence

of reaction to noxious (or painful) stimuli and anhidrosis; the latter means

unexplained

the receptor

factor are responsible for CIPA.

Pain perception and its behavioral

recurrent

encoding

are no abnormalities

anhidrosis. She

developed

significant fissuring of the plantar skin. Since a very young

"inability to sweat".
of hair. She has a history of

palmoplantar

hyperkeratosis,

age, she has demonstrated

with

self‑mutilating

behavior, and she has had several deep heel ulcers that take a long time to heal, yet are painless. She
is also mentally retarded.
CIPA

is a rare autosomal

anhidrosis, absence

recessive

of reaction to noxious

disorder

characterized

system

reveal complete
The

responsible

for pain

and

of fever,

temperature

are due to an almost complete
sensation. Electron

absence

microscopy

of

studies

absence of small fibers. Sweat glands appear to be normal, but not innervated.

dorsal root ganglion neuron (DRG

and temperature
compared

recurrent episodes

stimuli, self‑mutilating behavior, and mental retardation.

The defects of pain and temperature sensation in CIPA
the sensory

by

are mediated

neuron) is the sensory receptor. The

by bare nerve endings. Eccrine

sensations of pain

glands are well developed

in humans,

with other animals.

This illustrates the autonomic

nervous

system.

Sympathetic

neurons

are clustered alongside the

spinal cord. Black boxes on both sides indicate the sympathetic innervation of the sweat gland, blood
vessel and piloerector muscle in skin.
This slide illustrates an autonomic
the skin activate the peripheral
Sympathetic
glands

neurons

sympathetic

inputs

neurons

endings

As shown

of primary

sensory

to blood vessels and piloerector muscles

are exceptionally

types of sensory

reflex pathway.

cholinergic. The
to maintain

autonomic

homeostasis.

nervous

on the left side, harmful

stimuli to

neurons

receptor).

(or

polymodal

are adrenergic while those to sweat
system

responds

For instance, an injury

to many

to the skin activates

that regulate local vasoconstriction to reduce bleeding. This autonomic

also observed in the visceral organs, as shown
All sensory information

is conveyed

different

reflex is

on the right side.

by afferent neurons. Mechanoreceptors
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and proprioceptors

are innervated by neurons
Thermal

of large‑diameter, myelinated

receptors and nociceptors have

unmyelinated;

these nerves conduct

postganglionic

neurons are unmyelinated

Electron

microscopy

unmyelinated

small‑diameter

impulses

studies on

axons that rapidly conduct

more

axons

Unmyelinated

or

of sympathetic

C fibers.

CIPA

small myelinated

that are either thinly myelinated

slowly. Interestingly, the axons

revealed

complete

fibers. In controls, small and large myelinated

observed. In CIPA,

action potentials.

fibers are reduced

absence

of small

myelinated

as well as unmyelinated

compared

and

fibers are

with large myelinated

fibers.

fibers are absent.

Sweat glands on skin biopsies in CIPA
biopsies reveal noninnervation
and a basal lamina

appeared

to be normal. But ultrastructural studies of skin

of eccrine sweat glands. In control, N

of the sweat gland, respectively. In CIPA,

and an arrow indicate an axon

no axons locate near or around

the

sweat glands.
This

shows

self‑mutilating behavior

of an infant

with

CIPA.

episodes of fever and she did not cry during blood sampling.

She

presented

with

recurrent

She bites her tongue and fingers since

eruption of teeth.The ulcer of her tongue seems to be painless.
This illustrates axon
tissue damage

reflex or neurogenic

and inflammation,

prostaglandins, serotonin, potassium,

neuron

to be a component

'inflammatory

of the soup, as shown

neurons

whereby

peptide), from
proteins and
including

cells and

to the inflammatory

P and CGRP

vasodilation and

procedure

released from

plasma

cells in response

gives rise to both

gives rises to the expected

extravasation (leakage
non‑neuronal

of

cells,
such

as

wheal, but no axon

drugs: one is histamine, a

to tissue injury and

wheal

right side, intradermal injection of pilocarpine produces
procedure

related

soup.

mast

injection of histamine

In contrast, the same

(calcitonin gene

cells in turn contribute additional elements,

reflex,another is pilocarpine, a cholinergic reagent that produces
intradermal

of the nociceptive

This is an efferent function of the nociceptive

function can be tested by intradermal injection of two

mediator

is also

from there to the brain), but also

postcapillary venules), as well as activation of many
neutrophils. These

protons,

factor (NGF)

in this slide. Activation

notably substance

the peripheral terminal induces

histamine and NGF
Autonomic

inflammation.

of

sensitize or excite the

soup' includes extracellular ATP,

to the spinal cord (and

release of neuropeptides,

fluid from

mast

chemical

of neurogenic

soup', can

and bradykinin. Recently, nerve growth

not only transmits afferent messages

initiates the process

at the site of tissue injury. Products

so‑called the 'inflammatory

terminals of the nociceptive neurons. The

considered

inflammation

which

sweating. As shown

and axon

evokes

axon

on the left side,

flare in controls. The

flare follows in CIPA.

As shown

same
on the

sweating, detected as black dots in controls.

produces no sweating in CIPA.

These are illustrationsof previous slides.
Axon

reflex is a reflex resulting from

(or polymodal
nerve.

The

receptor). It sets up an impulse
impulse

is reflected down

pilocarpine probably
Patients with CIPA

cause axon

of the neurotrophic

differentiation in the nervous
embryonic

factor (NGF).

NGF

received the Nobel

sensory and sympathetic

NGF

neurons

to the effector organ.

Histamine

and

on left and right sides, respectively.

of specific neurons.

factors or neurotrophins

system.

of a nociceptive neuron

centrally to the point of division of the

as shown

lack these reflexes due to absence

and characterized. Dr. Levi‑Montalcini
is one

that moves

the other branch

flare and sweating

Here, let me talk about nerve growth

NGF

a stimulus applied to one branch

induces

is the firstgrowth

factor to be identified

Prize for her discovery
that mediate

neurite outgrowth

of NGF

cell survival, growth,
and

promotes

and

survival of

derived from the neural crest, as well as some
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in 1986.

neurons

in the brain, while NGF
This slide shows
newborn
which

plays as an inflammatory

neurotrophic

rats. As shown

mediator in adulthood.

effects of NGF,

on the left side, NGF

as determined

induces

by injecting NGF

the outgrowth

extend as far as the site of injection in the brain. As shown

guides extension of the nerve fiber from immature
target cells manufacture

and

sympathetic

secrete small amounts

of NGF.

into the brain of

of sympathetic

nerve fibers,

on the right side, NGF
neurons. Under
The

growth

induces

normal

and

conditions,

factor diffuses into the

intercellular space and binds to specific receptors on the surface of neurons. The interaction of NGF
and its receptor induces
body

by a mechanism

degeneration
TRKA,

of axons. NGF

is then transported along the axon

called retrograde axonal transport. Blockage

to the cell

of the axonal transport results in

of the neuron.

(pronounced

response
known

the outgrowth

to NGF,

'track' A), is a receptor tyrosine kinase for NGF

being

and is phosphorylated

essential for intracellular signal transduction. NGF‑TRKA

to support cell survival in developing

neurons in the brain. In adulthood, TRKA

sensory

modulates

and

sympathetic

in

interaction is

neurons, as well as some

sensitivity of nociceptive neurons in response

to

NGF.
NGF

induces

neurite outgrowth

of sensory

binding of NGF

to TRKA

Phosphorylated

tyrosine residues in the TRKA

downstream

'Why

stimulates homodimer

and

sympathetic

formation

ganglion

cytoplasmic

domain

serve as anchor

or TRKA

share dramatic phenotypic

candidate

gene

mutations

in the TRKA

approach

and
gene

described our work in a News

In 1992, we saw a one‑month‑old

features of CIPA,

consequently

identified the genetic

of patients. Dr. J.N. Wood
& Views

the TRKA

for specific NGF
to TRKA

gene, as shown

human

TRKA

lacking the gene

basis of CIPA

in University

A

College

binding. The intracellular domain
protein stimulates homodimer

by

for

took a

detecting

London,

kindly

domain

divides

The

extracellular domain

includes a tyrosine kinase domain.

formation

then determined

below, and established a method

gene, located on chromosome

single transmembrane

an intracellular domain.

is essential for intracellular signal transduction. We
TRKA

Mice

and

section.

protein into an extracellular and

binding of NGF

infant with CIPA

but anhidrosis is not apparent. We

protein is the receptor tyrosine kinase for NGF.

important

for binding

signaling molecules.

no pain and no sweating in CIPA?'

TRKA

in vitro. The

and activation of tyrosine kinase activity.

initiated our project to pursue identification of the genetic basis of CIPA.
NGF

neurons

and autophosphorylation,

is
The

which

the structure and organization of

to amplify and analyze all coding exons. The

1 (Iq21‑q22),

is divided into 17 exons

and 16 introns.

The entire sequence spans at least 23 kb.
We

also reported that defects in TRKA

severely mutilated tongue
phalanges

cause CIPA

and lips, deformed

in various ethnic groups. This patient has

tip of the nose and

total absence

of teeth. Terminal

of both hands are absent, with scarring and dry skin.

The same

patient has severely mutilated feet with deep ulcers at the left foot and right knee. The

left lower limb is shorter with a dislocated hip and there is bowel
In a series of our studies, we have

analyzed

mutations, including 6 frameshift‑, 4 nonsense‑,

and bladder incontinence.

32 families with CIPA
11 missense‑

and detected a total of 25

and 4 splice‑mutations. Thirteen were

detected in the Japanese

and do not overlap with those in other countries, including

Spain, Italy and Canada.

There is a common

founder

UAE,

Kuwait,

mutation in the Japanese. In addition to these

mutations, we have reported 8 novel mutations recently .
TRKA

protein is phosphorylated

in response
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to NGF

and is critical for intracellular signaling.

Several tyrosine residues are identified as autophosphorylation
human

TRKA

gene encodes

is the 110 kDa

an expression

study of the mutant

precursor protein is processed into the 110 kDa

phosphorylated

in an NGF‑dependent

domain

were

aberrantly

(G516R,

G571R,

type TRKA
might

R643W,

R648C

but showed

manner.

processed

and

Two

showed

and G708S)

TRKA.

140 kDa

As shown

mutants (L93P
diminished

translated product

on the left side, wild‑type

and mature 140 kDa

forms and the latter only

and L213P)

in the extracellular

autophosphorylation.

autophosphorylation.

or might impair

on the right side,

form.

in the tyrosine kinase domain

significantly diminished

be a rare polymorphism

shown

acid residues. The primary

glycoprotein and further glycosylated to the mature

This slide shows
TRKA

for a protein of 790 amino

sites. As

the function

Five

mutants

were processed as wild‑

One

putative mutant

of TRKA

without

D668Y

compromising

autophosphorylation.
Mutated

residues in the tyrosine kinase domain

are conserved in various receptor tyrosine kinases

and probably

contribute to criticalfunction of these proteins. Assignment

of each structure is based

on the human

insulin receptor. Five closed circles indicate well‑conserved

residues. In contrast, two

open circlesin the kinase insert region are probably polymorphism
Thus, naturally occurring

TRKA

missense

mutations

insight into the structure‑functional relationship in the RTK
The

"neurotrophic

Immature

neurons

theory" is important

compete

considerable

family.

in order to understand

for target‑derived trophic factors. Only

in establishing correct synaptic connections would
TRKA

in a particular ethnic background.

with loss of function provide

the molecular
those neurons

basis of CIPA.

that are successful

obtain trophic factor support to allow for survival.

receptor at nerve terminals mediates biological effects of NGF.
CIPA

is the first human

neurotrophic

factors. Defects in NGF

due to apoptosis of NGF

dependent

This slide summarizes
of primary

sweating

nervous

disorder implicated

in the signal transduction

signal transduction at TRKA

neurons

during human

neuronal phenotypes

afferent (sensory)

autonomic

genetic

neurons

receptor cause CIPA,

and other functions. NGF‑dependent

of

probably

development.

of CIPA. In the sensory system, there is an absence

that is responsible for noxious

system, there is an absence

system

(painful) stimuli. And

of postganglionic sympathetic
neurons

in the

neurons responsible for

in the brain are probably

absent in patients

with CIPA.

In conclusion, defects in TRKA

cause CIPA

crucial role in the development

and

thermoregulation

in

via

sweating

in various ethnic groups. NGF‑TRKA

system has a

function of nociceptive reception as well as establishment
humans.

Genetic

studies

have

provided

an

of

alternative and

invaluable aid for diagnosis of this disorder and in the setting of genetic counseling.
Molecular

studies of CIPA

of NGF‑dependent
physiology

are revealing intriguing mechanisms

neurons in the autonomic,

of these neurons in humans.

and understanding

I thanks all my

sensory

It is hoped

of development

and central nervous

and maintenance

systems, as well as the

that further studies will increase public awareness

of CIPA.

colleagues at Kumamoto

University and members

of "Tomorrow"

The Japan

Association of Patientswith CIPA, as well as collaboratorsfrom various countries.Our project was
supported in part by grants from National Center for Child Health and Development, National Center
of Neurology and Psychiatry,and Ministry of Education, Culture,Sports,Science and Technology of
Japan.
Thank you.
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Questions & Answers
Question

It's quite puzzling to see that, despite the fact that nociceptive somatic fibers and
postganglionic sympathetic C‑fibers are affected by the disease, there is mainly
nociceptive and sweating dysfunction but thereis so littleother autonomic dysfunction.
Do we have to reconsider the concept of the sympathetic nervous system? Are there
subtypes of sympathetic fibersthat are not sensitiveto TRKA

deficiency? Or why do

you think thatin contrast,for example, to familialdysautonomia (FD), there is definite
dysfunction of the sudomotor function but nothing else?
Dr. Indo

You

are asking why

patients with CIPA

do not show

defects of piloerection or

vasodilation?
Question

Orthostaticcontrol,blood pressure control,heart rate control ‑ thisis all mediated and
controlledby postganglionic C‑fibers.Vasomotor functionis also mediated by C‑fibers.
And the questionis why is thisworking in these patients.

Dr. Indo

Patientswith CIPA show defectsof piloerectoror pilomotor reflexand vasomotor reflex.
When

we tryto stimulatethem with cold substance like ice cubes, they do not show any

piloerectionreflex.They experience hyperthermia when

exposed to hot condition, but

when they are exposed to the cold condition,they sufferfrom hypothermia. Many

such

cases were reported.I think that almost allC‑fibersor sympathetic fibersare deficientin
CIPA.
Question

Then, I do wonder if allC‑fibers are affected,then you should see much
blood pressure, for example. So, this is something
feature,since I'm a simpleminded

more labile

which is a very strikingclinical

clinician,I have to pay attention to that.I think

depending on the targetorgan, there might be differentcold components or whatever that
mediate the function,which we do not know

yet,but which might be essentialin terms

of therapeuticconsiderations.
Dr.Indo

Your opinion might be right,but I also wonder why many patientswith CIPA
show

orthostatichypotension. Many

reports suggest such phenomena,

did not

although Dr.

Axelrod pointedit out that some orthostatichypotension can be observed. Am I right?
Dr. Axelrod
Yes, butit may be a differentprocess because in the old patientwho isin a wheelchair all
the time, it may be a problem of deconditioning and that the muscles are not helping
controlblood pressure,so it may be a differentprocess ratherthan an actualdenervation.
Dr. Indo

I also think that a defect in spinal cord or some
some

trouble in adolescent period.

Dr. Oddoux
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other progressive traumatic lesions cause

I think what we might also be looking atis,because TRKA

is a member

of a family of

nerve growth factorreceptors.And they are significantoverlap between the cellswhere
these differentreceptors are expressed that there may be some compensation going on,
and may actually be subfamilies within C‑fibers that we haven't appreciated and we
can'tnecessarilyappreciateby a pathology.
Dr. Indo

Yes, that'sright.As you pointed out,TRKA

responses neurotrophin‑3(NT3) thatis one

of the neurotrophic factorsyou mentioned. The differencebetween the knockout mice
like NT3

deficient mice and NGF

studies showed

deficient mice is quite significant.Pathological

differentphenotypes. The detailstudieswere performed in animal and

reported. But with regard to CIPA, we don't have much information now, on such a
process or mechanisms.
Dr. Oddoux

But the TRKA

knockout mice do not look exactly like the CIPA

patients,so the mice

may not be a perfectsystem to study this.

Dr. Axelrod
The firsttime I heard Dr. Indo
American
applaud

Autonomic

Dr. Indo

Society and he was

superb at the time as he was today. We really

his discovery of the gene. I think it was a true milestone for the patients and for

our understanding
Japan?

give this type of presentation was a few years ago at the

of autonomic

function. Why

do you think there is founder

effect in

Do you have a lot of consanguinity here?

I think there are two reasons. One is that we detected a so‑called founder
relatively common,

found in almost half of patients or half of chromosomes

patients. Secondly, as you pointed out, the consanguinity
or other European

mutation. It is
in Japanese

rate is higher than in the U.S.

countries.

SII‑3)

Correlation of the HSAN‑IV
Carole Oddoux,

Phenotype

and Genotype

Ph.D.

Assistant Professor,New York University School of Medicine
Assistant Director,molecular Genetics Laboratory NYU Medical Center
Introduction:
Hereditary sensory an autonomic neuropathies (HSAN)
overlapping characteristics.HSAN

are a group of genetic disorders with

types 2, 4, and 5 areinheritedas autosomal recessive traits.
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Mutations

in the IKAP

dysautonomia)

and

gene

mutations

assosciated

with HSAN

Blumenfeld

et al.2001).

Although
these

have
in

type

associated

the NTRK1

The

with

gene

4 (also known

significant effort has been

made

(nerve

these disorders display decreased

type
growth

et al. 1996;

uniform

have

been

Slaugenhaupt,

diagnostic criteria to delineate
make

their delineation

et al. 2000; Axelrod

pain perception

as familial

factor receptor)

Tsuruta

characteristics can

della Casa

3 (also known

types 2 and 5 have yet to be discovered.

to develop

in phenotypic

Goldstein et al. 1998; Toscano,

HSAN

as CIPA)(Indo,

genes responsible for HSAN

disorders, the overlap

(Axelrod,

been

and autonomic

difficult

2002; Hilz 2002).

response

however,

All of

many

of the

diagnostic criteriaused to characterize these patients are very subjective and difficultto standardize
in an objective fashion.
decreased

ability to sweat.

milder phenotype

4 is distinguished

Some

in preparation).

5 have mutations in the NTRK1

Importance

of phenotype

Determination
understanding

and

parts of a given
population,
(Cohen

gene like HSAN

genotype

phenotypic

gene.

or because

Understanding

occur because
produce

of the biological pathway(s)
means

corrective surgery

may

The

range of genomic

mutation

predictive testing.

This may

This is often the result of biological

and Dandrea

2002).

is for severe

therefore guide

phenotypic

born screening.

symptoms

have

a chance

to emerge.
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disease.

Clear cut

that can be targeted in
of the

a significant impact

on the

interventions.
correlations also provides

For example

the basis for

of prenatal diagnosis or for

Early diagnosis may

before they have febrile seizures or osteomylitis could minimize
symptoms.

treatments such as

the clinical management

on the patient's quality of life by enabling treatment or preventive
before damaging

Clear cut diagnosis

Aggressive

be used for family planning in the form

early diagnosis in the form of new

with life

Alternatively, a disorder can be genetically

about the biological pathways

unnecessary

and

in a particular

involved in causing a disease is of significant clinical

effects and

of genotypic

that are

restricted to particular

is common

careful tailoring of treatment and surveillance can have

understanding

changes

the biological pathways

prognostic information.

quality of life of the patient while minimizing
Detailed

normal

et al.2001).

a different disorder or are incompatible

not be justified unless the prognosis

for progressive

King

of simplified and objective diagnosis.

diagnosis also provides necessary information
treatment or surveyed

as well as having

mutational changes

a founder

et al. 2001).

can guide treatment by providing important

The

have

the products of the genes (Taniguchi

utility. It provides an important

patient.

the disease.

caused by genetic changes in multiple genes.

interactions between

a

4 patients (Houlden,

underlying

Blumenfeld

4 by these criteria have

that patients classified as having

disorder help us to understand

other changes

1998; Slaugenhaupt,

heterogeneous,

can

reported

a

in patients with a genetic disorder is critical to

Genetic disorders may

This

HSAN

by

correlations:
found

the biological mechanisms

altered to cause the disease.

the other disorders in the group

and pain perceptions

It has been

of the genetic changes

that give rise to the same

from

patients classified as having

retaining partial ability to sweat

intelligence (manuscript
HSAN

HSAN

have

measures

a significant impact
to be instituted early

diagnosing

permanent

damage

HSAN

4 patients

caused by these

Genotype‑phenotype

correlation

in a series of patients:

In an effort to correlate diagnostic criteria used
agents, we sequenced

the NTRK1

some

(milder pain loss, retention of some
boundaries

parameters

were

known

Mutations

patients that had

what

appeared

ability to sweat, normal IQ).

sequenced.

The

results are shown

were

in that population.

Patients for which

mutations

were

Patients for whom

mutations

without mutations in the NTRK1
patients carried complex

the same

exons and intron‑

with

the diagnostic

not detected did not correlate with any

were

Most

founder mutation in another gene

not found

particular clinician(s)so that most clinicians submitting more

chromosome.

1 along

not found in four patients but were found in patients with both milder and more

particular ethnicity as might be expected if there were an unknown

Some

to be a milder phenotype

All seventeen

in Table

type 4 by

for these patients.

severe presentations.

and some

4 with genetic causative

gene in a series of 20 patients characterized with HSAN

six different clinicians,including

exon

to delineate HSAN

also did not correlate with any

than one patient had some

patients with

gene.

alleles made

but not all patients for whom

up

of more

mutations

mutation(s) irrespective of reported consanguinity.

than one
were

genetic

detected, were

Mutations

were

change

on each

homozygous

for

detected in multiple

regions of the gene and were not localized to any particular epitope.
In light of a report that some
screened the NTRK1
were

HSAN

5 patients have

gene in three patients diagnosed

detected in any of these patients suggesting

of HSAN

mutations in the NTRK1

with HSAN

5.

No

that mutations in NTRK1

gene, we

mutations

also

in this gene

are not a common

cause

5.

Conclusions:
Our resultsare consistentwith a broader phenotypic spectrum for HSAN
for thisdisorderother than NTRK1

4 and genetic etiologies

coding region mutations.

Criteriafor phenotypic descriptionof HSAN

4 patientsremain highly subjective and variable.

Although in our study multiplecliniciansdescribed HSAN

4 patientsboth with and without NTRK1

mutations, the development of generally available objective measures of the clinicalmanifestations
of these patientsin the following areas will be instrumental in the development of more uniformly
applicable diagnostictools:
‑Sensory nervous system
‑Autonomic nervous system
‑Centralnervous system
‑Other organs or tissuessuch as bone, skin healing,and theimmune
The
NTRK1

presence
gene

importance

of patients with significantly milder HSAN

and the controversy

4 phenotypes

over the genetic etiology of HSAN

with mutations in the

5 makes

this of particular

to avoid missing milder patients or potentially misclassifying them (Houlden,

2001; Sathiaseelan and Rayar 2003).
4 makes

system

genetic diagnosis extremely

The large variety of mutations that are known
challenging (Indo

criteria that will effectively screen patients phenotypically
diagnostic assays and classify patients more
genetic basis of other HSAN

2001; Indo

2002).
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et al.

Uniform

diagnostic

will facilitatethe application of genetic

consistently to facilitategene

disorders.

King

to cause HSAN

discovery efforts for the
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Table 2 shows

the HSAN

4 mutations listed in the Human

(http://archive.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmdO.html).

Some

Gene

Mutation

types of mutations

such

Database
as large

deletionsor regulatory region mutations have never been described for this disease. These types of
mutations were not observed in this study but were not specificallysearched for and would not be
detected with the methods used.

The significantnumber

of undetected NTRK1

mutations in this

seriesof patientssuggests the possibilitythat such genetic changes may lead to HSAN
patients. Alternativelymutations in other genes may lead to a phenotype
criteriac annot distinguishfrom NTRK1‑related

Table 2 ‑ HSAN

4 mutation
Mutation

HSAN

listed in the Human

Gene

Mutation
Number

Database
of Mutations

26

Missense/Nonsense
Splicing

7

Regulatory

0

Small deletions

6

Small insertions

3

Gross deletions

0

Gross insertions/duplications

0

Complex rearrangements (inversions)
Repeat variations
TOTAL

Ackno

that current clinical

4.

Total

Type

4 in some

0
0
42

wlegements:

This study was funded by the US‑Israel Binational Science Foundation, and the Familial
Dysautonomia

Foundation.

We would also like to express our appreciationto the physicians who

referredpatientsto us and to the familiesfortheirwillingnessto participat.
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sn‑4)

Sensory and autonomic assessment of hereditarysensory and
autonomic neuropathy type IV and other HSANs.
Max J. HILZ
Professor,Department
Professor,Department

ofNeurology, New York University,School of Medicine, USA
ofNeurology, University of Erlangen‑Niirnberg, Germany

The rare hereditarysensory and autonormc neuropathies(HSAN)
of inheritance, pathology, natural history, biochemical,
abnormalities. Dyck
symptoms,

can be classifiedby theirmode

neurophysiologic

and Ohta, classifiedfive different HSAN

and

autonomic

types . Despite characteristic

differentiationc an be difficultfor physicians without experience in this field.Nerve

conduction studies,sudomotor function tests,quantitativesensory testingof cold, warm, heat pain
and vibratorythresholdsand standardized cardiovascularautonomic testshelp to distinguishbetween
the various HSANs.
HSAN

type I, also called 'mal perforant du pied' 'familial symmetric

'hereditary perforating ulcers' or 'acrodystrophic

neuropathy',

fourth decade, is a slowly progressive and symmetrical,

gangrene

manifests

predominantly

with arthropathy' ,

between

the second

small fiber neuropathy

and
with

trophic tissue alterations such as progressive acral mutilations, plantar ulcers, stress fractures, as well
as osteomyelitis or osteolysis. The lower
trunk, head

and neck

lancinating

pain or local discomfort

axonal

atrophy

Unmyelinated

and

degeneration

are less severely affected. Muscle

conduction

significant dysfunction

perception

myelin

remodeling

weakness,

sudomotor

accounts

atrophy and

velocities of motor

also be elevated. However,

as sweating

chronic neuropathy
of nerve

depends

and

cold

and

pain

AS‑

nerve

quantitative psychophysical

fibers

Light

normal

contrast, the
C‑nerve

touch

fibers

or pressure

testing of warm,

results. Moreover,

on the adequate

fibers. In

and unmyelinated

perception.

with
fibers.

be present. However,

nerve fiber function‑ show low
sensory

or

cold and

there is anhidrosis in the

function of unmyelinated

postganglionic

C‑fibers.

In summary,

HSAN

I can be identified by itslate onset, symmetrical

or mutilations of the lower
but abnormal

warm,

extremities, low

normal

sensory and motor

'acrodystrophic neuropathy',

recessive HSAN

nerve conduction

'painless whitlows'

type II, also called 'Morvan's

or 'syringomyelia

alterations of the distal phalanges leading to a mutilating acropathy
symptoms

slow progression with ulcers
velocities,

cold and heat pain perception and distalanhidrosis.

Patients with the sporadic or autosomal

However,

extremities. The

burning, aching

for a loss

steppage gait may

of thinly myelinated

of warm,

heat pain thresholds at the feet yields the most abnormal
distal lower limbs

spontaneous

nerve fibers are significantly reduced, large myelinated

and reduction

for severe impairment
may

affected than the upper

studies ‑ assessing large, thickly myelinated

or slightly reduced

accounts

are more

at regions of an ulcer or callus. The
and

and small myelinated

nerve conduction

limbs

are usually not affected. Patients experience

manifest already in infancy

29

or early childhood

disease',

of infancy', also develop trophic
with deformed

distal phalanges.

and trophic lesions affect both

upper and lower
symptoms

extremities and not primarily the lower limbs as in HSAN

type I. Cardinal

are paronychia, whitlows or ulcers of the fingers or plantarulcers.Frequently, there are

unrecognized injuriesand fracturesof hands, feet,and limbs, as well as Charcot joints.
Tendon
There

reflexes are decreased

may

be

swallowing

various

or absent, but there is no muscle

abnormalities

difficulties,severe

of autonomic

function

constipation, episodic

atrophy

such

fever and

Sural

nerve

unmyelinated

biopsies

show

almost

the neurological examination

complete

absence

of

fibers are preserved though reduced. Consequently,

be less severely impaired

than sensory functions mediated

weakness.

as tonic pupils, eating

profound

episodes of apnea. All qualities of sensory perception are severely impaired
limbs, and there is acral anhidrosis. Otherwise,

or muscle

as well as

at the upper

and lower

may

myelinated

warm,

be unremarkable.
nerve

fibers

while

cold or pain perception

by myelinated

and

hypotonia

may

nerve fibers,i.e.light touch

sensation, position sense and vibratory perception.

Neurophysiological testing shows

abnormal

vibratory thresholds and severe impairment

of

sensory nerve conduction, even with absence of the sensory nerve action potentials,while motor
nerve conduction velocitiesare at or slightlybelow the normal limit and compound

motor action

potentialsshow slightlyreduced amplitudes.
The

autosomal

is the most

recessive HSAN

common

type III, "Riley‑Day‑Syndrome"

of the HSANs.

description of the disorder. The
sensory, sympathetic

The

accompanying

disease is characterized by inadequate

and to a lesser extent parasympathetic

primarily sympathetic

or familial dysautonomia

article by F.B. Axelrod

dysregulation

development

Moreover,

from repeated episodes of autonomic

crises with excessive arterial hypertension,

skin blotching, and puffy hands. FD

manifests

Among

the cardinal findings are diminished

tears, absence

of fungiform

or absent deep

developmental

are homozygous

common

Neuron

specific as normal

with diminished

amounts

9

mutation. Over

a reduction of unmyelinated

of FD

patients

transcript. The

splicing

of the gene product

nerve fibers to 5 %

somas in the Gasserian and spinal ganglia are reduced

somas in cervical and thoracic sympathetic

cold and pain perception. The reduced

99%

can be seen in

wild type gene product in brain.

‑ 15 %

of the normal

to 50 % of the normal

ganglia are reduced

reduction of small nerve fibers quantitative sensory testing shows

The

of overflow

following intradermal

region of chromosome

for this mutation. It affects the splicing of the IKBKAP
be tissue (i.e.,neuron)

Sural nerve biopsies show

autonomic

children.

of the clinical diagnosis.

skin fibroblasts and lymphoblasts

and neuron

reflexes, absence

flare response

gene, on the 11‑cM

single base substitution in intron 20 is the most

number.

Jewish

crises and diarrhea, and corneal insensitivity are other typical findings in the history.

q 31 permits confirmation

alteration may

patients suffer

milestones, failure to thrive, gastrointestinal dysfunction

The recent discovery of three mutations in the IKBKAP

A

tendon

autonomic,

profuse sweating,

exclusively in Ashkenazi

papillae of the tongue and of axon

histamine injection. Delayed
with vomiting

almost

and survival of

neurons. There is pronounced

with severe orthostatic hypotension.

(FD),

gives a detailed

number

to 27 ‑ 37 %. Due

a significant impairment

to the

of warm,

size of cervical and thoracic ganglia is consistent with cardiac

dysfunction.
sensory

quantified. Nerve
motor compound

deprivation in FD
conduction

individuals is not consistent and individual

studies are only slightly reduced, in most

patients we

action potential, as previously described by others. Although

30

variation can be
saw

a second

large nerve fibers are

farless severely reduced
Since

mediation

than small fibers , vibratory perception is frequently impaired in FD

of normal

vibratory perception

travelling along a large number
FD

requires synchronized

of AP‑fibers, the high prevalence

Autonomic

testing confirms dysfunction of the autonomic,

Orthostatic

challenge

pronounced

sudden

shows

orthostatic hypotension

with a decrease of mean

and a decrease of diastolic and mean
velocities. During

velocities and mean

reflex

with

FD

concluded

adaptation

type HI, HSAN

after intradermal

patients, but absent in HSAN
visceral pain. Therefore

despite

subjects, we observed

resistance ‑ calculated from

± 12.3%

cerebral blood

of cerebrovascular

autoregulation

flow

subjects than in

activation might

type IV

is an autosomal

be

preserved

to the

in

pronounced

histamine

IV. HSAN

HSAN

III and HSAN

recessive disorder with impaired

IV patients do not produce

injection. Sweat

production

IV is also called 'congenital sensory neuropathy

the inability to lower

episodes of high fevers. The
striking mutilations such

is preserved

an axonal

in HSAN

III

IV patients are insensitive to superficial as well as deep,

'congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis' or the acronym
and

tiltin FD

blood pressure values by 21.4%

that central sympathetic

sensory and motor functions. HSAN

temperature

Yet,

as well as to chronic nocturnal supine hypertension.

Similar to HSAN

flare response

tachycardia.

system.

cerebral blood flow velocities but stable systolic cerebral blood

tilt,the cerebrovascular

assuring

orthostatic hypotension

autonomic,

nervous

blood pressure adjusted to brain level ‑ decreased less in the FD

controls. We

individuals

trains.

primarily sympathetic

In a recent study of cerebral blood flow velocities during head‑up

the healthy

vibratory thresholds in

of the impulse

without

trains

decreases in blood pressure, FD individuals usually do not faint.

significant orthostatic hypotension

flow

volleys of impulse

of abnormal

subjects might result from a disturbance of the synchronization

patients.

body

core temperature

mutilated

tongue

Increased

by sweating

skin is dry and hyperkeratotic. There

as bitten and

CIPA.

may

with anhidrosis' or

may

environmental
induce

be unrecognized

tips, severe burn

repeated

injuries and

injuries and

multiple

fractures, neuropathic joints and osteomyelitis as well as corneal scarring or even painless perforation
of the cornea. Often there is mild mental retardation and hyperactivity .

Myelinated

nerve fibers are present in sural nerve biopsies while unmyelinated

Skin biopsies show

sweat glands but there are no unmyelinated

fibers are absent.

fibers adjacent to the sweat glands.

The deficiency of sweat gland innervation accounts for the severe anhidrosis that helps to distinguish
mild or atypical forms of HSAN
HSAN

III and HSAN

IV may

or with quantitative sensory
results with

type IV from

HSAN

type III. We

demonstrated

testing of thermal

testing of the sympathetic

skin responses

changes

type IV. Anhidrosis

studies

or vibratory perception, but significantly different
(SSR).

SSR

to electrical, acoustic and

inspiratory gasp stimulation was preserved in all tested patients with HSAN
our patients with HSAN

thatindividuals with

have similar results with motor and sensory nerve conduction

can also be shown

by means

type III, but absent in all
of an indicator powder

that

color at skin sites with preserved sweat production, or by the sweat imprint method.

The

neurophysiological

should

demonstrate

and autonomic

the anhidrosis and

examination

of patients with suspected

the insensitivity to superficial and

HSAN

type IV

deep, visceral painful

stimuli.

HSAN
HSAN

type V is a very rare disorder. First symptoms

type V children are indifferent to painful stimulation but respond

or thermal stimuli. There may
The

occur during the firstmonths

children show

be a mild sudomotor

no signs of discomfort

normally

to tactile,vibratory

dysfunction.

with painful cold exposure
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after birth.

of an extremity, i.e. the

immersion

of one arm into ice water, heat pain stimulation,or electricalstimulation with high

intensitiesduring nerve conduction studies.
The neuropathological reports are somewhat

inconsistent and suggest that HSAN

heterogeneous disorder.Sural nerve biopsies showed
nerve fibers.Dyck

type V is a

a pronounced reduction of small myelinated

reported a case, which also had sudomotor

dysfunction, and showed

a slight

additionalreduction of unmyelinated sural nerve fibers.Landrieu et al.reported a mother and a
daughter with congenital indifference to pain but normal number

and size of myelinated and

unmyelinated fibersin the superficialperoneal nerves.
We recommend
l)

six diagnosticsteps to diagnose and differentiatie
the HSANs

The history provides relevant information. It is important to know
suspected HSAN

type III is of Jewish ancestry.In HSAN

second and fourthdecades.In the other HSANs,
2)

symptoms

(Table 1):

whether a patient with

I symptoms

manifest between the

develop from birth.

The clinicalexamination reveals typical findings. For example, the skin is dry and often
hyperkeratoticin HSAN
HSAN

type IV but may be diaphoretic or show erythematous blotching in

type III.Muscle tone and strengthas well as qualitativeappraisal of various sensations

such as touch,vibrationand pain need to be assessed.Corneal ulcers,mutilationof the tongue or
fingertips,trophiculcerationsoccur in patientswith severe loss of pain perception.Absence of
the axon flareresponse afterintradermal histamine injection can be seen in allthe HSAN

types.

The axon flareresponse depends on activationof unmyelinated C‑fibers.Therefore, the testmay
be normal in some patientswith mild forms of HSAN
fibers,orin some HSAN
3)

Sympathetic

type V patientswho have only little
reduction of C‑fibers.

or parasympathetic

Cardiovascular

autonomic

deficits can be determined

dysfunction

is most

patients, active standing or a passive head‑up
without reflex tachycardia. Metronomic
parasympathetic

type II who have largely preserved C‑

cardiovascular

prominent

by means

of simple 'bedside' tests.

in familial dysautonomia.

tilttestinduce a significant orthostatic hypotension

breathing, at six cycles per minute, may

modulation.

In these

The

Valsalva maneuver

show

can be used

reduced

to test the

baroreflex buffer capacity and reflex bradycardia.

4)

Standard motor and sensory nerve conduction studies are helpful to evaluate function of large,
myelinated nerve fibers.Nerve
potentialsi n HSAN

conduction studies show

type II.In HSAN

virtual absence of sensory action

type III motor and sensory velocitiesarerather normal but

amplitudes may be decreased, and frequently there is a second motor potential.Conduction
velocitiesmay be normal in HSAN
5)

types I and V.

Quantitative sensory testing of thermal and vibratory perception evaluates afferent unmyelinated
C‑fibers, thinly myelinated
A5‑

fibers subserve

mediate

warmth

assessment

A5‑fibers and large myelinated

cutaneous

cold

receptors

and heat pain impulses.

of warm,

and

AP‑beta

fibers. Thinly

nociceptors, and

unmyelinated

myelinated
C‑fibers

Various algorithms can be used for the psychophysical

cold and heat pain thresholds. Particularly in children, we prefer to use the

quick and easy "method‑of‑limits".
to 80 years) for various body

established normative

data in healthy individuals (ages 3

sitesincluding the cheek, the upper dorsal rim of the mid shoulder,

the dorsal foot, the distal medial
forearm, 3 cm proximal

We

calf, 4‑5 cm

above

the medial

malleolus, the volar distal

to the wrist, and the thenar eminence.

For thermal stimulation, a rectangular thermode,

a Peltier element, is attached to the tested skin
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site with

constant pressure. A

temperature

changes

thermocouple

on the stimulator surface monitors instantaneous

within 0.1 °C. Limits of stimulation are set at 5 °C and at 50 °C. From

baseline temperature, e.g. of 32°C, cold, warm

a

or heat pain stimuli are steadily increased until the

subject indicates stimulus perception by pressing a button. This ends the stimulation and resets
the thermode

to the baseline temperature.

baseline temperature

is recorded.

thresholds are automatically averaged

difference between

time consuming

and reaction time such as the method‑of‑levels

Quantitative sensory testing of vibratory perception
earlier than nerve conduction
fiber.Evaluation

afferent pathway.
impulse

may

fibers and

Moreover,

even

normal

trains in a large number

but less dependent

vibration sensation depends

of A(3‑nerve fibers. Even

on synchronous

high vibratory thresholds without affecting nerve conduction

normative

bone

vibratory perception

and at the dorsum

data at these body

desynchronize

at the dorsum

of the feet above

volleys of

these impulse

trains and

above

the firstmetatarsal bone. We

the second
established

and accurate device. Other, unsealed

different

vibratory stimulator.

Vibratory thresholds can be quickly and easily determined
Martin, Tuttlingen, Germany).

cause

velocities.

of the hands

sitesin healthy individuals (ages 3‑79 years) using two

instruments, a scaled tuning fork and an electromagnetic

tuning fork (Gebrueder

corpuscles, of this

a non‑structural toxic dysfunction of

abnormally

metacarpal

neuropathy

of the hands or feet includes the very distal

the receptors, primarily the Pacinian

or of the receptor might

quantify

the

on the patients

detect a distally pronounced

membrane

we

and

or the 4, 2, and 1 stepping algorithm.

the axonal

Usually,

peak

studies that evaluate nerve fibers of similar caliber, A≪‑ and A (3‑

of vibration sensation at the dorsum

portion of AP‑nerve

the indicated

or cold stimuli or three heat pain stimuli,

from the peak‑to‑baseline differences.

Other authors favor algorithms that are more
cooperation

The

After five warm

with a 128 Hz

graded Rydel‑Seiffer

This scaled tuning fork is an inexpensive

tuning forks provide

coarse and mostly

not reproducible

vibratory thresholds.
Quantitative

vibratory thresholds

stimulator, e.g. the Vibrameter

can

also be

(Somedic,

determined

Stockholm,

by

Sweden).

means

frequency

and induces

vertical peak‑to‑peak

amplitude

of the vibrating probe is continuously

With

this instrument,

we determine

a sinusoidal displacement

vibratory thresholds according

of the stimulator is steadily increased

vibration (vibration perception

threshold, VPT).

electromagnetic

The stimulating probe vibrates

at a constant 120 Hz

First, the vibration amplitude

of an

of the tested tissue . The
displayed.

to Goldberg

and Lindblom.

until the subject perceives

Then, a supraliminal vibration is reduced

the patient indicates that the sensation has disappeared (vibration disappearance

until

threshold, VDT).

Catch trialswith absent stimulation or steady stimulus levels should be included in the procedure
of threshold determination. The
VPT

and three VDT

vibration threshold (VT)

is calculated as the average

of three

values

6) Evaluation of sudomotor functionfacilitates
the clinicaldiagnosis of many of the HSANs.
Distal hypo‑ or anhidrosis can be demonstrated by simple tests such as the ninhydrin‑test.
Ninhydrin, 1,2,3‑triketo‑hydrindene
h ydrate,yields a red to purple print when itis sprayed on a
paper on to which a person had pressed the humid palms or soles.Ninhydrin induces a color
reaction with the amino acidsin fingerprintresidue.
The sympathetic skin response (SSR) is a screening test for early autonomic involvement in
various neuropathies.The SSR resultsfrom transientand interactingelectricala ctivityof sweat
glands and adjacent epidermal tissueand can be induced by any arousal stimulus. Normally, an
arousal stimulusinduces sympathetic sweat gland activationand by thischange of skin resistance.
SSR should be recorded from palms and soles simultaneously.The referenceleads are positioned
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on the dorsum of the hands and feet.Recording filtersshould be setlow, e.g. from 0.1 Hz to 30
Hz. As SSR

can be quite variable,multiple stimulus types and sufficienti ntensitiesshould be

used before a sudomotor dysfunction is diagnosed from SSR results. To avoid habituation,we
use electrical,
a coustic and inspiratory gasp stimulation with increasing intensitiesand we
randomize stumulus intervals.According to Yokota et al.,SSR is abnormal if absent in one of
four limbs orif thereis a 50% left‑right
a mplitude difference.
Sudomotor

function can be quantfied by means

of the thermoregulatory sweat test.First,the

patient'sskin has to be colored by an iodine containing solution and then dusted with white
potato‑starchpowder. Then, thermoregulatory sweating is induced in a sweat chamber

with

controlled humidity and temperature and overhead infrared heaters . The indicator powder
changes color when itbecomes wet.
In patientswith impaired corneal sensitivitysuch as those affectedwith HSAN

type IIIor IV, the

use of an indicatorpowder method might cause an inadvertentadditionalcornealirritation!
The

quantitative sudomotor

axon reflex test (QSART)

sudomotor function.A constant,2 mA
through the skin. ACh

identifies impaired postganglionic

anodal currentis applied toiontophorese acetylcholine(ACh)

activates eccrine sweat glands directly and simultaneously induces a

postganglionic sympathetic sudomotor

axon

reflex. Impulses

travel antidromically along the

sudomotor C‑fiber axon. At axon branching points impulses descend orthodromically and finally
induce ACh releaseatneighboring sudomotor axon terminals.This ACh releaseactivatesand recruits
sweat glandsin the vicinityof theiontophoresis. A hygrometer and a multicompartmental sweat cell
allow to quantifythe QSART
10%

ACh

sweat response. The sweat cellhas a stimulus compartment

and an separate compartment

containing

taking up the axon‑induced sweat output. A hygrometer

measures the change of relativehumidity due to the sweat output. Sweating increases 1‑2 min after
the onset of iontophoresis. After stimulation,humidity returns to baseline values within 5‑10 min.
The area under the recorded sweating curve serves as a parameter of normal or abnormal QSART
responses.
To conclude, historyand clinicalexamination are helpfulto diagnose therare HSANs.

The above

mentioned neurophysiologic and autonomic tests allow to distinguishthe various disease entities
(Table 1).
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Discussion

Question

of mechanisms

and future research

Dr. Hilz, You have given a comparison between differentHSAN
and unmyelinated fibers.How

directions

in terms of myelinated

does that compare to when we see acquired neuropathotic

joints, acquired insensitivity such

as diabetes, and

syringomyelia, Lesch‑Nyhan

syndrome and what we seein these disorders?
Dr. Hilz

IfI should answer that,of course, particularlyf amilialdysautonomia (FD) is an excellent
model

to better understand the clinicalpathophysiology of these diseases. The most

common

autonomic neuropathy is a due toleprosy.That's the most common

worldwide. But in western countries,the most common
neuropathy, and of course, then the most common
autonomic

neuropathy

autonomic neuropathy is diabetic
autonomic, again, is the diabetic

neuropathy. However, in diabetes, we have a very messy

disorder with

vascular abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities, metabolic abnormalities, and FD

is

basicallythe pure form of primarily neurogenic pathology. As far as you can compare it,
the neurologicalsymptoms

and causes of the deficiency are quite similar,when

you see

plantarulcerin a diabeticpatientthatis due to the same deficiencyof C‑fiberfunction as
it would be in the patient with tabes dorsalisor syringomyelia or HSAN

Type IV, or

CIPA. Causes are the same. The body response in the same way to differentoriginsbutit
is basicallysame pathway thatleads towards the destructionof the tissueand the bone.
Dr. Axelrod
Contrasting diabetes,forinstance, with one of the hereditarysensory neuropathies,both
get trophic ulcers and skin problems, but the lack of response to a fracture,I think,is
really so striking,I mean, that doesn't happen in diabetics.The pain loss is really
something thatI think,isinherited neuropathy seems to have. That is striking.
Dr. Hilz

Of course, you are absolutely right that thisis much

more prominent feature in the

HSANs.

However,

we must be aware of the fact that in western countries,the most

common

cause for amputations is due to a lack of pain sensationin diabeticneuropathy.

So the Swedes have organized system where they had in countiescentersfor foot care in
diabeticpatients,and the number

of amputations in these patients went down

to zero.

And in the other communities where they didn'tinstitutethis special prophylaxis and
education, the mutilations were severe and the number

of amputations similar to the

amputations in diabeticpatientsworldwide. So I absolutely agree the intensityin the
CIPA

patientsis more pronounced

than in diabeticpatients.But again, thisis a rare

disease but it teaches us a lot about other diseases that are widespread and of high
economic impact.
Dr. Axelrod
Could you also comment

to on the hypotonia that we see in many of our patients?How

do we account for thatneuropathologically?Is this essential
1 ? Is thisperipheral?Is it a
settingof stretchfibers?
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Dr. Hilz

I can only speculate,but I thinkitis a lack of sensory input. If you don't have sensory
input, the most prominent finding would be a severed nerve, where you have a loss of
muscle tone because there is no sensory input. And

we

know

this from specific

neurologicaldiseaseslike specificadrenoleukodystrophies or forms of Friedrich'sataxia,
where you have discrepancy of motor and sensory input.In the Type II patients,typically,
HSAN

Type II,you have an electro‑sensoryinput but motor functionis normal, stillt he

motor tone is reduced because of the electroinput.
Dr. Axelrod
Are you suggesting then, there may be a correlationbetween the degree of sensory
deprivationand the degree of hypotonia?
Dr. Hilz

That's very, very complicated and interestingquestion, which refers to whether or not
there is one type of Type V HSAN

or other differenttypes. And one idea is that the

centralprocessing is deficientin some

patients.They don't have stimulation,so it's a

learning pattern.And the other idea is there are the various types with peripheral,and on
the other hand, centralneuronal deficiencies.
I don't have an answer to that.
Dr. Fukuyama
I'm interestedin the symptoms

of self‑mutilation.
In self‑mutilation,
any psychological

process might be involved or not? Another related questionis,is there any difference
between self‑mutilation
in thiscondition and those seen in Lesch‑Nyhan
Dr. Hilz

I have no experience with Lesch‑Nyhan
self‑mutilationto some

syndrome.

syndrome but I think in the HSAN

extent is the lack of perception. They

IV patients,

must perceive some

stimulus, which makes them repeat mutilation.I don' t think it is any psychological
abnormality. But again, that'sjust my

personal view. I think there is a slightrest of

perception.This is what makes them chew on theirlip,for example.
Dr. Axelrod
With the Lesch‑Nyhan

patients,they do feel the pain. They cry because they are doing It

and they feelbetterif you keep them from bitingon themselves. So it'snot a lack of pain
perception.They are unhappy.
Dr. Oddoux

People have them experiments with monkeys

where they were specificallysevered the

sensory neurons and there is a very similar effect,so that would

suggest that is

psychological.
Dr. Indo

You mentioned that Dr. Houlden's case from UK
mentioned thatthe patientis HSAN

is not really HSAN

Type V. You

Type IV, namely the CIPA. I agree with your opinion.

That is a very big group organized by P.K. Thomas, but I was confused when I looked at
the paper. But last year, we published in cooperation with Prof. Andria, Naples in Italy.
One patientwith HSAN

Type V did not have any mutation in the gene. We also received

a puzzled reply from Dr. Peter Dyck group in the Mayo. They also have some problems
or some confusion to understand HSAN
that Dr. Houlden's case is not Type V.
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V and HSAN

IV.I quite agree with your opinion

Dr. Hilz

I appreciate your comment

and just can respond with two other comments.

when this paper was published, RK. Thomas

was in the Andes and when

Firstof all,
he probably

read the paper he was in hypoxic condition.They used him as a senior author and that
facilitate
t he publication of the paper. Regarding this one child was Type V, I wasn't
touch with Peter James Dick, who together with Philip Lowe
patients.There is a literature
i n the UK

also has some

Type V

about cases that are similarto the Type V. But in

these patients,it is probably a psychological phenomenon,

so there is quite some

controversy regarding Type V.
This nomenclature

with five types in analogy to the hereditary motor

neuropathies was created by Peter James Dick, and as we know

sensory

from Charcot‑Marie‑

Tooth, there is not just one disease.Charcot‑Marie‑Tooth now splitsup into a diverse
group of diseasesand genetics teach us that the clinicalpictureisjust an umbrella for a
varietyof diseases.That's why it'simportant tolook closerfrom a clinicalperspective.
Dr. Axelrod
What is also interesting about the Type

V and some

of the ones I've seen is that

hyperactivityis also a featureand that also makes it a littleconfusing and wonders why
if itis a pure pain problem, you would have thislearning disabilityand hyperactivity,
what is the common

link?Is it one of the neurotransmittersthatit'sdependent on? That's

also expressed in the brain? That's common
Dr. Hilz

to both of these disorders?I'm not sure.

Personally,I believe that similar to the habit of bitingthe lipin patientswho basically
don't perceive anything, the hyperactivity also is something. When
childrenjump

these Type

V

from a chair,fracture theirleg, it doesn't hurt. Perhaps they get some

minimal stimulus out of it.I think the hyperactivityto some extent also compensates for
theirleg of pain perception because they do have perception of other qualities.
T hey have
joint perception input, vibratoryperception input. They don't have the pain that limits
theiractivity.
Dr. Fukuyama
I want to call back to the self‑mutilation.
I raised my

question because I wanted to

discuss about the appropriatenessof the terminology of that same term, same mutilation
can be applied to both completely differentconditions,basic differentmechanisms. My
question is concerning particularlyto the clinicalsymptomatology. Is there no subtle
differencebetween two conditions from the clinicalpoint of view? In the case of Lesch‑
Nyhan, compulsiveness or indulgence or some psychological hobby should be operated.
In such a way self‑mutilationi n this condition also shows the similar psychological
process or not?
Dr. Hilz

Regarding Lesch‑Nyhan, I think Dr. Axelrod has more clinicallye xperienced than I do,
so she is the one to comment

on that.

I think you are rightthat you cannot put these two entities
i nto one category.Presently,I
believe itis something very different.
I think Lesch‑Nyhan
psychiatric problems

and

HSAN

patients have

patientshave severe mental

predominant

dysfunction of their

peripheralsensory somatic and autonomic system, and to some extent,also deficiency of
the centralcomponents of sensory processing.But itis very differentfrom Lesch‑Nyhan.
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Dr. Yokota
Almost

time to close the session, but I have

one

research, that is the classification we are using now
should be based on genetics. We

should have

comment.

Discussion

of the future

is based on pathology, mainly, but it

classification based on channels, research,

and so on. That will be fine.

Dr. Axelrod
I think the problem though is that we can't always identifythe gene even for every case
of HSAN

Type IV, that we see or CIPA

patients.I think that brings us back that

pathology is not reallygoing to be the way we want to do it,but I think we have to have
a much

betterclinicalclassification
s ystem. Some

of the testsDr. Hilz has described,I

think could be used and perhaps, at some point,allof the physicians could sitdown

and

we could develop a scoring system, or classification
s ystem, which testsare the most
reliableand most valid.And that'swhere I look forward to speaking to allof you and
gettingsome inputs and exchanging ideas.
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ClinicalSession I
―Epidemiology, Child Neurology, Surgery and Dentistry ―
Chairperson:
Masutomo MIYAO (Head,Dept.of
Neuropsychology,
NCCHD, Tokyo,Japan)
Cl‑1)

CIPA patients in Japan―Epidemiology
Yutaka

& Seizure disorders

AWAYA

Dept. of Pediatrics,Seibo International Catholic Hospital

Epidemiology
A patient born in the 1940s
CIPA

patient

1950s

there must

represents

identified in the Japanese literature. However,
have been

patients who

organization designated
those who

on a remote island in Kagoshima

other cases. Numbers

are members
NPO,

which

we

even

members

of "Tomorrow",

rather
longer

marked

, but not more

marriage; mainly marriage between

are from

situation in Japan.
Japan

The

8%, much

indicated

families, which

difference probably

annually. The

that 50%

or more

is quite different from

shaded

no

of CIPA
the recent

reflects the difference in carrier frequency

and 30 female patients in Tomorrow

higher than the average consanguineous

83 period. Out of 70 families, 10 (14%)
generation)
recessive

more

CIPA

cousins. In past times this was

between

and the USA.

There are 44 male

We

Dr. Axelrod

consanguineous

gray

black represents

recently, with just a single case being registered in the 1990s. We

see cases with parental consanguinity.

patients in the USA

The

1. The

is the patient

in any birth year is eight and over

the past 30 years an average of 3.3 people have been identified as having
portion represents consanguineous

which

obtain detailed information.

have been recorded in the literature.The largest number

the first

earlierin the 1940s and in the

of patients are presented in Figure

or former

through

prefecture was probably

cases in
genetic

these 70

have

and the consanguineous

marriage rate in Japan of
siblings with CIPA.

families. These

observations

There

suggest

marriage rate is

0.96 %

for the 1977‑

are no parent‑child (two

CIPA

to be

an autosomal

disease

see that there are currently 115 known
than that in Japan, including

patients in Japan, but there are probably

those who

have

1.5 to 2 times

not been identified. (200/120,000,000=

1 /

600,000)
Geographically
population.(Table

speaking,
1) The

the

largest

Prefecture (population:860,000)

number
number

of

patients

varies in

is 0.15 per 100,000

in the Chubu

proportion

in the Chubu

the

concentrations only.

There is no significant difference in terms of gender.
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of

overall

area. In Yamanashi

area, there are 5 patients in the "Tomorrow"

The prevalence is 0.6 per 100,000 ;7 times higher than the national average
existence of random

to

group.

0.09.This reflects the

Seizure

disorders

Table 2, neurological

condition, presents the results of our investigation

holding spells account for about 12%,
much

higher

than

approximately

febrile seizures, or seizures with high fever for 41%,

the rate for the entire Japanese

population

ten times the rate of the general public(0.5‑l%)

with status convulsivus (12%), is much

more

common

body

temperature

‑7%).

. Furthermore,

which is

affects 9%,

acute encephalopathy

established, the frequency
quite frequent

hyperthermic

of febrile seizures

in infancy.

in febrile seizure cases. Most

is very high, indicating a

Epilepsy

of age, seen in 10 cases (44%), is very high. In a

was

was not particularly high. These seizures were, however,
Figure 2 shows

(6

than in the general population.

Onset of febrile seizure (Table 3) before 6 months
literature search, before the patient organization

40 °C which

of seizures. Breath‑

cases had a temperature

condition. This is different from

over

common

febrile seizures.
The total number

of febrile seizures was

1‑2

in 87 % of cases.

Seizures occur in these children because

of quite high fever and

the seizure threshold is not

necessarily low.
Recently,
diagnosis

and good

Many
Some

the incidence

CIPA

preventive measures

decreased,

before the age of three. The

that the child has CIPA.

further delay in development

Fever

4&

is observed

following

onset ages are

diagnosis is generally made

after

the event. These

status

is very high,

had often been

delayed, but

four cases, in particular, have

question is, how

we

can prevent

?

If you look at the cause of death for members

CIPA

5)

at the time of this convulsion

severely retarded and are almost constantly bedridden. The

on record.(Table

to early

temperature.

status convulsivus.(Table

40.8 or 41 degrees°C. Of course, up until that time development

this from happening

due

we have the details of status convulsivus for six cases. The

to 5 years, usually

convulsivus, confirming

become

probably

of this condition and others suffered severe disabilities.As far as this patient

organization is concerned,

above

to have

taken to reduce body

children have experienced

died because

8 months

of febrile seizures seems

5) Many

of

them

of Tomorrow

diagnosis, especially in the older cases(in the 1980s:5

There are also one case each of West
one child with hyperthermia

and their families, there are ten cases

died before 3 years of age. Sometimes

syndrome

cases), when

and Lennox‑Gastaut

and acute encephalopathy

they didn't even have

CIPA

syndrome.

a

was not well known.
Furthermore,

who

died after 30 hours

of

with

diffuse brain swelling

there is

orthopedic

surgery.
We

have

two

autopsy. Head

autopsy

trauma

may

cases. Acute

encephalopathy

be associated with self‑mutilation, making

was

found

at

it very difficultto interpret the

findings.
Summary:

Every

seizures are common
followed

year 3‑4 children with CIPA
in infancy. These

clinically. However,

convulsions

some

are born to non‑consanguineous

children do not need

might

develop

drug

epilepsy, and

parents. Febrile

therapy, but rather should
status convulsivus.

Thus,

be
if

occur, pediatric neurologists must follow up on these children until they reach a certain

age. Pediatricians, particularly pediatric neurologists, have a major role to play in this area.
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Questions & Answers
Question

Dr. Indo, the annual incidence, the figure divided

by the number

that year is 1.5 to 2 out of every one million newborns.

What

of neonates in

is the prevalence

of

genetic carriersin the general population?

Dr. Indo

When

we study the patients' families, in most

parents are carriers. However,

we

the general population, because

don't really know

used in anthropological

the general population

the prevalence

that both

of carriers in

we have never studied it.If the annual incidence

is one in one million, one in five hundred
estimation method

cases we have confirmed

should carry that trait.According
studies, if the prevalence

is one in five hundred

to an

of carriers in

and if there is marriage

between

carriers,it will be one in 250,000. If the risk to children of carrier parents is 1 in 4,
the annual incidence

Question

will be one in one

prevalence

of genetic

carriers would

assumption

based on one CIPA

million. Therefore,

mathematically

be one in five hundred.

the

This is only

an

baby in one million. This is just an estimate.

Five hundred times five hundred is 250,000, multiplied by four because one in
four would develop the disease?

Answer

If you have the formula, you can use that for the calculation.In rare genetic
disordercases,a simple calculationlike thiscan be applied.

Question

Your

figures on febrile seizures were very interesting. Was

the cause of the fever

infection or excessive heat? In other words, does it make
cases whether itis summertime

Answer

a difference for CIPA

or wintertime? Do you have seasonal information?

I don't think it's related to infection, but rather mainly to excessive heat.
There is no seasonal difference between

summer

and winter.

Question

Do you have histories of any children over‑heating in incubators?

Answer

That does occasionallyhappen. In such cases, neonatologists need to check the
heat and include CIPA in the differential
diagnosis.

Question

Actually, I have several questions. First of all,the seizures you have seen, do you
think they were all caused by brain edema
seizures are a clinical phenomenon
might

shed

temperature,

light on

the

due to

neuropathology

or is it genuinly

due to overheating, or do you think the
a structurallesion in the brain, which
of CIPA?

due to neuropathology,

Is it secondary
which

to high

is associated

with

CIPA?

Answer

As for seizure disorders, it's very
convulsivus

cases, or brain‑damaged
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difficultto determine
cases, longstanding

the etiology. In status
seizures damage

the

brain. About 40%
simply

by

of patientssuffer minor, simple, short febrileseizures,caused

excess heating beyond

the seizure threshold.It is probably not

relatedto brain pathology in my opinion.
Question

Since you feel that febrile seizures are not due to brain pathology, can you rule out
brain pathology?

In some cases,of course, our colleagues obtained CT or MRI

Answer

showed

no definite abnormality. However,

data.Those tests

a possible sequel of acute status

convulsivus is brain damage.
I agree with you. I think that it's not structural,because

Question

down

Answer

as patients get older. That points away

the seizure incidence

goes

from structural abnormalities.

Yes, I agree.
Since infants have a lower seizure threshold, I think that it's probably just a fever.

I'd like to know

Question

about

the six cases you

mentioned

who

had

febrile status

convulsivus. Did you follow up those patients several years later,looking
presence or appearance

Answer

There

of hippocampal

was no definite hippocampal

damage. Those cases did become

amygdalar

atrophy or sclerosis?

sclerosis,but rather more

bedridden, with DQ

CIPA

in Japan

male
No.of cases
Casesin Tomorrow
44
in literature
17
Total
61
^consanguineous marriage

female

30
24
54

CMtJt (rate%)
6
(8.1)
16 (39.0)
22 (19.1)

total
74
41
115

Annual incidence
100 A/30yrs
(1973‑2002)
33/yr
1973‑1982 4.1 1983‑1992 3.0 1993‑2002 2.8
Siblingcasesin Tomorrow
10/70families 14.3%
Geographical study No. of cases(prevalenceper 100.000)
Hokkaido 3 (0.05), Tohoku 9 (0.09), Kanto36 (0.09), Chubu31 (0.15),
Kinkil8 (0.08), Tyugoku3 (0.04), Shikoku2 (0.05), Kyusyu 14 (0.10)
Allof Japan 115 (0.09)
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diffuse brain

of 15 or 20, in very severe

cases.Dysfunction was diffuse,notlocalized to the hippocampus

Table 1

for the

.

Table 2

Seizure disorders in CIPA

Subjects

65

Breath‑holding spells
Febrile seizures

8 (12.3 %)
27 (41.5%)

Epilepsy

6(9.2%)

West syn. 1, L‑G.syn. 1,SGE
Acute encephalopathy/

Table 3

3yr
<6m

4

2, unclear 1
8 (12.3 %)

Age at onset of FS in CIPA

<1 month

Table

1, PGE

Status convulsivus

3

1‑5 m

2

4yr

10(44%)

6‑llm

7

3

5yr

0

6yr

6 m

12‑23
2

m

5

8 yr

2 yr

0

1

12(52%)

7yr<l

of 6 Status Convulsivus(SC) cases

Summa

Post‑

Age
1
2
3
4
5
6

F
F
F
M
M
M

at

Present

Seizure
duration

Fever at
SC°C

Brain

seizure

41.6

moderate

41.7

moderate

20
20
20

0:08

0:00

10:06

0:08

0:09

11:02

4‑5h+2‑3d
lh+4‑5d

1:02

1:04

8:08t*t

4‑5h+3‑4d

40.8

moderate

1:06

2:00

7:04

2h+4d

40.7

moderate

3:02
0:06

21:10

7h

yes

18:10

12h+3‑4d

no

4:07
5:09

‑frAge at death

45

mild

15

Table 5 Deceased

1

Sex

Family History

F

sister

CIPA

Age at death
y:m

cases
Age at
Diagnosis. y:m

Complications

Fever
(°C)

DOA

Etiology

0:03

0:0.5

41.7

no

unknown

2

F

1:10

1:02

yes

yes

SC,AEp

3

M

2:03

0:08

yes

yes

SC,AEp

4

M

sister

2:06

2:06

40

no

Head trauma

5

F

sister

2:06

1:10

40

yes unknown

6

F

2:09

0:04

40.3

7

M

3:06

0:08

8

M

5:00

1:06

F

8:08

1:02

M

26:04

6:00

9

10

sister

AEp2:02

West syn.

yes

yes

yes

SC,AEp(post‑
op)
cerebral
infarction
unknown

AEpl:02
Lennox‑
Gastaut

AEp=Acute Encephalopathy;SC=Status Convulsivus;DOA=Dead

Body Temperature

no

yes

no

respiratory
insufficiency

On Arrival

during Febrile Seizures

8

7

6

w 5
o
</)
(0
*4
o
z

3

2

1

0

38‑39°C

39‑40°C

40‑41

°C

41‑42°C
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42‑43°C
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Hereditary Sensory and Autonomic

Neuropathies:

Types 3 (FD) and Type 4 (CIPA) in USA and Europe:
Similaritiesand Differences
FeliciaB. Axelrod,
ProfessorofPediatricsand Neurology,
New York UniversitySchool ofMedicine, NY, USA

The intricacies of the autonomic

nervous

system

and its intimate relationship with

function is especially well illustrated in the diversity of a group
Hereditary

Sensory

disorders―HSAN
IV, also known
common

and Autonomic

III, also known

Neuropathies

(HSAN).

group of HSANs.

(FD)

They

or Riley‑Day

decreased

morbidity

(CIPA).

syndrome,
There

of neurophysiology

and

as

of these

and HSAN

are the two

are the best studied of the HSAN

resulted in descriptions of clinical features, understanding
treatment protocols that have

of genetic disorders known

I will concentrate on just two

as familial dysautonomia

as congenital insensitivity to pain with anhydrosis

of this very uncommon

sensory

most

which has

development

and mortality. In addition these two HSAN

of
now

have specific molecular genetic mutations.
At the Dysautonomia
York

City, most

of our experience

registered, and
examinations
Because

Center that is based at New

only

38

CIPA

has been

with FD

patients. However

we have been able to appreciate some

the HSANs

are neurodevelopmental

York University School
patients. There
through

With

CIPA,

the ectodermal

threatening

genital areas, and
neuropathology

viscera and

has not been

to early and

cardiovascular

With
severe

systems.

demonstrated

issues. FD

as they both

patients tend to be anxious, literal and

patients are frequently hyperactive

have

some

may

develop

is not born

problems.

more

obvious

European

but spares neck, soles,

erosions. Although
have

central

clinical features
and

educational

verbal intellect. CIPA

Treatment

with

any

is preventative and

obvious

dysmorphism

similar with advancing
when

Jewish

but

a

to be due to the effects of oral
age and there is

the child smiles. Because

FD is

extraction this strengthens physical

physical characteristics are due to orthopedic

48

and life‑

and neurophysiology.

over time that appears

The facies become

exclusively in individuals of Eastern
common

birth but in

perturbations involving

visual intellect exceeds

a curious straightening of the upper lip that is most

similarities.Other

autonomic

characteristic behaviors

with severe processing

familial dysautonomia

muscular tone on bone development.

almost

longitudinal

the major problems

Pain is decreased

supportive and depends upon understanding the neuropathology
child with

FD,

for either disorder, both HSAN

central involvement

The

patients

family.

mutilation tends to be limited to tongue

suggesting

characteristic facial expression

repeated

FD

of their similarities as well as their differences.

mutilation is common.

are secondary

gastrointestinal, respiratory and

and

593

in New

structures are primarily affected skin, bone, and nerves. Decreased

and pervasive and

manifestations

are now

disorders clinical features are present from

both disorders expression varies widely, even within the same

pain is profound

careful

of Medicine

problems

such as severe

kyphoscoliosis

and

short stature. Similarly

distinguishing physical appearance
a similar appearance.

However,

orthopedic involvement
Although
managed

the child with

CIPA

does

not have

any

at birth.In addition the wide ethnic diversity impedes
with time, characteristic anhidrosis causes cutaneous

of affected individuals becomes

the individual with FD

or CIPA

more

can have

ectodermal

challenges

and

identifying
changes

and

obvious.

a myriad

of clinical problems,

with supportive treatments. I will address the areas that are most problematic

of patients―the

particular

the autonomic

dysfunction

and

most

can be

for both types

finally behavior

and

with anhidrosis (CIPA),

the

educational issues.

Ectodermal

Challenges:

1. Sensory
absence

abnormalities:

With

congenital insensitivity to pain

of pain perception, especially the ability to discriminate between

and pervasive. Decreased

pain perception does not spare any particular areas and even affects cranial

nerves and visceral sensation. Self‑mutilation is frequent that comprises
fingers. In addition traumatized joints heal poorly
Temperature
In

sensation is also decreased

familial dysautonomia

temperature

(FD)

patients, the

pain

loss is extremely

pain perception is more

and usually spares neck, soles, genital areas, and

rubbing

of the tongue

with granulomatous

erosions. In 15%

osteomyelitis.

variable.

can result in

likely to affect proximal

of hair.

of infants with this disorder vigorous

against the saw‑edged

Although

areas

viscera. In fact these areas can be exquisitely

sensitive and children might protest cleaning of ears and brushing
to tongue

joints and

than pain perception, the sensory dysfunction

burns and injuries. Decreased

limited

biting of the tongue, lips and

resulting in Charcot

or absent but deep tendon reflexes are usually intact.

perception is more involved

unrecognized

sharp vs. dull,is profound

surface of newly

Mutilation

tends to be

suckling and incessant

erupting teeth causes tongue

ulcers

edges.

As an example

of the degree of difference between

these disorders, for the FD

child smoothing

of the teeth is usually sufficient treatment to stop the mutilation that occurs due to involuntary tongue
thrusting against the newly
to prevent

erupting teeth. However,

self‑mutilation of the tongue

the CIPA

child often requires dental extraction

and lips that is caused

by repetitive biting and chewing.

Careful daily scrutinization to watch for early signs of unrecognized

injury is important. Braces

may

be required on the ankles to prevent injury to these weight bearing joints.
2. Skin/Sweating

abnormalities:

CIPA

is the only HSAN

anhidrosis. The anhidrosis is probably secondary

to impaired

is present on the trunk and upper extremities in 100 %
variably affected.

It causes the skin to become

dystrophic nails, and areas of hypotrichosis

that is associated with widespread
thoracolumbar

of cases whereas

thick and

sympathetic

other areas of the body

Climate
FD

are

callused with lichenification of palms,

on the scalp. Anhidrosis

also contributes to inability to

cool properly with resulting high fevers, and poor healing of skin lesions. The
risk of febrile seizures. The

outflow. It

children will seek cool areas and even

high fevers increase

like to lie on cool tile floors.

control is very important.
patients manifest episodic hyperhydrosis.

over the head and trunk but spares the hands

and feet. We

patients during the initialphases of sleep. Only
it tends to be limited
associated

to the bridge

with hypersecretion

excitement
have

and

forehead. The

on the scalp and

can cause profuse sweating

noted excessive

a few patients will have

of the nose

of oil glands

Emotional

sweating in many

gustatory sweating and then
excessive

eyebrows,

sweating

which

is often

has resulted in

increased incidence of seborrhea and persistence of "cradle cap" well into the teen and adult years.
3. Orthopedic

problems:

Although

there is no immunological

49

problem

associated

with

the

HSANs,

it is obvious

that neurons

healing of ectodermal

are trophic. Individuals

develop

secondary

osteomyelitis. Large

curvature is often non‑structural

weight‑bearing

(Figure

curves occur more
kyphoscoliosis

definite problems

in

secondary

joints appear particularly susceptible to

of Charcot joints and osteomyelitis. Spinal

to differences in lower

1).

extremity

length

and

1).

the curves are structural and there is a high incidence

dysautonomia

Extreme

and

as a result of past trauma (Figure

In FD

have

infection but they are often are slow to heal and

repeated trauma and frequently go on to the development

alignment

CIPA

structures―skin and bone. Fractures are frequent and can go unrecognized.

Perhaps the delay in diagnosis allows for secondary
may

with

of juvenile scoliosis in familial

Spinal curvature can be early and pernicious in its course. Left thoracic

frequently than in idiopathic scoliosis.In addition to contributing to short stature,

causes restrictive chest deformities that further compromise

pulmonary

function.

care in fitting of braces for spinal curvature is necessary to avoid development

of pressure

decubiti on insensitive skin.
Decreased
unrecognized

pain

sensitivity also

fractures.

In

addition

predisposes
aseptic

the

patient

necrosis

and

with

familial dysautonomia

Charcot

joints, primarily

but

to
not

exclusively, of the weight ‑bearing joints occur with an increased incidence.
Annual

examination

of the spine aids in early diagnosis

appropriate brace and/or exercise therapy. Prevention
hypotonic intercostal muscles
may

of scoliosis in order to institute

of severe deforming

are essential to maintaining

adequate

curves and exercise of the

vital capacity but brace therapy

also inhibit respiratory excursion. Therefore if the brace is not successful in halting progression,

or if the brace itself inhibits respiratory excursion,

or if the curve is severe, spinal fusion is

recommended.

Autonomic
The

Dysfunction:
autonomic

Autonomic

nervous

system

problems

are more

prevail.(Table 1) However,
point, experience

problematic,

since autonomic

gained with FD

to discuss―ophthalmological

affects

many

systems

in FD
may

the autonomic

occur in some

benefit the CIPA

problems

CIPA

seem

they continue to challenge

to

patients at some

population. I have chosen

four areas

gastrointestinal dysfunction, respiratory dysfunction,

Lack

of overflow

the treating physician

or emotional

and provide

and
the

tearing is one of the cardinal signs of FD.

evaluating this sign, it should be recalled that alacrima might be normal

age. Baseline or reflex tearing varies among
use

of topical eye lubricants.

hypoesthesia,

which

alacrima

predispose

excessive

dryness.

patients, which

Affected

individuals

influences

blink frequency.

the cornea

to neurotrophic

Corneal

The

With

may

explain why

will vary

combination

corneal lesions

deepithelialization, keratitis,and

scarring. Optic pallor has been described and in some

normal

secondarily.

to find definitive therapies.

1. Ophthalmologic:

less

and

whereas

dysfunction

patients may

problems,

blood pressure lability‑ because

When

widespread

dysfunction can seriously limit function and can be potentially life‑threatening, In CIPA,

the ectodermal

impetus

is

circumstances

also in
of corneal

due

is decreased

and

of corneal

hypoesthesia
trauma

and
and

and result in

patients the associated atrophy is profound.
Baseline and emotional

due to inadvertent trauma

drying situations such as plane travel, wind, or even air conditioning. Due
reflex tearing component

degree

to undetected

artificialtears are not required. However,

and ulcerations have occurred which are probably

of

patients require

ulceration can occur

congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA),

and under normal

up to 10 months
some

or excessive exposure to
to corneal anesthesia, the

so the eye is relatively dry at a time
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tearing is

corneal abrasions

when

it needs

increased moisture to bring nutrients and cleanse the area.
Like

FD

patients, CIPA

patients need

irritation.If the abrasion is slow
necessary. In some
trophic growth

to increase use of topical lubricants when

to heal, temporary

tarsorrhaphy

with

refractory situations there has been experimentation

glue

there is an

or suture may

be

with topical administration of

factors.

2. Gastrointestinal:

In CIPA

patients exhibit none

to minimal

gastrointestinal dysmotility;

vomiting is not a feature of the disease and cyclical crises do not occur.

In contrast, patients with

FD

incoordination,

have

severe gastrointestinal dysmotility that includes

esophageal

peristalsis, erratic gastric emptying,

vomiting

attacks termed

symptoms

with abnormal

cardiovascular

changes

"dysautonomic

reflux and

dysautonomic

abnormal

episodic protracted

crisis is a constellation of

being only one aspect. During

the crises there are

that include hypertension, tachycardia and blotching, generalized increase in

secretions resulting in excessive
copious

crises". The

motility and vomiting

oropharyngeal

gastroesophageal

diaphoresis, gastrorrhea, bronchorrhea

drooling, as well as negative personality changes

ranging

and

hypersalivation

with

from irritabilityand withdrawal

general excitation with pacing and picking at the skin. Forty percent of individuals with FD

to

manifest

a cyclical crisispattern with frequencies that can occur daily, weekly, or monthly. In these individuals
the crisisis most likely to follow morning
observed in any affected individual.
can be physiologic
pain secondary
normally

secondary

The

arousal. However,

stress can be emotional

to constipation or menses.

massive

experiencing

Even

arousal, the transition from

to sympathetic

central autonomic

hypothesis

dysfunction. Thus

dominance)

that crisis is a type

the medications

of autonomic

seizure is consistent with

restrictivelung

most

and

―chronic lung

responses to hypoxia
effective means

weakness,

chronic

lung

as misdirected swallows

further information

of aspiration pneumonia.

regarding

Because

differences between

to repeated

and chemoreceptor

disease

secondary

result in

FD

and

aspirations,
dysfunction

that thin liquids are more

Cineradiographic

gastroesophageal

reflux, medical

management

feeds, and

positioning is not adequate.

to aspiration is to

aspiration. Cineradiographic

studies, or esophageal

reflux, which

of the frequent combination

gastroesophageal
even

agents such

respiratory function and contribute

studies using various food consistencies often demonstrate

studies, provide

enhancing

and hypopnea.

of avoiding

to be aspirated than softer foods or thickened liquids.

source

are GABA

disease secondary

by scoliosis and muscle

carefully assess oral coordination
swallowing

an inhibitoryneurotransmitter.

area that highlights the marked

mortality

disease imposed

that blunts normal
The

This is another

morbidity

the clinical

anticholinergic agents such as cyproheptadine.

there are three potential factors that can compromise

to increased

that the crisis may

and other antiepileptic agents, as well as central alpha adrenergic agonists

such as clonidine and even some
3. Respiratory:

proposed

patient in crisisis

are not as effective in treating the episodes as centrally

that are used to control the crisissymptoms

as the benzodiazepines,

(i.e.

be the aura.

acting agents such as diazepam which enhance the release of GABA,

CIPA. In FD

sleep to waking

can induce crisissymptoms.

the concept has been

seizure and that nausea may

experience; typical antiemetic medications

Thus

to anxiety or the stress

systemic reaction exhibited suggests the familial dysautonomia

represent a type of autonomic
The

secondary

to infection, surgery, sleep deprivation, excessive fatigue, or visceral

a transition from parasympathetic

The

with sufficient stress, a crisis can be

apt
pH

is another potential

of oral incoordination

and

with prokinetic agents, H2‑antagonists,

thickening of

Thus

is commonly

fundoplication

with

gastrostomy

recommended.
However,

the most serious aspect of the respiratory dysfunction is decreased
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chemoreceptor

and

baroreceptor sensitivity,which

severely compromises

ability to cope

with respiratory infections, and

other potential causes of hypoxia. FD individuals do not appropriately increase minute
hypoxic

or hypercapnic

situations such

intercurrent pneumonia.
which
may

Oxygen

can result in syncope

as high

altitudes, pressurized

desaturations will induce

systemic

and even respiratory arrest (Figure

and

or with

bradycardia,

Increased risk of sleep demise

be a result of the unstable respiratory patterns.
CIPA

patients

pneumonias

have

minimal

respiratory

and insensitivity to hypoxia

4. Blood

and hypercapnea

Pressure: Orthostatic change
individual

tachycardia as well as episodic hypertension
of

innervation

of the vasculature

commonly

compensatory
with

experiences

tachycardia
subsequent

dizzy spells, and

occasion, there may
when

demonstrated.

due

of autonomic

hypotension

to decreased

inability to increase

plasma

of postural hypotension

movement,

theater, or with fatigue. Infection and dehydration

patients complain

symptoms.

In FD

sympathetic

norepinephrine

in

include episodes of
of "weak

after a long car ride, coming

worsen

without

legs." On
weather,

out of a movie

Generally, low

blood pressure

troublesome in the adult years and can limit function and mobility.

The

dysautonomic

patient can also experience

episodic hypertension in response

stress or visceral pain or as part of the crisis constellation. The
thought to be caused by central release of catecholamines
to denervation

hypersensitivity.

again this may

norepinephrine
With

be due

Hypertension

to exaggerated

responses

ability to develop

and exaggerated

is also more
due

hypertension

peripheral responses

apt to occur when
to denervation

to emotional
is
due

the patient is supine

hypersensitivity as the

levels are not extraordinarily high in this position.

CIPA

patients, one does not see episodic hypertension

present, especially in the older patients. However,
compensatory

tachycardia

suggesting

atrophy rather than sympathetic
Treatments
muscle

aspiration

tend to be worse in the morning, in hot or humid

the bladder is full,before a large bowel

is more

develop

and often supine hypertension.

blurring of vision. Some

be syncope. Symptoms

not

postural

is believed

response to standing or exercise. Clinical manifestations
lightheadedness,

do

pressure is a cardinal sign

compensatory

the lack

FD

They

has not been

in blood

The

individuals,

with

problems.

insufficiency.

and

airplane cabins

hypotension

2).

ventilation in

that the blood

the FD

pressure

patient they

problems

may

be

are capable

of

are secondary

to disuse

dysfunction.

for postural hypotension

tone and promote

unlike

but postural hypotension

venous

include use of fluids,lower

return, wearing

extremity exercises to increase

elastic stockings, extra saltin the diet, and use of

fludrocortisone, a mineralocorticoid, and midodrine, an alpha agonist.
Hypertension
crisis,such as nausea
patients. ACE

is only treated when

or agitated activity.Diazepam

Thus

or CIPA.

However,

and clonidine are the firstdrugs to be used in FD

system (CNS)

anomalies

there is increasing clinical evidence

have not been

for central autonomic

genetic findings indicate that central regions have altered expression
we assume

found for either
dysfunction

of the normal

and

gene product.

that pathologic confirmation of central defects will eventually be provided.

For both FD

and

CIPA

there is a high prevalence

quite possible that the combination

of sensory

of behavior

and emotional

deprivation and underlying

contribute to difficulty in focusing and maintaining
been

of

Issues:

Consistent qualitative central nervous

new

or symptoms

inhibitors have also been used but beta agonists are avoided.

Behavior/Educational

FD

itis persistent or associated with headache

an emotional

described as emotionally labile and having increased
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problems.

autonomic

equilibrium. The

anxieties. Although

FD

It is

dysfunction
patient has

intellect is usually

normal,

it is often

developmental
performance

milestones.

due

to poorly

Visual intelligence

articulated or nasal

skills tend

on standardized intelligence test is more

incoordination.
diazepam

underestimated

Commonly

executive planning

to exceed

speech

auditory

and

delayed

skills but

accurate than motor performance

verbal

due to mild

and organizational skillsare poor. Use of drugs, like

to reduce anxiety and methylphenidate

to improve

focus, has had some

promising results in

the FD population.
Developmental

milestones are usually normal

speech does appear, it is usually clear.
and tone normalize
CIPA

to only mildly delayed in the CIPA

Hypotonia

as the patient gets older. Severe learning problems

than in the FD. Hyperactivity is also more

has not been

behavior. Therefore
is more

as effective in CIPA

treatment of the fever

are even more

frequent in the

common.

Irritabilityand susceptibility to rages are seen in about 50%
Diazepam,

patient. When

is frequently seen in the early years, but strength

of patients.It gets better with time.

patients. Often hyperthermia

is the trigger for difficult

by facilitatingcooling with a cool bath and an antipyretic

effective than drug therapy.

Prognosis:
Familial dysautonomia

can no longer

fact that there is pathological
progression,

and

survival statisticshave

markedly

reaching adulthood. It is not clear whether
is secondary

to some

be considered

clinical evidence

examinations

improved

such

numbers

poor

FD

adults changes

concentration to phobias

worsens

hypotension

with
and

glomerulosclerosis
compromised.
management

increasing

of decreasing

worsening

changes

has not been

documented

but MRI's

contribute to worsening

outside

that can range from

of actual dementia. There is also progressive

by

hypertension

of

more
as

well

pronounced
as

the

cardiovascular lability
problems

with

development

postural

of ischemic

and cardiac arrhythmias, one might speculate that cerebral perfusion is also being
Thus

some

of

the

neurological

progression

might

be

avoided

with

better

of blood pressure lability.

At the present time over 40%
physical

as evidenced

supine

evident in older

requiring the use of walkers or wheelchairs when

to the rare occurrence

age

of neurons in

pain and vibration sense with age and

have also been noted in mental processing

age

increasing

pattern of cord

optic nerve atrophy that severely limits vision in the older patients. Because
also

the

of Nageotte in the

axons becomes

generalized atrophy including the cerebellum. This may

the home. In some

Despite

neurological

of patients are

lability.With

the progressive

balance. In older patients, central neuropathology

the ataxic gait and greater balance problems

numbers

of residual nodules

myelinated

depletion in dorsal root ganglia and

correlate well with the clinical observations

frequently show

with

further depletion of the number

dorsal root ganglia. In addition, loss of dorsal column

worsening

and increasing

as cardiovascular

demonstrate

dorsal root ganglia and an increase in the abnormal

patients. Neuronal

is associated

this neurological progression is inherent to the disorder or

of the other problems

peripheral neuropathological

only a disease of childhood.
that FD

and

independent

emotional
function. . We

and development

of the surviving FD

developmental

lags, many

attribute the improved

adults have

been

able

statisticsto a greater understanding

to achieve

of the disorder

of supportive treatment programs

For patients with CIPA, treatment also remains
hyperthermia,

patients are over 20 years of age. Despite
of the

largely supportive and is oriented to control of

prevention of self‑mutilation and orthopedic problems

that potentially can cause severe

and debilitatingdeformities and helping the family cope with behavior and educational issues.
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Conclusion:
There are a number of hereditaryand sensory and autonomic neuropathies (HSAN)
FD and CIPA. The HSANs

other than

provide us with insightinto the multiple stepsinvolved in development

and differentiation
of the autonomic and sensory nervous systems. At present management
CIPA is often complex and there can be life‑threateningcomplications.

of FD and

The most important factor

in changing prognosis forFD has been centralizationof care and development of supportive therapies.
The hope for the future in regard to treatment and furtherimprovement
determining the mechanism

in prognosis will be in

of gene actionsas we anticipatethiswilllead to definitivetherapies.

Questions & Answers
Dr. Nihei
You talked about treatment of HSAN.

CIPA patientsusuallyshow mental retardationwith

hyperactivity,w hich causesinjuries.How
Answer

How

do you teach pain to them?

do you teach someone to avoid pain?

I think thatis a very, very difficults ituation,b ut, as they get older,the parents have found
thatthe patientswill tryto work with them and avoid the situation.S ome

of theinjuriesthat

occur are due almost to a sensory seeking. We talked about that earlierthat they sort of
jump

very hard off bed, or do something that they shouldn't do. The biting of fingers,or

kind of things, thatis very, very difficult.
I don't know. I think you have to work with
behavior modification therapy to some degree.I think neuropsychologists can help us with
that.
Dr. Fukuyama
My

questionis the pathomechanism

of the FD crisis.
I s that based upon the hypersecretion

of the norepinephrine, or hypertension, or hyperperspiration?Those symptoms
hyperadrenalism. However,

you show

look like

that norepinephrine doesn't respond normally to

various stimuli.In a complex situationhow do you understand the mechanism?
Answer

We

believe the crisisis due to central ...,this is a response

central release of catecholamines.
dopamine.

The

chemotrigger
dopamine

dopamine

And

the major catecholamine

causes nausea. Actually dopamine

zone. So it can cause hypertension.

can be converted

response of norepinephrine

On

periphery to norepinephrine
but it comes

to stress. We
that seems

believe this is a
to be released is

is the neurotransmitter in the

a hypersensitivity basis, some

as well. So they can have transient

from dopamine.

Dr. Fukuyama
However, the content of dopamine was measured and proved to be increased?
Answer

Yes. We have done studiesthathave shown that.
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of the

Table 1. Comparison
Anhidrosis (CEPA)

Ectodermal

of Clinical Characteristics for Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with

and Familial Dysautonomia

(FD)

Involvement

Sensory/Pain

Profound

Decrease

Sensory/Temperature sense

Decreased

Decreased

Selfmutilation

>90%

15% (mainly tongue)

Sweating

Decreased

Episodically excessive

Fractures

Frequent

Increased incidence

Charcotjoints

>90%

15% incidence

Spine curvature

Increased incidence

85% incidence

Corneal analgesia

Corneal analgesia

Variable decrease

Orthopedic

incidence

Autonomic Dysfunction
Ophthalmological

& alacrima
Gastrointestinal

Oral incoordination

Rare

Cyclicalvomiting
Respiratory

Rare

Aspiration
Chemoreceptor dysfunction

Cardiovascular

Behavior/Intelligence

Posturalhypotension

Posturalhypotension

(latemanifestation)

Episodic hypertension

Frequent learning problems

5% Pervasive Delays
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Cl‑3)

Surgical manifestations and problems of HSAN‑1V

Kiyoshi TANAKA,

Toshiro HONNA

Division of Surgery, National Center for Child Health and Development

Gripes,

which

Furthermore,

require an emergency

there are many

surgery, though

that may

treatment including

other diseases whose

not be an emergency.

delayed in the case of patients with CIPA.

The

clarify how

when

need

surgical problems

surgery, including

and conducting

are handled

acute abdomen

is pain and

which

may

need

and treatment of these diseases may

objective of this study is to review
patients with CIPA

a
be

surgical cases to

are suffered from

the case of a CIPA

diseases that

child with acute peritonitis

a questionnaire survey.

Hospital. On

May

with CIPA,

who

14, in 1995, he vomited

5th day, and abdominal

distention or oliguria appeared

44.2mg/dl, creatinine (Cr) 4.25mg/dl,

CRP

had

been

followed

up at the National

frequently during his trip, and admitted

another hospital. Fasting and infusion started. However

BUN

surgery, are called acute abdomen.

symptom

Diagnosis

by reviewing

This is the case of a 13‑year‑old boy
Children's

main

vomiting

continued, diarrhea took place on

on the 6th day. This is the hematological

38mg/dl. These

to

are the inflammatory

data ‑

symptoms.

He

was suspected of having peritonitisand septicemia as well as acute renal failure and transferred to the
National Children's Hospital. At that time, his body
a breathing rate 23/min,
observed

but there were

irritationsymptom
inflammatory

no

BUN

ultrasound. Slightly bloody
peritonitis with unknown
serous ascites was
petechiae

attached to the lower
primary

abdominal

52mg/dl,

Cr 4.94mg/dl,

not observed.

no

abdominal

abdominal

a marked

distension was

tenderness. Peritoneal

17150/mm3,

CRP

increase. Hepatic

44.4mg/dl,

functions were

observed. There is slight gas in the intestine.

A large amount

of ascites was

found

on

abdominal

observed
The

spaces

and

in intestinal tract.

formed.

diagnosed

was
with

of Douglass.
for 3 days.

His

postoperative

condition

was

He started oral intake on the 11th day,

was observed where a cannula for one of the drainages

Six months

a drain and a safety pin remained

was not clear.He was

was carried out and drainage tubes were placed at the

cul‑de‑sac

and was discharged on the 19th day. Induration
was inserted and abscess was

observed

diffusely in the intestinal tract, and the greater omentum
focus of the inflammation

acute

operation was given. Four liters of

perforation, twist or necrosis was

controlled by using an artificialr espiration system

after the operation, we took an abdominal

inside. Therefore, we

had an emergency

X‑ray

operation to

the drain and the pin.

In spite of increase in BUN
in NAG

was

Severe

but mainly serous ascites was taken by using a puncture. Therefore

abdomen.

bilateral subdiaphragmatic

remove

was 37.6°C, pulse rate was 116/min,

cause was suspected and an emergency

aspirated. No
were

ascites was

peritonitis.Prophylactic appendectomy

and found

temperature
13O/88mmHg.

noises. There

This is an X‑ray and massive

Intraperitoneal free air was

Subserosal

pressure was

was not observed. This is the laboratory data: WBC

symptoms,

maintained.

and blood

was

seen, which

was

and serum

creatinine, Ccr remained

at 2.2, suggesting

maintained

at 179ml/min/m2

and no increase

renal function. These

are observations

three days after operation: urea nitrogen and creatinine in the ascites significantly increased
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to the

level close to the urinary component.
dye, injected intravenously

was

BUN

abdominal

counseling. A

whether

there was

therefore surgeon

drain left behind in the body

patient complained
CIPA

symptoms,

of abdominal

leakage

of the urine into the

we have not found out the areas that caused the leakage.

Since the onset was not known,
some

returned to almost normal level. PSP, red

observed in the drain, therefore some

peritoneal cavity suspected. However,

had

and Cr in serum

was

pains, imaging

patient, therefore, we should have

been

delay in the diagnosis was not clear. But he

may

have

had

to be participated in the MD

attributed to carelessness of the surgeon, but if the
test would

more

have been given earlier.When

we see the

careful not to miss even a slightest change

and

given him a test earlier.
This is the result of the questionnaire survey. As far as we know,
diseases, such as chest and abdomen,
with orthopedic

surgical problems

are not open, and the actual conditions are unclear. Compared

or dental diseases, where

changes

are noticeable, diagnosis or treatment of internal

diseases tends to be delayed. In the case of diseases that require an emergency
acute abdomen,

delay in diagnosis

about their experiences
conducted

find out problems.

survey on how

We

be life threatening. Therefore,
such

received responses

of respondents

we

operation such
asked

CIPA

as

patients

as acute appendicitis, and

also

medical institutions dealt with the situation, so that we could

gave the questionnaire to the members

June issue of their bulletin. We
mail. Composition

would

on internal diseases, acute abdomen

a secondary

of internal

from

of Tomorrow

as an attachment

25 out of 60 members

was as follows: 13 were

male

and

or 42%

12 female

on the

by post or e‑

with 0‑9 years old,

10; 10‑19, 10; and 20+, 5.
No

one got acute appendicitis, which is the most common

nor had an emergency

who

performed

operation went as planned
We

also asked

among

medical

medical

the parents' anxiety. Many

emergency

doctors cannot

about

have

wound

treatment. They

diagnose
vague

them

parents

mentioned

early. They

complain

healing and

fortunate if no one

diseases because
problems

may

wound

infection. Many

mentioned

had

most important

surgical diseases. But

patients are very young

whether

and we

are shown

we

cannot

in CIPA

deny

patients. We

may

the existence of such

here. There are differences between

age

they need a surgery or they only need treatment of internal medicine is the
of pains and visit hospital. However,

are insensitive to pains visit hospital because

activity. These

diarrhea, constipation, bloody

symptoms

should

didn't have such symptoms.

of other symptoms,

stool, hematuria,

not be overlooked.

irritation are the biggest clues for judging

defense

the anxieties

only studied 25 cases. In the future the surgical

for a surgeon. Usually, people complain

vomiting, hematemesis,

Rebound

about

are

arise.

groups. Judging

poor

of CIPA

transfusion. They

currently their children are facing.

Typical diseases that present acute abdomen

patients who

the

about delay in

about ignorance

Unfortunately, from this survey we could not find out surgical problem
been

and

are afraid that they cannot detect diseases

anxieties about anesthesia and blood

related to orthopedic and dental problems

have

no incarceration

to

without any problems.

staff.They

also concerned

and one had an operation for inguinal hernia. According

the operation for inguinal hernia, there was

questions about

detecting diseases that need
early and

diseases for children,

operation excluding dental or orthopedic surgery.

As for other diseases, one got pneumonia
the surgeon

acute abdominal

Abdominal

the necessity of an emergency

Since tenderness is subjective pain, CIPA

tenderness is also subjective pain. We
are initiated, so other signs and

don't know

whether

tests are important.
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We

for example,

abdominal

CIPA
fever,

distention and a

tenderness

and

peritoneal

operation, but our patient

patients perhaps, do not feel it.
reflex actions such as muscular
know

family

members

always

observe
inform

the condition, but we

would

like to ask them

not to overlook

changes

in symptoms

us such changes in details, so that we could diagnose diseases earlier.Itis important

and

to inform

other patients and families of individual experiences. This could be helpful for early diagnosis. Most
surgeons are unfortunately not familiar with CIPA.
knowledge
with

about CIPA.

CIPA.

summarized,
know

Most

It is important
and informed

much

They

may

surgeons have

no experience

that individual

experiences

to surgeons

know

CIPA

but they do not have much

of treating surgical problems
must

be

of patients

collected, recorded,

as well as physicians. It is also important

analyzed,

to let surgeons

about CIPA.

Last but not least, I would

like to thank

the members

of Tomorrow

who

participated in the

questionnaire survey.
Thank

you very much.

Dr. Nihei

Dr. Tanaka

referred to a case where

case in the outpatient clinic.The
something
mother
how

was

wrong.

the pin was remained

patient came

to see me

I couldn't find any problems

in the body. I had this
because

the mother

and told them

felt

so. But the

was quite anxious, so we took an X‑ray and fount out the pin. We realized

difficultto diagnose children with CLPA. It is very important

their mothers

to listen to what

say.

CI‑4)
Oral manifestation and dental care ofindividuals with hereditary
sensory and autonomic neuropathy with anhidrosis
Masakazu
IKEDA,
Tomoko KUBODERA
Department of Dentistry, Kanagawa
Children's Medical Center,
Ichijiro MORISAKI,
Shigehisa AKIYAMA
Division of Special Care Dentistry, Osaka University,
Osamu
FUKUTA
Department of Pediatric Dentistry,Aichi‑Gakuin University

Dr. Ikeda
The

dental issues of CIPA

osteomyelitis of the jawbone
jawbone

caused

from

necessary. Also because
would

malalignment

caused

teeth eruption starts at the age of six months,

lacerations on tongue

of alveolar bones

of the dentition. Decline in chewing

will become

or jawbones,

becomes

extract their own

and

sometimes

function would lead to poor

physical body. But with the biting, if you simply conserve
and lips will continue, and the tongue

the biting

and lips continue, extraction sometimes

of discomfort of the eruption, the patients sometimes

affect the development

and fingers,

by caries and periodontal disease, lacerations and fracture of

by an external injury. As

starts.If bleeding

which

patients include biting of lips, tongue, and buccal mucosa,

teeth,

result in

development

of the

the dentitions, the habit of biting tongue

cicatrized, the papillae and caliculus gustatorius

will be lost, and dysgeusia is going to be an issue. So, I would
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like to tell you

about the clinical

symptoms

and the preventive measures.

While
The

the teeth were erupting, this child probably

child touched

became

this with his/her fingers, which

felt something,

not pain but some

healthy children seldom

discomfort.

do. Eventually

the tooth

loose(figurel), and then finally fell out. So these children do self‑extraction not because

pain but a sense of discomfort. After the tooth was extracted, ulcers developed

inside lips (figure2).

This is the case where multiple teeth were extracted and the tongue stuck out (figure3), which
result in more

biting and changes

in the shape of the tongue. You

(figure4). With

the eruption of molars, they would

about to come

off. So the papillae are all gone

sweetness
When

when

would

see that the papillae are all gone

tip is already necrotized (figure5). It's

(figure6). Perhaps

they do not feel the taste, both

and bitterness. No papillae are seen in this case.
teeth erupt, the children startto develop ulcer under the tongue (figure7), because

their tongue
happens

bite. The

of

back

to normal

and forth while they are sucking
children who

they were born. We

milk. This

happens

100%

of the time. It also

has congenital tooth, in other words, children who

give patients a protective cover to improve

they move

already had teeth

the situation (figure8). You see

a decrease in ulceration, but along with the eruption of the upper teeth, the problem

comes

up again.

As teeth erupt one after another, they get an ulcer one after another there (figure9). The

side teeth

have

already been

covered, but some

teeth have been, which would
We
good
though

make

red part is stillleft.They

used this type of plate to improve
condition.

Because

protrude their tongue into where the

another process of ulceration.
the ulcer (figure 10). The

this patient grinded

baby

teeth have

his/her teeth, the teeth were

there was no caries, the pulp might be exposed

kept in a

out. And

and abscess occurred (figurell). The

sucking habit might lead to loosing the tip of fingers (figure 12).

figure 1

figure 2

figure 3

figure 4
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worn

been

even
finger

figure 5

figure 6

figure 7

figure 8

figure 9

figure 10

figure 11

figure 12
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This patient had a single tooth left.The
muscularis (figurel3). Eventually
denture was
would

placed (figure 15). We

tongue caught on the tooth and got an ulcer

it got a hole and forked in two (figurel4). It was
made

not pierce the tongue. Eventually

sure that the single tooth left was

that reached
sutured. Then

not isolated, so that it

all the teeth have been extracted, except some

upper ones. A

full denture was constructed (figure 16). But because

the bite is too strong, these patients usually get

ulcers wherever

don't know

Therefore

the denture touches (figure 17). They

how

much

force is necessary to bite.

this is not localized pressure, but the pressure is applied in the entire dentition. It is very

difficultto teach how
Because

to bite softly.Once

these patients don't have

eventually lead to the development

patients have the denture placed, they can bite properly.
a pain, they leave

dental caries untreated,

of osteomyelitis (figurel8). Because

off immediately
Because

(figure21), so we

had

to do another

the patient didn't have a pain, itjust came

inferior margin

came

off immediately

difficult,in the case of CIPA

bound

surgery. We

might

of born resorption around

the first molar (figure 19), this patient had the tooth extracted at a dental clinic,which
pathological fracture (figure20). This patient was referred to us. We

which

resulted in a

it with a wire but it came

tried to fix it with

off, particularly the one that was

this plate.

applied to the

(figure22). In that sense, treating fractures is extremely

patients. This was

fixed well, so we

because, the patient didn't have a pain and just moved

were rather lucky. Pins came

them. As the lateral fixation was effective, the

fracture itself healed, but could be dangerous.

figure 13

figure 14

figure 15

figure 16
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off,

figure 17

figure 18

figure 19

figure 20

figure 21

figure 22
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Dr. Morisaki
We
held

have

examined

by Tomorrow,

compiled

oral and
a Japanese

in the symposium

Association

as well as my

present the dental symptoms
Figure 1 shows

dental conditions of patients with CIPA
for Patients with CIPA.

own

Based

symposium

on the results that we

experiences in treating the patients,I would

and treatments of patients with CIPA

the case of an 11‑month‑old

boy

with CIPA.

With

feeding disorder. This case was fed with a nasal tube. For CIPA

like to

today.
the eruption of lower

central incisors, ulceration occurred on the ventral surface of the tongue

and dental problems

at the annual

and

primary

caused bleeding

children, the early symptoms

and

of oral

are the ulcer or biting injury of oral soft tissues, tongue, lip and buccal mucosa

and also self‑extraction of primary dentition associated with eruption of the primary anterior teeth.
To protect the tongue from

self mutilation or to prevent the self‑extraction at this age, itis known

that the most effective way is to apply a mouth
adjust the mouthpiece

piece as shown

frequently to the patient's jaws

teething, the dentition changes

because

at the time

quite rapidly. If the mouthpiece

take it out by themselves, however, if it fits well, they would
the patient with CIPA

in the Figure 2. Itis very important

never complains

of primary

to

dentition

doesn't fit,the patients would just

be accustomed

to wear it. At any rate,

any pain, so we have to be careful in making

the mouthpiece

and its necessary adjustments.

Fig 1. Decubital

tongue

Fig 2. An

ulcer on the ventral surface.

acrylic mouth

or to prevent

Figure

3 shows

the dental conditions of a child whose

out of 4 patients at this dental stage lost their mandibular
oral self mutilation. However,
more information

an early stage of primary
known,

patients and more

primary

their mouth.

about their concerns

Two

of their

infants. Recently, with becoming

frequent use of the protective mouthpieces

dentition have resulted a prevention

So we performed

self mutilation

dentition is not completed.

of tooth loss effectively.

children in general at these ages would just put anything into their mouth

with their fingers, so they sometimes

from

incisors and canines early because

this is not true with all the CIPA

available on CIPA

piece to protect the tongue

the self‑extraction

As

at
well

or pick up anything

have bruise or burn not only on their fingers but also inside of

questionnaire survey to the parents of patients of CIPA

of oral and dental conditions. The

results show

were as follows in order; the tongue ulcers, bite injury, oral hemorrhage,

particularly

that their matter of concerns
luxation or loss of teeth.
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at primary

dentition stage

Figure 4 shows
completed,

the oral conditions of children with CIPA

usually between

lateralincisors and some

two and a half to six years old.

of canines or primary

usually between

the dental conditions

permanent

been

anterior teeth, all the central and

at an early stage of the life.

of the children with CIPA

ages of six to twelve years old. Many

all of the caries had

Lower

dentition

firstmolars, were lost in all cases and upper anterior

teeth were also lost not in all cases but in 2/3 of them
Figure 5 shows

at stage being the primary

at the mixed

dentition period

dental caries were found on their teeth and not

treated. At these ages, the child patients have

anterior teeth due to self mutilation, however,

a less chance

of loosing

they are stilll ikely to cause bite injuries on

the tongue.
Figure

6 shows

disappeared from
As shown
wounds,

the case having

a very

deep laceration across the tongue

and

papillae have

the dorsal and lateral surfaces of apex of the tongue.

in the figure 6, out of total 26 patients examined,
and the rest 3 had almost completely
Patient

healed wounds

15 had

scarred tongue,
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(A) Deep lacerationacross the tongue

(B) Condition of tongue wounds
of the patientwith CIPA

Fig 5. Dental findingsof children with CIPA

Figure 7 shows

at mixed dentitionstage

the case of a girl whose lower

self‑extracted visited our clinic because
revealed
became

that she had

sequestrum

rather psychologically

classmates

Fig 6. Oral self‑mutilation:Tongue

bite wound

central and lateralincisors on the right side had been

the delayed

in the mandible,

wound

healing. A radiographic

then, the lesion

unstable in the spring when

was

excised

school started, because

and teachers, then, she started to clench her teeth violently, which

followed by loss of teeth. In the following
psychologically

upper lateral incisors had existed, and the upper

central incisors to see whether

out. Therefore

we

was

some

space left where

central incisors protruded. We,

therefore, tried to

the orthodontic treatment could be acceptable for her. Soon

further orthodontic treatment. These

children an orthodontic treatment is extremely

using the fixed‑type orthodontic devices in case theirintellectual development

Fig 7. Auto‑twtractcd

lateral incisor

(A) Attrition of the maxillary
(C) Auto‑extracted

dental arch (B)

the

firsttried to place a bracket on the labial surface of the upper

could not help suspending

that to give CIPA

in her

resulted in luxation

bracket placing she started to fiddle with these teeth violently, and the teeth became

suggesting

surgically. She
of change

year, classes were reshuffled again, and she had become

unstable and extracted her teeth by herself. There

give orthodontic treatment to her. We

examination

Lateral view

of intcrmaxillar relationship

lateral incisor
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after the

almost luxated
observations are

difficult,especially with
is retarded.

As to the CIPA
the mandible
muscular

patient's permanent

due

to severe

dentition (Figure

bruxism

8), some

of them

or self‑extraction. Severe

control of pain feed back resulted excessive

had multiple tooth loss in

bruxism

lacking

a neurological

attritionof the teeth, and sometimes

pulp exposure and infection or a straight occlusal plane even in teenagers (Figure 9). Although
children had malocclusion
common

such as protruding lower

characteristics of maxillo‑mandibulary

teeth, crowding

or an open

caused
some

bite, there were

no

relationship, occlusion or dental arch in the patients

with CIPA.
Permanent

teeth in the patients with CIPA

the early ages, however,

some

have been

relatively in good

condition at

of them, particularly in the older subjects, have lost their teeth due to

dental caries or self mutilation and need prosthodontic
startsto erupt, dental and medical
signs and symptoms

maintained

professionals who

related to their wisdom

cause serious infection in mandible,

care for that. At the age that the third molar
are caring CIPA

tooth eruption. Because

periodical dental examination

patients must be aware

of the

eruption of the third molar may
and prophylactic measures

must

be taken.
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Putting together the results of the study on oral conditions of the patients with CIPA,

we

would

like to conclude as follows.
1. Oral self‑mutilation of teeth and biting of oral soft tissue were recognized
become

in the all subjects. It has

clear that the early dental intervention is essential to prevent or to control the oral traumas,

dental and periodontal disease. Oral and dental traumas

were found not only in theirinfancy but also

at period thereafterincluding at the examination.
2. Although

mandibular

the loss of permanent
3. Dental

primary

incisors were lost in most

incisors was much

less when

compared

of the dentitions due to self‑mutilation,
with deciduous

caries, periodontal disease as well as oral self‑mutilation have

very serious infectious diseases such as jawbone
4. The dental problems
required to promote

sometimes

fracture or osteomyelitisin some

of adult patients with CIPA

the good

dentition..
into

cases.

are not yet well identified, so then further study is

dental condition of the patients' whole life.
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developed

Questions

Question

Answer

Do

Answers

you find that the pattern of mutilation is differentif the child has used a pacifier in

the mouth

rather than putting their thumb

something

else to put in?

or their fingers in their mouth, if they have

In the case of a pacifier, they don't bite deep so much.
HSAN

Question

&

Pacifiers can be used to protect

children from oral mutilation.

Because I think they are doing some sensory seeking,and if you give them something
that is soft and more satisfyingto them rather than their own

fingers.It might be

helpful.
Question

I wonder

whether

the patients Dr. Axelrod

of their tongue. This
Simple

study would

just as a comment.
wondering,

would

had

wondering

mentioned

whether

pressure by reducing

the muscle

can monitor

of botox, then you

probably

significantly and avoid situations where
So I suggest that would

to be examined

done. The

and

studied.

other thing I was

pressure is very high in the

the occlusion pressure and exotic

therapy ideas. You

force by means

they bite off the tip

tone while they bite on their teeth,

that occlusion

you

diseases require exotic thoughts and

titrate the amount

that needs

their sympathetic

I don't think this has ever been

Dr. Tanaka

patients. I'm

be something

be to measure

said are satisfied when

could reduce

of botulinum
might lower

the occlusion

toxin injection. If you
the occlusion

you loose the tip of the tongue

be, as I said, an exotic suggestion, but probably

pressure

or many

teeth.

a helpful way

to prevent damage.
Answer

I think it is not easy to test their bite force. It would
they feel and how

Question

the control mechanisms

be interesting

are working

toknow

how

in their mouth.

But you could do in any cases,you could injectinto the masseter muscle for example
or temporal muscle, botulinum
measurement

toxin after you

have

taken an initialpressure

and you could significantly
r educe the strengthof occlusion.That might

probably help.
Question

Have

you had an experience in injecting toxin to reduce muscular

Answer

Do I have

an experience?

botulinum

toxin in toticolis,for example,

completely

or EMEA

covered in circumstances
a very low

No, I don't. But, of course, we have a lot of experience

different approach. I'm

this,like FDA,

dosage

or in a spasticity treatment. This would

sure there is no approval from

in Europe.

which require special measurements.

of a few mouse

with
be a

any authority to do

But these therapeutical approaches

are legally

I think if you startwith

units,I'm sure you can reduce the compression.

have to tryit out in cases that require immediate

Question

tonicity?

You

therapy.

I didn't get an opportunity,by the way to thank your group for really fabulous
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presentation. I think that the dental problems
also the cosmetic and appearance

are not only interfering with function but

of the child in the way

that the child is accepted by

the society. So I think that generally your advances in this area are wonderful.
I do have a question now. In looking

at the mouth, it looked like the child had bruxism

that there was grinding going on, that the shearing by the teeth was so even all the way
across, that looks more
What

is the incidence

than a biting injury. It looks like constant grinding is going on.
of grinding in your population?

Answer

From our examination data,not all the childrenwith HSN
attrition
asI showed you. Not allof them.

Question

What

was the outcome jawbone

fracture?How

demonstrated severe

did you end up treatingit? How

did

you complete the treatment of the fracture?
Answer

As shown
plates were

in the literature,treatment of CIPA

patient's fracture is very difficult.Two

placed in the sides and one in the bottom.

The

bottom

one fell off. The

transverse plates remained.

Question
Answer

Did you see healing, heal across? You had caries, bridging, the fractured piece...

Yes.

Question

Why

do you think the plate felloff, because

Answer

That's probably yes, indeed

Question

You have to lower it.There is no way

the occlusion pressure was too high?

the case.
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around

that.

Clinical Session II
―Prevention

of Charcot Joints in HSAN‑IV―

Chairperson:EijiTAZAWA (President,Japanese Chapter of
theInternationalSocietyofProstheticsand Orthotics)
Mamoru KIMIZUKA (Tokyo,Japan)

cn‑i)

Congenital

insensitivityto pain with anhidrosis

‑Orthopaedic

Mamoru

manifestations‑

KIMIZUKA

Director, National Rehabilitation Center for children with disability
Department
of Orthopaedics Tokyo

I am going to introduce cases of children,but not allof them are my own patients.Children with
CIPA

cannot protect their bodies from trauma because of absence of pain in the whole body and

mental retardation.Orthopaedic problems include trauma, fracture,dislocation,soft tissueinjuries
such as sprain,osteomyelitisand otherinfections.Whether thereis immuno‑deficiency

or not is not

clear,but thereis a possibility.
Charcot jointis also a problem.
There are related conditions including hypersensitivity of other sensory part when

they are young.

For example,

they don't like to be touched. There is psychological hyperirritability,and hyperactivity

is developed.

But around 10 years of age, there is a reduction of prevalence of hyperirritability.

There
caused

are two

types of destruction of joints. One

by jumping

from

a high place. The

instability caused by walking

is acute trauma

such

as sprain and

fracture

other is chronic overstretching such as joint laxity and

due to abnormal

alignment

of the bones. In this case, swelling occurs,

which leads to dislocation and deformity

and may lead to joint contracture. We

think it is important

to prevent joint laxity at an early stage.

If they take an unusual posture, we need to say that such a

posture should not be taken. By the age of two, they usually startto walk.
It is not clear whether

it is because

which leads to genu valgum
placed upon
This
observed

of joint laxity or not, there is pes planovalgus

and their body inclines inwards

at young

deformity,

ages. At the knee, the weight is

the lateral malleolus.

child bends

the body

and the lower

forward

movement

without

difficulty. Hypermobility

is very large. These

of the lumbar

parts are stretched too much.

spine is
Therefore

unusual postures have to be avoided.
To prevent acute trauma, early detection is necessary by observing conditions of the patient, such
as the facial expression, mood,
temperature. Even

sleep, and

febrile state or by checking

if it is very small‑size inflammation,
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skin conditions

and body

fever takes place, so observation of whole

body is necessary.
This chart shows
years and 7 months
This shows
those who

24 cases, with child's age on the horizontal axis, 14 males and 10 females, and 8
of age on average.

conditions of children up to 3, 7 and 14 years of age, and over 15. The red indicates

walk

normally, the blue indicates those who

green indicates those who

mentioned

for the prevention, and the

use other devices. The yellow is less than three years of age and have not

started to walk yet. The severity doesn't depend
As was

use wheelchair

on the age of the patients.There is much

variability.

in the previous presentation that the severity of mental retardation varies, the

mobility‑related severity differs from case to case.
We

studied the relation between

patients who
or above.

need wheelchair
Those

who

prophylactic purpose

frequency

among

those whose

experienced

even though

to the loss of mobility.

of severe trauma

severe

frequency

trauma

and loss of mobility. There are more

of severe trauma

less than

5

times

they walk normally, but the frequency

It is necessary

experience is 5 times

use

wheelchair

for the

of severe trauma is related

to detect the severity of the condition

of each

patient

including mental retardation at an early stage. Careful attention is required.
As for the joint laxity and instability,9 out of 14 male
joint laxity. The

young

most

in the knee joints where

prominent

young

children show

boys are more

and 4 out of 10 female

inclined to have joint laxity because

patients showed

they are active. Laxity is

valgus or lateral rotation laxity is observed. About

50%

of

joint laxity.

As for the relationship of joint laxity and ages, 3 out of 7 have joint laxity (0 to 3 years old) and 4
out of 4 had joint laxity (15 years of age and older). Most
leg joints such as knees or ankles. Some

show

The instability of knee affects walking
knee. We

don ･ t know

the reason. It may

of the cases they have laxity in the lower

laxity in the upper limbs.

and standing abilities.We
be because

the body's right side is dominant

If a patient has instabilityin the both knees, we usually see more
About

one out of six patients,joint swelling leading

most cases, in the knee and in some
was

see instability more in the right
and used more.

severe instabilityin right knee.

to joint contracture is observed,

which

in

cases in the elbow, ankles and other joints. The joint contracture

observed in 3 out of 4 patients 15 years of age and older. Dr. Tanaka

referred to a good

bony

union. But itis difficultthe bones fractured in the middle.
The

slide show

pin, the bony

union

delayed
was

union. This is the shoulder joint. We

obtained. Depending

upon

used a pin. After we removed

the site of the fracture, sometimes

the

it is easy to

obtain the union, but in other cases, itis difficult.
This

shows

a fracture in the lateral condyle.

The

fracture develops

destruction of the bone,

leading to Charcot joint. As a conservative treatment of fractures, a very tight cast is required and it
should

be changed

frequently, once

around

actively again and re‑fracture takes place rather often. In order to prevent

post‑care is necessary
with bilateral bandages

after bony

a week. If you remove

union. As

the cast, then the child starts to move
refracture, the

for hip dislocations, both legs should be immobilized

or bilateral spikes even if only one leg is affected, because

theirjoints are

very flexible.
We

studied a severe fracture or dislocation for the firsttime, and

experienced
From

less than 5 years of age and the other that experienced

the chart that shows

the relation between

found

two

groups: one that

at 9 years of age and older.

fractures and ages, we know

that these children

have a severe fracture after they started to walk.
This patient already became
around in the house. There

was

adult and there is a loss of femoral
dislocation in 20%

head, but the patient can walk

of the cases. Their posture is poor, and in some
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cases there is deformity.
Five out of 24 patients have

scoliosis, two

have

kyphosis, and one has spondylolisthesis. One‑

third have such spinal deformities .The elder the patient is, the more
usually startsto develop
We

when

do not conduct

Japan.I don't know

exists. Charcot

spine

the patient is over 10 years of age.

prophylactic

whether

deformity

operations for CIPA, including

local fixation using screws in

this diagnosis is correct or not, but according to information, one‑third of

the patients have osteomyelitis.
We
unusual
speech

often see Charcot
cases, one

spine in older patients. The

each; leg amputation

after burn

No.l

site is ankle and then knee. These

because

burn

was

are

not healed, osteosarcoma,

disturbance due to loss of the tongue, and destruction of all large joints in lower

and upper

extremities.

In conclusion,itis important to keep the mobilityin the house atleast untiladulthood. Overuse
has to be avoided. Prevention of deteriorationis important, therefore early use of wheelchair is
recommended.

Continuous muscle strengtheningisimportant but without overload ofjoints.Use of

protectivebraces and arrangements of surroundings are necessary.
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Introduction
Familial dysautonomia
and autonomic
pulmonary,

neuropathy

(FD), also known

as Riley‑Day

(Type III HSAN),

is a multisystem

disorder involving

musculoskeletal

systems.

gastrointestinal, nervous,

and

recessive with the responsible gene mapped
HSAN

predominantly

to the long

affects children of Eastern

Syndrome

or Type III hereditary sensory

arm of chromosome

European

Jewish

the cardiovascular,

Inheritance

9 (9q31‑q33)

lineage, in whom

incidence is estimated at 1:3703 . Established diagnostic criteriainclude Ashkenazi
alacrima, absence
the tongue,

and

of axonal flare during the intradermal
hypoactive

deep

tendon

. Type III
the disease

Jewish

histamine test,lack of fungiform

reflexes. Associated
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is autosomal

heritage,

papillae on

clinical hallmarks include

impaired

sensory

perception

of pain and temperature

pressure (i.e. orthostatic hypotension

and

without

autonomic

instability manifested

as labile blood

reflex tachycardia), oropharyngeal

incoordination,

gastrointestinal dysmotility, and excessive sweating .
Orthopedic
fractures

manifestations

associated

with

of HSAN

Type

osteopenia

and

III include

osteoporosis

spinal deformity, increased

, foot deformities

rates of

, tibial torsion and

osteochondritis .
In addition, peripheral arthropathy presenting with joint swelling and instability is seen.
underlying

etiology

Radiographic

of

evidence

the associated

of Charcot

cause of joint deformity
neuropathic

joint

deformity

arthropathy (CA)

in children with Type

joints consistent with CA

in 11%

was

is not

well

defined

in

originally reported by Brunt in 1967

III HSAN.

While

Laplaza

The

the literature.
as a

and colleagues reported

of the 182 patients they reviewed,

Bar‑On

et al in a

series of 136 patients found only three joints with radiographic evidence of CA. In contrast, Mitnick
et alin a series of 180 children with FD, reported radiographic evidence of ON

in 11 joints presenting

with swelling and instability.
The purpose

of this study was to determine

the peripheral joints of children with Type
HSAN

the cause of the underlying

III HSAN

Type IV. Surgical options with case examples

and compare

destructive arthropathy in

this to the arthropathy noted in

for these patients are discussed.

Methods
From
HSAN

a prospectivelycollected database of five hundred and forty‑seven patientswith Type III

performed a retrospectivereview of who presented with joint swelling and deformity for

evidence of ON

and CA.

Chart review and radiographic analysiscombined when

possible with a

phone follow‑up or physical examination was performed on allpatientswith known joint pathology
from the database.
Results
Forty‑four (22 males; 22 females) of the five hundred
evidence

of peripheral joint involvement.

excluded

from

the study.

patients having
average

more

Forty‑two

Two

patients demonstrated

than one joint involvement.

age at the time of diagnosis of joint ON

of the forty‑eight joints (94%)
times in the knee (40%)
of the knee. ON

with ON

In each

case of ON

occurred in the lower extremity. ON

case.

marked

broke

appearance

valgus

breakdown

off and

deformity

review

was

The

Forty‑five

of the was seen nineteen
bilateralON

seen in five patients (10%),

In the upper extremity, ON

was

demonstrated

of the lateral distal femoral

of the lateral distal femoral condyle

progressive

postero‑lateral subluxation

and joint instability. One

condyle

was

was appreciated in each

fragmentation. In four cases,
and instability occurred

patient a fourteen‑year‑old

boy

with

with
skin

valgus deformity and rotatory subluxation of the knee (figure 1

a‑d) was treated successfully secondary

The

reviewed.

patients demonstrated

sizes of postero‑lateral osteochondral

resulting from the marked

there was no evidence

with three

(2%), capitellum (2%), and the firstmetacarpal head (2%).

This consisted of varying

the fragment

Two

firstmetatarsal head

of the knee, isolated involvement

seen. A typical radiographic

evidence of ON

was 15.2 years of age (range, 3 ‑ 44).

respectively, and in the talus in three patients (6%).
humerus

radiographic

had clinical

of osteoarthritis were

Forty‑eight joints in total were

and thirteen times in the hip (28%).

of the tarsal navicular and

once in the proximal

and forty‑seven patients (8%)

adult patients with evidence

reconstruction of the knee (figure 2 a‑d).

In this large series,

of CA.

of three patients from

our institution (2 male,
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1 female)

with

Type

IV

HSAN

demonstrated joint destructionconsistentwith CA

of the knee, ankle, elbow, wrist and spine.

Hip

dislocationwas seen in two patientsand subluxation in another. Review

of the literatureconfirms

the presence of CA

patient in our series,a

as well as less infrequent ON

of the hip.

One

fourteen‑year‑oldfemale, was treatedsuccessfullyfor a progressive L5‑S1 spondylolisthesis(CA

of

the spine) presenting as an acute paraparesis. She underwent successful emergent posterior spinal
fusion and decompression with a subsequent anteriorspinal fusion with resolutionof her neurologic
injury. The same patientlaterunderwent a successfulPeri‑acetabularOsteotomy for progressivehip
subluxation and acetabulardysplasia .
Discussion
Type

III HSAN

dysfunction

is a multisystem

of the sensory

and

disease with

autonomic

revealed a reduction in both the number
the peripheral nervous
gray cell column
These

nervous

system, and the number

abnormalities

clinical manifestations

systems.

of small‑diameter

and sensory and autonomic

anatomic

protean

Neuropathological

myelinated

pain

and

temperature

Reduced

an

explanation

sign which

may

be evoked

of the impairments

gastrointestinal dysfunction
Further, Maayan
bone

pain

in

conjunction

help account

neurons

are diminished

with

and account

of

may

sensory
for gait

With impaired

after significant injuries. As

a result,

be delayed despite underlying

gait ataxia and

for the elevated prevalence

and colleagues recently demonstrated

in the

on clinical examination.

sensation, patients fail to complain

bone

and unmyelinated

have

ganglia.

provide

diagnosis and treatment of associated joint and long bone trauma
pathology.

analyses

of cell bodies in the spinal cord intermedio‑lateral

modalities seen in these patients. Vibration and proprioception
ataxia and a positive Romberg's

as a result of

osteopenia

secondary

to

of fractures in these patients.

an association between

fractures and reduced

mineral density in these patients.

In large series of patients with Type III HSAN,
radiographic

feature in clinically swollen

both ON

and CA

have been

adult patients with diabetes mellitus, tabes dorsalis,and chronic alcoholism
Type III HSAN

was

20 patients (11%)

originally reported by Brunt in 1967

of the 182 patients they reviewed.

only 2 patients (3 joints) with evidence
retrospective review

of 180

necrosis in unstable deformed

of CA,

patients, Mitnick

.

Laplaza

Bar‑on

et al in a review

common

in

in two children with
in

of 136 patients found

as well as one patient with Perthes disease. In a
et al reported

9 patients with

evidence

in this population

of aseptic
to be 5%.

occurred in a weight bearing joint of the lower extremity, most often

in the knee (6) and hip (3). In a review of 65 patients with FD, Yoslow
of Charcot

, CA

most

and colleagues reported CA

joints and estimated the incidence of ON

Ten of the eleven joints with ON

cited as the defining

and unstable peripheral joints. Though

et al did not find any evidence

arthropathy, though they reported osteochondritis, including Perthes disease, in almost 8%

of these patients.
We report radiographic evidence
with FD

of ON

in 48 joints in 42 patients.In the largest series of patients

presented in the literature,we too could not document

with joint swelling, instability,and deformity.

Although

we utilized the same

Laplaza, our definition of CA

was different.The absence

the clinical course of the ON,

particularly in the knee, however,

of CA.

CA

preceded

by intense

progression

is thought to have
hyperemia

any cases of CA in patients presenting

of detectable pain may

may

have

bone

stage.

resorbtion.

of joint destruction; it by definition has a disorganized

This differs greatly from the joint pathology

seen in Type III HSAN.
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have played a role in

this does not make

both a vascular and mechanical
and

database as that of

CA

the diagnosis one

Often joint destruction is
does

not have

appearance

a uniform

and progression.

In Type III HSAN,

we conclude that destructive arthropathy at the lateral distal femoral

and other joints, is secondary
Decreased
Impaired

autonomic

to ON.

innervation

perception

etiology of ON

in Type III HSAN

of the arteriole wall may

of pain makes

contrast, the literature and we

The

may

condyle

be multifactorial.

lead to vascular spasm

and ischemia.

these patients susceptible to repetitive trauma, and thus ON.

support that CA

is responsible

In

for the majority of joint deformities

seen in patients with Type IV HSAN.
Because
and

ON

and CA

present with similar clinical features, including joint swelling, deformity,

instability,radiographic

radiographs

may

evaluation

is essential. However,

be difficult.For example,

bilateralknee involvement,

Mitnick

upon

et al concluded

had been previously diagnosed. Radiographic
and

subchondral

lucency

review

differentiating ON

of the radiographs

in a FD

that there was bilateral knee ON

findings indicating ON

to sclerosis with

bone

range from

collapse. Radiographic

from

CA

child with

and not CA

ON

as the periarticularligaments

and osteochondritis may

becomes

even

more

become

more

of Charcot

may

may

lax with progression of the deformity. Because

also be seen in advanced

challenging. MRI

as

diffuse osteoporosis
features

arthropathy include joint effusion, subluxation, sclerosis, and microfractures, while osteophytes
develop

on

Charcot joints, correct radiographic

be diagnostic when

early ON

diagnosis

is clinically suspected, as

plain films may initiallybe unremarkable.
Treatment

for CA

Patients with Type
and may

IV HSAN

be amenable

In summary,

depends

on

the stage of involvement,

require vigilant monitoring

to surgical correction to correct or prevent mal‑alignment

the incidence

of ON

in Type

III HSAN

patients with Type III HSAN
signs of ON

who

the deformity

present.

and education to prevent joint destruction

is higher

literature and most often occurs at the lateral distal femoral

radiographic

joint and

and dislocation.

than previously

reported in the

condyle of the knee. Clinical suspicion in

present with joint swelling and instability and appreciation of early

can lead to early diagnosis and treatment. Radiographic

distinction of ON

from CA is essentialin order to optimize orthopaedic treatment options.
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The foot care forthe neuropathic disorders mainly
in the diabetic foot
Takamichi

SHINJO

Assistant professor,Diabetic Center, Tokyo Women's

I am

a diabetologist, not an orthopedist, so I have

cast for two patients who

are suffering from

Medical University,Japan

only three cases to report in this field.I made

ulcers. After a while, their skin condition improved.

There was a severe fissuring or a crack on the skin as well, and the family members
treatment. The

third case is Charcot‑Marie‑tooth,

Therefore, I would

a

which

is the adult case of the ulcer of foot.

like to explain Charcot joints as a complication
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asked us to start

of diabetic neuropathy, where I

have

more

than 84 cases to report. Although

like to give this information

physiology

for your reference. The

of diabetes and CIPA

main

theme

is different,I would

of this presentation is the diabetic

neuropathy.
In the case of diabetic patients, Charcot
occurs due to long‑term

drinking. Now,

foot occurs as acquired neurogenic

diabetes is the number

foot lesions, or it

one cause of Charcot joints, replacing

leprosy.
The

average

age of onset of diabetes is 3‑4 years old. When

enter adolescence,
neuropathy.

they

develop

Since the damage

neuropathy,

especially

insulin dependent

peripheral

neuropathy

of sensory nerve is the characteristic of the neuropathy

the patients feel no sensations such as pain, heat or cold, they become
testing, we

use the monofilament

result is more
We

diabetic patients

method,

which

than 5.07, risk is very high. We

is easy. Every

and

autonomic

in diabetes and

prone to foot injuries. For

year, we have

this test, and if the

can predict the onset of the disease to some

see severe lacerations not only in the winter but also the summer.

They

extent.

use air‑conditioning

and heating appliances. Therefore, during winter, we see burn in cases and often times there is trauma.
We

often see blisters caused by wearing

diseases. These
Due

are motor

shoes. For CIPA

nerve related symptoms.

to decrease in muscle

patients,just walking

The

strength, their toes become

deformities in the toes or foot, or "hammertoe".

muscles

between

bent and

Deformities

around

can cause foot

feet become

atrophy

contracted.

occurs, which

leads to

develop in the head of metatarsal bone,

metatarsus, hind feet, ankle, knee, hip, elbow, and shoulder joints, and spine. But today, I would like
to introduce foot cases.
If the patients stand up and walk on deformed
which

feet,pressure is applied and develops hyperkeratosis,

eventually causes ulcers. Therefore, neuropathy

may

cause ulcers, trauma or burn.

Often times, there is a sympathetic

nerve damage

the cracking of the skin, which

result in infections, since the immune

may

and anhidrosis leading to dryness of the skin and
system

of diabetic patients

is suppressed.
The

sympathetic

feet become

warm.

patients, however,

nerve is controlling temperature

of the body. If you take a bath, your hands

When

temperature

it is hot, we control body

there is a shortage of oxygen

and

by sweating. In the case of diabetic

on the surface of the skin, and it becomes

rather

difficultto cure the ulcers completely.
There is also orthostatic hypotension
And

we

they

develop

whereas

see arterial sclerosis in many
blood

in the diabetic patients.
of the diabetic patients. When

circulation disorder. Diabetic patients have

this is not true for CIPA

patients. Therefore,

they are over 40 years of age,

a high risk for arterial sclerosis,

foot diseases are very serious problems

for

diabetic patients.
We

have

studied the causes of the diseases when

disease linkages. For example,

a patient who

works

patients visited us and found
at a fruit shop

occupation

and has to lift heavy

and

fruits had

chronic problems. In this chronic type problem, repetitive stimuli are applied to a certain part of the
body, which

can lead to dislocation, deformity and destruction of bones. We

relatively often. Some
caused

were

by getting off from

onto her. The
patient who

sudden

caused

pressure was put upon

for about than 30 minutes

up and down

stairs during commuting

a bus. There is a case of a mother

had a dental problem.

occurred. The

by moving

see problems

who

of this type

and two

were

tried to catch her baby jumping

her knees and dislocation took place. Another

case is a

There was no dentist in the hospital, so every day he had to walk

to go to another

hospital and

back. During

characteristics of the disease are: changes in the appearance

the joint, and remittance. As in the CIPA

that period, Charcot

of feet, feeling of heat in

cases, there is no sensitivity to pain. We
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joints

take an X‑ray to see

whether

there is a fracture or not. Patients do not inform

are in their twenties at the youngest
have

not only foot problems,

nephropathy

and

undergo

the previous history so much.

but retinopathy related problems.

dialysis. Thus

for conservative

patients

and most of patients are over 40 years of age. Therefore, they

there are

many

Therefore, it is rather difficultfor us to decide on whether
data is good

Our

medical

management.

Some

of them

conditions

or not to perform

It was

even

associated

have

diabetic

with

diabetes.

surgery. We

think this

pointed out that early detection is very

important. In the case of diabetic patients plantar pressure can be taken into consideration. Flattening
of the plantar arch results in changes
footprint, and this is F‑scan. We
X‑ray, thermography,
pressure applied

in the plantar pressure and causes hyperkeratosis. This is a

check out whether

shoes are appropriate or not using them. We

and footprint for examination.

to other side, which

might

use

If there is Charcot joint on one side, there is

cause

another

Charcot

joint. Therefore,

we

should

observe the course of the disease.
Since their skin becomes

very dry, it is necessary

and prevent fissure is important. Nail problem

may

to care it. Applying

at the clinic. Charcot joint causes hyperkeratosis. Therefore, trimming
is important. It was

mentioned

ointment

to keep

moisture

cause injuries; therefore, nail care has to be given
and prevention using footwear

that the patients should not sit on the floor, but we

have a different

culture, therefore, often times they sit on the floor. Therefore, we need to consider the special socks
or footwear.
Charcot joint causes not only problems

such as difference in the length of legs, gait disorder, and

joint disorders, but a flattening of the plantar arch. Just applying a dressing cannot heal it.Therefore,
other supports are necessary. We
very important

need

to consult with orthopedic surgeon. The

for the early cure of the damage.

the leg. Recently, there is a development
factors. In addition we
recommend

either. Even

care is

need to prevent osteomyelitis, and gangrene

in the management

use gear for prevention

crutches so much

as instructed, which

We

temperature

purposes.

if we recommend

of

of temperature, using various growth
We

don't use wheelchairs.

crutches, there are some

We

who

do not
don't do

we think causes a delay in healing. If adult patients do as instructed, wounds

will

heal faster.
There is a swelling in metatarsus and some
formed,

osteomyelitis occurs, and gangrene

neuropathy
The

and wounds

flattening of the plantar arch is noted, then ulcers are

develops, which eventually leads to amputation. This is a

are very difficultto be healed.

characteristics of adult patients are foot deformities including ankle, metatarsus, etc. rather than

knee, which
development

may

resultin amputation

due to gangrene

of the toes, differences in the length of legs, or

of large deformities.

So itis important

to keep normal

and open

conditions. Deciding

whether

is difficult,and the consensus

of the patient is required. We

brace or other methods.

itis necessary, we use braces or casts.

These

When

are the special shoes to maintain the alignment. These

plantar arch flattened. Since this is a conservative method,
The

or not to perform

will use the Total Contact

surgery

Cast, walking

are protective shoes for those whose

we need to consider the option of surgery.

patient has Charcot joint deformities on his left leg and the joint here is impaired.

We

use a

special shoe. This patient required dialysis but he doesn't need surgery.
We

think itis necessary for us to give long‑term

of further fracture and
gangrene
because

and amputation

stopping

the development

foot care. Special shoes are important. Prevention
of deformities are also important.

Preventing

is one of our purposes. It is our duty to follow up the cases for long term

orthopedists cannot

to do so after surgery. We

rehabilitation service.
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also check

shoes regularly and

provide
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Brace and orthosis: As a role of protection and treatment

Takashi

MIWA,

Mamoru

KIMIZUKA

National rehabilitation center for children with disability

Dr. Feldman,
developing

I think you don't prefer the use of braces, but we have been trying to find ways

good

orthosis and

braces, so that patients can avoid having

possible for us to prevent progression of the disease by using them
Pain is a warning

sign against possible trauma. Through

actions to prevent any trauma. But CIPA
or prevent injury. Therefore
traumas. They
There

would

this, you learn to defend yourself, take

get injured repeatedly.

are active. They

and sometimes

like to jump

the knee, ankle and hip joints, in some
and dislocation. They
over

only.

they are quite vulnerable, and cannot take actions to prevent any of the

talocalcaneal and metatarsus problems

Children

it is not

patients cannot learn that, and they cannot detect any risks

are the characteristics of fractures by age and

go to school. They

surgery, though

of

down.

They

cases, very major trauma

foot,

joint because

tend to have bigger trauma

to

to the hip joint including a fracture

with the elbows,

a Charcot

of 2‑6 years old have

a hip dislocation. Children of 7‑15 years old

or jump

try to support themselves

16 years old develop

site.Children

so trauma

to the elbow

as well.

of the repeated injuries they

have

suffered in the earlier part of theirlife,and eventually end up in a wheelchair.
To maintain the walking
fixation or immobilization
treatment, no

weight

ability,prevention
of them

should

and early detection of injuries, appropriate

are necessary. If there is a fracture and if it needs a

be placed

on it. The

rehabilitation program

is important,

particularly after the cast is taken off.
There are four roles of braces. One is the prophylactic role. For children of one or two years old,
fractures are not an issue yet. Putting an insole in a shoe and using supporters for the knee
might be useful. Since braces can't immobilize

the foot or knee, they don't prevent

trauma

or foot
but at

least reinforce the joints. Secondly, braces protect injured joints in order to prevent further injuries,
for example
the purpose
so we

shoe‑type or ankle‑foot‑orthosis and hip abduction
of fracture treatment. It is very difficultfor them

should be able to have

joints. You

can use ischium

assistance, so that they won't

braces. Thirdly, braces are used for

to have

a restriction on weight bearing,

place their whole

body

weight

on the

bearing prosthesis so that no weight is placed on the knees or other parts

or patellar tendon bearing prosthesis. These

are also used for ordinary patients. Fourthly, braces have

functional roles to support patients with Charcot joints. They

maintain the functions of the affected

joints. By using an orthosis with hinges, you can give an orientation to their lax joints and reinforce
them.
Insoles can be made
feet, so you

need

using sneakers for designing. Young

to give support

to reduce

weight

children have a tendency

on the feet. On

the right hand

to have flat
side, you

see

sneakers. Very soft materials are used inside to reduce the shock to be given to your feet.
This is calcaneal bone fracture. On the left hand
materials. On the right hand
protects the ankle joint and

side, the joint is covered

by a brace made

side, leather is used to support the ankle. This is to be worn
supports the arch. It may
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by soft

in house. It

be a bit difficult for patients to walk, but

eventually, some

dents on it will make

it easier for them

to walk around.

This is a ten‑year‑old patient with an ankle joint fracture. You see an X‑ray. The left ankle is quite
swollen. For a joint like this,we use a brace made

of very soft materials.

This is an ankle foot orthosis with a hinge, so it can be fixed tightly.But inside soft materials like
rubber are used. He has corns on the sole of the feet,so we try to flatten them. On
we

put a plastic cover

shoe‑horn

to improve

the stability of the ankle. On

type brace with a natural bend

and

the anterior side,

the right hand

side, you

a plastic cover on the anterior side to improve

see a
the

fixation.
This is an abduction brace for children of around
dislocations. This abduction
prevented

brace is used to prevent dislocation. With

and patients can walk

patients can stand up and walk
position is harmful

the patient might walk

indeed, this brace may

should

they could

wheelchair

or something

mentioned

that this type of

on his knees, and that might, again,

be good for hip joints but not for knee joints. We

use this type of brace. Even

with it, they

may

stillneed

for mobility.

This is a case of a 16 years old patient with a valgus knee. He
When

this, hip dislocations can be

on their knees or crawl, so it helps relieve stress. With this orthosis

destroy the knee joints. And
long

are suffering from repeated

without hurting themselves. Dr. Feldman

to the knees because

consider how

5 years of age, who

he tried to hop a few

steps away

on his normal

had an osteotomy

foot, he had a fracture. He

of the knee.

wore

the patella

tendon bearing brace on the contralateral side. Of course, there was partial weight bearing.
Eventually

the fracture healed, and this belt was removed.

on the floor. So a part of his body
foot above
weight

weight

The

part of the foot now

can be placed on this foot. The

can be placed

patient needs to keep the

the floor, but as fracture healed, he started to place his foot on the floor.There is a partial

bearing because

of the brace, but after fractures healed, the brace has been

length of the leg has been

corrected. Ankle joint was somewhat

taken off. The

swollen, so a soft plastic brace was

given and on the side of the operated leg, there is a brace with ischial support.
It is almost impossible

to use braces for a patient with Charcot joint like this.It is not possible to

use any orthosis for a patient with a deformed
is not prominent,

ankle joint like this.This is a Charcot

so we used a functional brace.

There are problems. Patients are hypersensitive to touch so sometime
skin is dry and vulnerable to infection. The
it becomes

hot inside the orthosis. They

skin temperature

braces are intolerable. Their

of the injured joints tends to be high so

have lax joints.If good standing alignment is not maintained,

destruction of joints will start.If you fix one joint firmly, the adjacent joint may
They

are not able to put their braces on by themselves
The materials needed

moisture. The
alignment,

elbow. Swelling

shape

are something

should be simple

because

they cannot use their hands well.

soft on your skin and something
without

startto be destroyed.

that can keep heat and retain

any sharp angles. Rather

than trying to correct the

it might just as well respect the original shape of the joint or use simple belts so that

patients don't have to use their hands so much.
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Questions & Answers

Question

I have a 9‑year‑old boy. Dr. Feldman

and Dr. Kimizuka

kindly saw my boy in the

physical check‑up session.Your procedures of knee surgery are differentfrom each
other.I would like to know

benefitsand risk of each procedure. Could you elaborate

furtheron that?
Dr. Feldman
This is a difficult question to answer. I think that there are complications
from

every

procedure

that is done

orthotics are very important

or known

procedure

and risks

that is done. I think the

for the children. I just don't think that they can correct

deformity. I think that the orthotics are beautiful and can be useful in all types of
treatment for CIPA

other than correction of deformity. You

use it to maintain. In terms of answering

can use it to push. You can

your question about what

surgical procedure

to choose, I think you need to treat the pathology. I think whatever
should treat the problem

surgeon

treats you

that in hand. That is allI was trying to find. So in everything

that we are going to do, the firstquestion is: do we need the surgery?; is there a reason
to do an operation?; and if we

don't do the operation, what

will happen. I said a few

times that there are things we can do. But then again, should we do them?
we are able to do them
make

doesn't mean

Just because

we should do them. That the decision you have to

with your physician, your surgeon, your family, and people you trust. You need

to know

from

the people around
happens

and from

do something,

what

stay the same?

Does it get worse?

everybody

here, what

happens

if you

don't

to a valgus knee, to a knee that is in bad position. Does
What

is going to happen

it

if you leave it alone? Those

are the issues I think you need to understand and then choose

what the person you trust

to take you on the road that is going to achieve that goal. I don't think you should give
up that goal. The goal should be the child has a straightleg that works. That's the goal.
I don't think we should give up that goal.

Dr. Kimizuka
Frankly

speaking, I am

not confident to do the same

because I have no experience
with new

with that.Dr. Feldman's

bones in the femur, while I would

stress, and eventually improve
Feldman

addresses the problem

lateral condyle

the medial

Whether

method

an osteotomy

the alignment. I don't know
directly,it would

be more

different from

Type IV. There

side is depressed

osteotomy

to some

is suitable or not may

may

do

to reduce the lateral

which

is better. Since Dr.

effective if it fitsyou. In the
medial

be depression

extent but the alignment
depend

would

is replacing dead bones

necrosis case reported today, there is a depressed

That is somewhat
and

perform

thing as Dr. Feldman

tibialplateau.

on the lateral side
is not that bad.

on the difference in the alignment.

Patella dislocation is also associated with this condition. Therefore, I can't say which is
better.That's allI have to say.
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Question

I would

like to make

have

mentioned

have

a tendency

a comment

on what you

have

said about wheelchairs. You

a risk of falling.In the case of children who

of falling as well as the gait instability,will you

them into a wheelchair, or would

also

are very hyperactive and
stillavoid putting

you it might be better to have them seated?

Dr. Feldman
I would

stillavoid putting them

didn't mention, which

Dr. Axelrod

of the child is a problem.
hours

a day

hypolordotic
who

or 7 hours

The

for many

and I were reviewing.

reasons, some

spine. So I would

of which

The hip is a problem.

spine of the child is a problem.

a day seated is a problem

has been in a wheelchair

I understand

in a wheelchair

Keeping

we

Psyche

a child for 8

for kyphosis. It's a problem

for

take a risk of treating a fracture over treating a child

for osteoporosis or osteopenia, I see no advantage

the difference but I see no advantage

are cultural differences. There is not a chance

to me.

of putting a child in a wheelchair. So
that in New

York

City I could have

narents keenin? their child in a wheelchair.

Dr. Kimizuka

This time, we invited overseas doctors to a meeting here in Japan. There

are

differencesin problems between Japan and other countries.We had an opportunity to
lean Type III and exchanged opinions in the clinicalsessions. We would like to have
vour activeparticipation
i n our futureactivities
u sing e‑mail or other methods.
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Clinical Session III
Chairperson:TetsuroNAGASAWA
(Dept ofNeurology,NCCHD, Tokyo,Japan)
cm‑n

The Dermatological Symptom
Rikako

and Skin Care of CIPA

SASAKI

Department

of Dermatology, National Center for Child Health and Development

You have a sample

of hand cream. Please put the cream

Dr. Tomioka's

presentation, please compare

without cream

application. You

season. Gentlemen,

will learn how

important

it is to use cream

this time. You

as well. The point is what kind of cream you should choose

used. I will introduce a representative example,
types of cream

presentation or

especially during this

and fathers of the patients in particular, please try the cream

select different cream

There are many

on one hand only. After my

your both hands; one with the cream application and one

and how

can

it will be

but you don't have to stick to just one type of cream.

available at a drugstore. You

can select whatever

you want. I would

like to explain the criteriafor the selection of the cream.

I am
common

working

in this center and my

major is pediatric dermatology

skin disease in children is eczema,

which

accounts for more

and I found

than 50%

that the most

of the skin diseases,

followed by infectious skin diseases. Infectious diseases can be transmitted from one child to another
but

are rarely transmitted to adults partly because

difference in the barrier function. The
glands of children produce
patients under

important. Everyday

I conducted

We

with immature

a questionnaire survey when

number

not complain

partly because

to think that child's skin is smooth.

skin, prevention

of the

For

CIPA

of infectious skin diseases is also

skin infections.

I participated in the symposium

The target was people aged from

groups; under 15 years of age with immature
the same

tend

skin care can prevent some

of people such as Dr. Awaya.

and

structure of child's skin is vulnerable to virus attack because

littlesebum.

15 year of age

of the immunity

in Kobe,

with the support

1 to 40 and they were divided into two

skin and over 16 years of age (10), and there were about

of males and females. Eighty five percent of the patients had dry skin and 15%

about it.However,

since 99%

of the patients do not have ability to sweat, dryness of the

skin has to be there. Sweat is one of the natural moisturizer given to humans.
their parents do not usually aware

did

Babies cannot talk,so

that their baby's skin is dry. In the case of CIPA, it is not possible

that you can avoid dry skin.If dry skin is there, there is cracks or fissures on the skin. There are nail
deformities as well. With
becomes

severe

difference between

and

external forces applied to nails and the self‑mutilation of nails, deformity

worsened,

and infection takes place. What

I was

most

feeling a pain, which is associated with C‑fiber and having

the patients scratch. Even if an insect bites, CIPA
children do not usually scratch, either. A

interested was

an itch. About

children do not scratch so much.

Young

the

50%

of

non‑CIPA

delayed reaction takes place 24‑48 hours after a mosquito
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bite and it sometimes

develops into a blister.Children feel a pain rather than an itch. Therefore, when

your child has a dry skin, and if she or he is scratching, she or he is feeling an itch. We
that the receptor of an itch sensation is at the part where
skin is very dry, it becomes

epidermis

very irritable.Hyperkeratosis

and dermis

now

combines.

is one of the defense

know

When

mechanisms

the

of the

skin. If you give a moisturizer, you can prevent such a problem. Overall skin care is important.
Many

complain

than one month.

that the healing process of wounds
Skin is the only organ we

is too slow. Fifty percent say that it takes more

can touch in the human

body

except eyes and throat. We

have strong immunity

here, but in terms of structure, there is a difference between

child. This is normal

moisturized

average

skin, and

skin thickness is lmm

sebaceous

glands, which

this is dry skin. This is called a keratinized cell. The

for children

create a moisture

stimulated by sex hormones.

These

and

2mm

of oil and

Child skin is different from

yellow

part represents

sebaceous

are not released until they become

moisture, itis all right but in the case of CIPA

contains ceramide, an oil component,

for adults. This

barrier to protect the skin. The

hormones

years of age for girls and boys, respectively, except

attack. Therefore, replenishment

the adult and the

neonates. If the stratum

glands are

about

corneum

10 and 12
can retain

children, they tend to be dry and vulnerable to virus

moisture is necessary. The

cream

I distributed to you

which is a skin‑care agent.

what

you

see. The

thickness of infant's skin is thin. This is an adult

case, a female of 20 years old. On the left hand side is infant's skin, very thin skin.It depends
part of the body, but the average thickness of infants and adults are lmm
is thigh and this is leg. Medial, lateral and dorsal sides. The
layer of the skin and dermis, in which

and 2mm,

there are vessels and nerves. Please remember

blue and pink portions thicken with age and when

they become

as adults'. The

the same

are produced,

however,

earlier that moisture is important
In the case of CIPA

respectively. This

blue represents epidermis, the outmost

layers of the skin. The

sex hormones

yellow

the mouth

the neonatal period,

very small. I mentioned

but child skin retains very littlemoisture.

children, the level of the stratum corneum

This mother is trying to wipe around

becomes

there are two

they are 16 years of age,

part represents skin lipid. During

during childhood, the amount

for the stratum corneum

on the

moisture drops to nearly zero.

of her child, which

destroys the barrier there and

causes dermatitides. This is a replica or an enlarged picture of the skin of a 3‑year‑old boy. This is
untreated skin. The
applied, normal

skin condition may

appear

good, but one

week

structure of the skin was restored. As far as the surface is concerned,

is not in the idea condition. This is the foot of an atopic child who
gets some

start care when

fissures. Everyday,

was

skin of children
He

glands on the plantar skin. He

glands. Therefore, the plantar skin becomes

thick and dry,

you have to take care of the plantar skin of your child. You

need to

your child startsto crawl or walk, otherwise you child will have fissures.

By sweating, we control our body
pH

cream

participated in a soccer game.

sand in his shoes and kicks a ball. There are no sebaceous

doesn't sweat and there are no sebaceous
and gets some

after moisturizing

temperature,

of skin, which has to be kept around

moisturizer is strongly recommended.
have to reconsider how

maintain the homeostasis

5 to prevent growth

of body

fluid and adjust

of bacteria. For your children, the use of

A lifestyle that doesn't contribute to dry skin is necessary. You

to bathe your child. You have to be careful to avoid contact of their skin with

hard objects in the daily life.
Then,

when

they are hurt, how

should

consider the retention of moisture, which
a moisturizing

we

treatit? It is a very difficultissue. First we

should reach up to the stratum corneum.

agent externally, it doesn't penetrate the skin so deep. There

moisturizers. One

of them is Vaseline or petrolatum

but it doesn't bond
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Even

need

to

if you apply

are emollients

and

to water, so it alone cannot

bring about an effect. Since they don't sweat, give moisture
your child in lukewarm

water with something

first,and then the oil. You

like bath oil. The temperature

degree C, rather cold for adults, then use oily agent within 5 minutes

may

bathe

should be around

38‑39

after taking a bath, if possible,

to prevent the moisture from evaporating.
This is a moisturizer, which
insurance.
Hirudoid

Urea

and

is prescribed

at the hospital. Its cost is covered

acidic mucopolysaccharides

such

as Pastaron,

by

Keratinamin,

Hirudoid

Soft are available in Japan. Of course, you can use both. In your everyday

touch your child by applying cream

or agent on his or her skin. You

mutilating activitiesof your child.I hope
I recommend

free", which

means

may

be expensive. Hypoallergenic

may

be confusion

agent. There

it doesn't

contain

hypoallergenic. This type restores normal
Here are a few points to bear in mind

and

life, you

can

be able to reduce the self‑

that you can have time to do that.

these three agents. They

fragrance, color, or forming

may

the medical

preservatives.

pH

between
Some

products do not contain

"hypoallergenic"
of

mild

acidic

and "additive‑
agents

are

not

of the skin, so itis suitable for winter skincare.

when

bathing your child. As I mentioned

earlier,hot water is

not good, and do not rub the skin with a rag to remove

grime. If you use a bath agent that contains

sulfur, the skin becomes

water and a soft cloth. You

to remove

drier.Wash

the skin with warm

Since air‑conditioners and heaters dehumidify
use of a humidifier and foliage plants. They
so you

may

not be able

dirt and grime by hand, a soft cotton cloth is therefore recommended.

have

to clean them

everyday.

the air in the room, I would like to recommend

are, however,

The

humidity

difficultto handle. They

has to be 50‑55%.

Foot

tend to grow
warmers

and

the
mold
other

appliances can dry the skin very much.
As for the recommendations
now

being recognized

for treatment

once again. Many

of trauma

using running

the merits of disinfectant are

of you use iodine. I don't mean

disinfectant but is a kind of cytotoxic agent, which
clean the wounds

and wounds,

water. You

could worsen

to say that itis wrong

ulcers. What

I recommend

can use soap but rinse it off with running

be better than the use of disinfectant and the early healing of wounds

to use
is to

water. That may

could be possible.

These are used for bedsore and severe injuries caused by trafficaccidents.
If your

child gets injured repeatedly and if the wounds

take several months

or even

one year to

heal, you can visita specialistso that you have another treatment.

Question & Answer
Question

You

mentioned

itching. One
CIPA

that C‑fiber is responsible for itching, and CIPA

patients feel the

neurologist reported that it is C‑fiber that is responsible for itching, but

do not feel the itching. Parents of CIPA

but they scratch the face or skin when
think they scratch when

children say their children rarely scratch

they become

very nerves, not from

the itching. I

they are nervous, which is similar to biting fingertips when

they were younger. Do you think that the children feelitching?

Dr. Sasaki

I am interested in this issue and I want
there are many

to study more. As far as itching is concerned,

uncertain things; therefore, I cannot clearly answer
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to your point.

cm‑2)

Anesthesia

in congenital

insensitivityto pain with anhidrosis

a questionnaire study in Japan

‑

Toshiya TOMIOKA
Department
Department

of Anesthesiology, Faculty of Medicine, The University of Tokyo
of Anesthesiology, School of Medicine, Yale university

I am going to report on anesthetic issues today.
CIPA

or HSN

yet to be found

Type IV is a rare, hereditary disease associated with TRKA
out. Since Dr. Nishida's firstreport came

gene, but the details are

out, there have been probably

more

CIPA

patients in Japan than any other countries.
I would like to discuss, particularly the issues related to anesthesia. Because
they tend to suffer injuries, fractures, and even have
have surgery more

often. CIPA

on anesthesia given to CIPA

With

the support

itself,however,

osteomyelitis in some

they don't feel pain,

cases and certainly they

is a very rare disease, so there are hardly any reports

patients.

of Tomorrow,

we

have

done

a questionnaire

survey

to identify the type

of

anesthesia they have received during their surgery. This will be used to identify the current status and
hopefully to find better ways
57 members

of Tomorrow

patients (about 60%)

of dealing with anesthesia for the future. We
and asked

them

whether

mailed the questionnaire to

or not they had had

returned the questionnaire and 23 patients said they had had surgical operations

and received general anesthesia. Then

we

sent another

questionnaire

to the medical

these 23 patients had had surgery and asked questions about the surgery. We
questions about 45 surgeries on 15 patients from
patients, and

whether

or not premedication,

such

as nausea

or vomiting.

anesthesiologists. We

induction

relaxants and narcotics such as atropine were
complications

any surgery. Thirty‑four

the body, and

to the

asked age and gender

of the

agent, drugs to maintain anesthesia, muscle

also asked

condition of the patients at the time of surgery. For example,
general pain throughout

obtained answers

used. In addition, we questioned
We

whether

centers where

questions

about intraoperative

to their patients about

we asked whether

or not they had had a

or not they had had a headache,

cold or hot sensation, a tactile sensation, titillationand sweating. We

the

abdominal

pain, a

also asked questions about the

presence or absence of mental retardation.
Pathophysiologically,
What

most

of them

naturally had no or littlepain, headache

was interesting is that there are quite a few

titillationwere stronger, while few of them
The
who

patients whose

nor abdominal

sensations such

kept only when

laparotomy.

There were

as tactilityor

feltthe itch.

vast majority of the surgeries were in the area of orthopedic surgeries. There

underwent

other surgeries as well. The

were

only two

anesthetic recordings have been

general anesthesia was given, partly because it was a retrospective study. Almost

of the hospitals haven't

performed

such

surgery so many

times. None

of them

combined

anesthesia with regional anesthesia such as epidural anesthesia or spinal anesthesia. We
atropine, which

pain.

is often used

as premedication,

sedatives such
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as benzodiazepine,

all

general

asked about
hydroxyzine,

pentazocine,

induction

agents

such

depolarizing and nondepolarizing

as barbiturate, benzodiazepine,

muscle

relaxants. There

were

propofol

and

ketamine,

no reports of abnormal

and

response

to

any of these anesthetic drugs. Inhalational anesthetics such as halothane, enflurane, isoflurane, and
sevoflurane

were

used. The level of invasiveness

of the procedure

surgery to the other, so the depth of the anesthesia differed from
come

to be different from

one case to the other. We

one

couldn't

to a conclusion regarding the depth of the anesthesia.

Although

controlling the body

controlled the room

temperature

temperature

abnormal

response

from

At that time, muscle
was

adequate,

malignant

to NSAIDs,

the autonomic

cases where patients responded

of CIPA

nervous

to a small sound

hyperthermia

or not there were
when

changes. But none of them

the body

no significant problems

system

was

observed. There

stimulus and the body
not sure whether

any

moved

two or three

or not the depth of anesthesia

of the patient with

often suspect

neuromuscular

of anesthesia are sedation, analgesia, muscle

disease

relaxation,

nerve reflex. These are four elements of anesthesia. If these actions take

place reversibly, then you can say the patient is under anesthesia. From
patients are interesting because

they lack some

These are the three points that we have reached
temperature

were

have a family history of malignant hyperthermia.

and prevention of autonomic

necessary,

during the

during the operation.

other reasons. Anesthesiologists

temperature

It is traditionally said that the purposes

CIPA

to be difficult,surgeons

which is often used as a febrifuge.

relaxants were not given. I am

or whether

patients is known

or used blankets, so they had

operation. The patients did not respond
No

seems

management

is not

the anesthetic point of view,

of these sensations including pain.

as a result of the questionnaire survey: Anesthesia is
difficult but necessary,

and

appropriate

sedation is

necessary.
They

don't feel any pain, headache

or abdominal

pain and cold or hot sensation is lost, but they

don't like tactileand tickling sensations. Our study is retrospective and limited because itis based on
a questionnaire, but we came
someone

to a conclusion

that anesthesia is necessary for CIPA

reported in theirliterature that they don't need

we think that their tactile sensation has become
sensation. We

management

Their body
problem

some

up for the lack of the pain

of the body

temperature,

if you

discomfort or unpleasant sensation.
temperature

however

of CIPA

is influenced

control the temperature

hotness or coldness, but they would
a ward

sensitive to make

they don't feel any pain,

think it is necessary to suppress such tactilesensations with anesthesia; otherwise the

patient will suffer from
The

more

anesthesia because

patients. Although

patients during the operation is very difficult.

by the ambient

of the operation room.

have to endure

that.We

temperature,
The

so there will be no

operator might

have to control the room

complain

of

temperature in

as well.

Since CIPA

patients become

irritated or restless while under anesthesia, they may

have

another

fracture unless they are fully sedated. Recently, anesthesiologists usually use drugs that are effective
only for a short period of time, 3 or 4 hours, so that patients wake

up from

anesthesia earlier.In the

case of CIPA

patients, therefore, anesthesiologists have to take care of the sedation.

Depolarizing

muscle

relaxants such as succinylcholine

not necessarily promote

can be used without any problem,

the use of them. As far as anesthesia is concerned,

family history of diseases such as malignant hyperthermia.
autonomic

nervous

keep in mind

when

In the case of HSN

system

abnormality

we see CIPA

According

none

but we do

of patients had a

to the survey, the possibility of

was not an issue, but this is an issue that we should always

patients.

Type III, there was an accumulation
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of heat due to atropine administration, but

as far as this survey is concerned,
There is no problem

there wasn't any heat accumulation

in giving it as premedication,

though

due to atropine administration.

recently, there is a tendency

to avoid

giving it to ordinary patients.It can be used for the reversal of muscle relaxant.
These are the points that you should keep in mind
concerned

when

you anesthetize CIPA

about anesthesia. Of course, anesthesia is not 100%

should assume

patients. They

safe, but in the most

are

of the cases, you

that it would not pose a problem.

Questions & Answers
Dr. Nihei

Is there a differencebetween Type III and Type IV, in terms of the qualityof loss of
pain? In case of Type III, which is FD, how

do you give anesthesia? How

do you

anesthetizethem?
I believe Dr. Axelrod

reported her experience

There

autonomic

with anesthesia for Type III patients.

Dr. Axelrod
is a lot more

response

instability with

Type

III patients. The

as they go under anesthesia is very excessive. You

as they go into anesthesia. Once
carefully for hypotension, because

they are anesthetized, you have

hypertension

to watch

very

your anesthetic agents. So it's very, very different. The typical drugs that we would

use

to try and raise the blood

use

pressure have

to be administered

I would like to clarify one point. The NSAIDs

very carefully. We
agonist

are safe drugs used for pediatric patients

and we often prescribe them. But you said that they are not effective for CIPA
Why?

Answer

them

they are very sensitive to the vasodilation of all of

things like phenylephrine, in particular purely alpha‑adrenergic

Question

see marked

sympathetic

I have no idea.
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patients.
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Development
with Congenital

of children

Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis

Kimiko SHIRAKAWA,
Yuko SAKAI, Yuko SATO, Kenji NIHEI
NationalCenterforChildHealth and Development
Motoko HASUMI
Kanto JuniorCollege
YutakaAWAYA
SeiboInternational
CatholicHospita

Congenital Insensitivity to Pain with Anhidrosis (CIPA)

which

shows loss of pain and heat

sensations often complicates mental retardation.
We

studied the changes of mental stateof patients with CIPA

Subjects are 39 cases (25 male, 14 female) from

seven months

belonging to the Association for parents and patients with CIPA
As a developmental

and intelligence test, Kyoto

by age.
to 37 years old who

are

in Japan,"Tomorrow".

Scale of Developmental

Test and Tanaka‑

Binet Intelligence Test were used.
Furthermore,

the

questionnaire

was

performed

on

the problem

behaviors

Scale of Psychological

Development

such

as

hyperkinesis or self‑injury.
IQ of Tanaka‑Binet
from

21 to 100.

test and DQ

Though

of Kyoto

the degree

of mental

development

has individual

showed
difference,

almost cases complicate mental delay in this disease.
IQ of patients under 10 years‑old were from a normal

to a serious low level, but they were

under 70 in cases over 11 years old.
Self‑injury
twelve months

such as bite of fingers, tongue or oral mucous
old, and become

Hyperkinesia, burns, bone
becomes

a peak at 4

appears from baby less than

a peak at around of the age of 1.

fracture, etc. begin from the walking

6‑year‑old.

However,

such problem

commencing

time, and it

behavior is decreased

with the

age.
Because

of mental retardation, it become

more

difficult to teach them

danger

of injure

Since the profile of the failure changes with the age, itis necessary to carry out the care in
proportion to the age.
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Changes

of symptoms
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Investigation of daily lives in patients with hereditary sensory
and

autonomic

neuropathy

(Type

IV).

Keiko YOSHIMI
Occupational Therapy Course, Faculty of Rehabilitation,Kitasato University,
School of Allied Health Sciences
Thizuko TANAKA,
Fumiko HAMABE,
Nobuko MIYA, RN
Department

The
autonomic

purpose

of Nursing, Showa

of this study

neuropathy

(Type

was
IV)

University of Medical Sciences

to clarify how
and

patients with hereditary sensory

their families spent

their lives and

coped

and
with

difficultiesinduced by the disease.
We interviewed

10 patients (6 male

patients' association, "Tomorrow",
15.0±7.8 years (ranged

from

particularlyduring summertime,

and 4 female) and their parents, who

in August

1999. The

dry, cracked

and

to

age of the patients was

5 to 28 years). All the patients suffered from

hyperthermia

although their parents carefully differentiatedit from febrile

episodes associated with other diseases. Skin symptoms
skin was

mean

belonged

were found in 9(90%)

traumatically injured, which

88

was

patients. The

not easily curable. Self‑

destructive biting of the lips, the tongue

and the fingers was

patients suffered from fractures, and in 5 of them

found in 9 patients. Nine

fructures had been recurrent. Six patients

suffered from osteomyelitis, and dislocation of the joint and demonstrated

abnormal

postures.

Patients had constant worries that they had to limit their children's playing and activitiesin
order to prevent additional injures. The present investigation revealed that patients and their
parents had many

problems

to be solved and needed

guidelines for daily lives.

FreePapersSessions3)
A projectof peer counselingand counseling
by specialists
usinga homepage

Chizuko

TANAKA

Department

of Nursing, Showa

University of Medical Sciences

To support patients with hereditary sensory and autonomic
their families, we established a "Bulletin Board"
for HSAN
The

in November

neuropathies (HSAN)

and a "Counseling

and

Corner" in a homepage

2001.

Bulletin Board,

which

is for free exchange

of opinions and information

families and supporters has played a role of peer counseling such as information

among

exchange

and mutual support in therapy/education.
In the Counseling

Corner, counseling

specialists in pediatric neurology,

on medicine

orthopedic

and therapy/education is offered by

surgery, dentistry, anesthesiology, clinical

psychology, rehabilitation,and nursing/welfare
There
August,

were 63 questions in the Counseling
2003:

10

questions,

Corner

for orthopedic

diagnosis/treatment; 7, sweat/body

temperature;

from December

surgery;

9, dental

2001
and

oral

7, therapy/education/welfare;

questions about this disease; 12, questions not associated with this disease.
were from

to the end of

patients and their families, and only 2 questions were

from

Most

filed; 9,
10, other
questions

therapy/education

supporters (nursery teacher, dentist).
For the protection of privacy, the E‑mail from the homepage
("Tomorrow")

to the Association of HSAN

is used for individual questions and questions asked of specific fields,and

specialistsprovide 1‑to‑1 counseling.
Appropriate answers can be given directory by specialists.This homepage
supporting patients with rare intractable disease, and their families.
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is effective for

FreePapers Sessions 4)
Ergotherapy

of painless adiaphoresis

One case thatsucceeded in reduction of a selfmutilationact
by sensorimotor experience

Shigemi YAMAWAKI,
Mihoko Yamamoto,
NojigikuMedical& Rehabilitation
Center

Case:6 years old man

born in 1994

OT training period: From
An action:

Mika Kanazwa

November,

1999 to Februaly,2001

Hyperkinesia, a self mutilation act, concentration degradation.
There is hyperaphia he swells up, and to chew
is a littlemanual

bimanual

forefinger,and there

use.

He is used to hit an omission, a whole body to a floor from trampoline swings
wittingly.
An OT
OT

aim:

He raises concentration, and school adaptation abilityimproves.

methods:

l.He

works

on put proprioceptive

sensation, vestibular sensation, ocular‑

irritationand plans satisfactionof sense need.
2. He does desensitization for hyperaphia
Course:

The working

and promotes

manual

use.

action in OT charged from the play he put systemic proprioceptive

sensation in into the occupation that locus used a finger‑tip for a chair.
1999

He binds ocean swing, a trampoline.
I
Body

with a sponge and rollsit
i

He pushes a model
does it.

to put with Falk cutting a Sera pula strike with a knife and

I
He pushes a pin with forefinger
I
He puts itin the caliber who picks up a small thing with tweezers
I
A puzzle game
I
2001

Work

on leather

Results:
1) He was easy to concentrate sensorimotor stimulation by the work that [S] took in and was
easy to promote

manual

2) He acts by environmental

use.
care and is easy to control a private room, an atmosphere

down.
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Histologicalexaminations

of dental pulp of deciduous

extracted from the patients with HSAN
Zenzo

MIWA

, Yuzo

OKUMURA

―IV.

TAKAGI

Section of Developmental
Dental University
Hisa

teeth

Oral Health Science, Graduate School, Tokyo Medical and

, Haruhisa

FUKAYAMA

Section ofAnesthesiology and ClinicalPhysiology, Graduate School, Tokyo Medical and
Dental University
Kouji INOUE

, Harumi

Department

KOIDE

of Anatomy

Introduction:

, Michinari

associated with HSAN‑IV

tongue, lips and cheek, osteomyelitis, traumatic wounds
because

of the lack of pain.

painful stimuli can be explained by the marked
in diameter (A 6 fiber) and the absence
suggested

Tetsuji SATO

(Division II),School of Dental Medicine, Tsurumi University

Clinical dental complications

seriously developed

KANEKO,

and jaw

include

fractures. They

bite wounds

often become

of

more

Sural nerve biopsy revealed the lack of response
reduction in small myelinated

of unmyelinated

to

fibers less than 5 //.m

fibers (C fiber) (Nihira H. 1995). He

touch and pressure sensation is intact due to existence of large myelineated

also

fibers (A j3

fiber).
Purpose:

No report has so far been described concerning

the histological findings of the dental

pulp in the patient with this disease. In the present study, we histologically examined
teeth from the patient and compared
Case:

4 years 9 months

them

with normal

female. She had a past history of fever of unknown

with no sweat except from the sole and was diagnosed
rampant

convulsion

that might

ones are now

Methods:
0.1M

as HSAN‑IV

happen

Four

by restraint. She is using a mouth‑protector

tongue, lip and cheek injuries. One

phosphate‑buffered

teeth from

4%

the patient and for normal

paraformaldehyde

After decalcification, frozen

staining and immunohitochemical
blocks for electron microscopy
buffer and

stained with 0.5 %
were double‑stained
microscope

technique

of thermoplastic
tooth and 4

in Epon

fixative

or paraffin sections were

cut at a

for hematoxylin

product

toluidine blue for light microscopy,
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&

eosine (HE)‑

9.5). The

osumium

sections (l￡tm

tissue

tetroxide in

in thickness) were

and ultrathin sections (100

with uranyl acetate and lead citrateand examined

at an accelerating voltag

9.5 (PGP

after the post‑fixation of 2%
812. Semithin

teeth were fixed with

and with Karnovsky's

used

for protein gene

were dehydrated

embedded

deciduous

for light‑microscopy

thickness of 6‑10 At m. Cryostat and paraffin sections were

phosphate

made

upper incisor deciduous

missing.
deciduous

liquid for electron‑microscopy.

0.1M

origin at 5 months

by genetic analysis. As she had

dental caries, dental treatment was given under general anesthesia to avoid possible febrile

resin to prevent her from
lower

four deciduous

teeth.

nm in thickness)

with a JEM‑1200EX

electron

Results:

HE‑staining and immunohitochemical

technique for PGP

of the pulpal tissue and innervation in teeth from
normal

teeth. The

immunoreactive

frozen

nerve bundles

while immunoreactive

electron‑microscopic

which run toward

and

9.5‑

in the pulpal tissue of HSAN‑IV.

of dental pulp in this case showed
nerve fibers were

fiber‑like structures might

often found in the periphery

erythrocytes, granular leukocytes,

PGP

of the tooth from root apex (Figs. 1,3),

1) no neural elements as well as myelinated
nerve

contained

the

to be distributed in the dental pulp of the patient at an

the examination

level, but only a few

fibrous tissues were

the crown

9.5 revealed that organizations
histologically different from

dental pulp

were not clearly confirmed

nerve fibers appeared

level. Thus,

dental pulp of HSAN‑IV,

were

paraffin sections of the normal

neural elements

Only a few unmyelinated

light‑microscopic

and

HSAN‑IV

remain,

were

observed.

Our

detected at a

2) Calcified or

of the dental pulp (Fig. 2), and

macrophages

that in the

3) numerous

results provide

further

insight into the pathological nature of the dental pulp in the patient with HSAN‑IV.

Fig. 1. A sectionlabeled with anti‑PGP9.5. A
leftupper canine deciduous tooth extractedfrom
the non‑patient.PGP‑9.5‑immunoreactive

nerve

bundles (arrows) are clearlyfound. (D: Dentin
P: Dental pulp

Arrows: Nerve bundle)

Fig. 2. HE‑stained
incisor

section of a right firstlower

deciduous

patient. A

tooth

extracted

from

the

calcified bone‑like tissue is found in

the center of the dental pulp. We
clearly a calcified bone‑like
fibrous

connective

These

tissues

recognize

tissue and a dense

tissue in the dental pulp.

might

be

involved

in

the

mechanical

stress applied to her teeth by herself.

(D:

CT:

Dentin

Calcified bone‑like

tissue FT:

Fibrous connective tissue)

Fig. 3. Cross

sections stained with

toluidine

blue of a second lower incisor deciduous
extracted

from

erythrocytes

the

are found

patient.

in the dental pulp. A

calcified tissue is observed
dentin and a large number

in close relation to

of osteocyte‑like cells

are distributed within it. (CT:
P: Dental pulp
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tooth

Numerous

D: Dentin)

Calcified tissue

FreePapersSessions6)
Two adult cases of Congenital Sensory Neuropathy With
Anhidrosis
Nobuyuki Tanaka
Gunmaseishiryougoen Orthopedics
CASE REPORTS:
Case 1: A twenty nine‑year‑old women,
pregnancy

was born at term following an uncomplicated

and delivery. The birth weight was 2600g.

At 12 years and 10 months

she had dislocation of the right hip.
We carried out acetabuloplasty and reduced the hip joint. Eight weeks after the
operation, it had united solidly.At 13 years and 6 months she suffered fracture of
condyles of left femur. We

carried out open reduction and internal fixation. Long

leg brace was discontinued at 10 weeks when good bridging callus was present.
At 13 years and 11 months she suffered supracondylar fracture of right femur. After
8 weeks of external fixation by long leg cast,it had united solidly.
When

she was

15 years she suffered recurrent dislocation of the right hip. On

account of unstable hip, she could not stand and walk. So she was confined to a
wheelchair.
At 27 years we diagnosed her myelopathy due to Charcot supine. So we carried out
laminoplasty. Now she is free of myelopathy.
Case 2: A

twenty

pregnancy

four‑year‑old

man,

was

born

at term

following

an

uncomplicated

and delivery. The birth weight was 3200g.

He was suffered shaft fracture of left tibia at 4 years, and shaft fracture of right tibia
at 5 years. Both fractures had been treated at external fixation by short leg cast.
After 8 weeks

of fixation they had united solidly.

At 10 years and 8 months the deformity and secondary
ankle developed
into Charcot's joint. Talectomy,
osteotomy

of the calcaneus were

made

arthriticchanges of his right
supramalleolar
osteotomy,

for deformity of the ankle. Then

he could

walk with short leg brace.
When he was 13 years valgus deformity of his right knee took place. So he hardly
stood and walked. He was confined to a wheelchair.
When
prop.

he was 21 years he could stand and walk a few steps with knee brace with

DISCUSSION:
In many cases, both conservative treatment and operative treatment is successful for
diaphysis of the long tubular bone. The fractures of the diaphysis don't affect standing or
walking.
On

the other side the dislocations and ligamentous

stretchings of lower

unstable for standing or walking. The joint braces for lower

limb

limbs

make

are effective for their

stabilityof the joints.Itis desirable to put them forjoints before disruption of alljoints.
As they are older, deformity of supine develop

Chorcot's

supine and myelopathy.

important for doctors to be aware of not only orthopedic but neurological conditions.
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A case of a Japanese

girlwithidiopathic generalized anhidrosis

Taku Omata, Katsunori Fujii,Kazuhiko Kobayashi, Jurrichi Takanashi,
Yoichi Kohno
Department ofPediatrics,Graduate School ofMedicine, Chiba University

Acquired idiopathic generalized anhidrosis is a rare disease, whose
One

of the symptoms

is inability to sweat in a wide area including face, limbs

the body. Itis considered as an autoimmune
We

cause isn't known.
and trunk of

disease and reported that steroidis effective.

present a case of a 10‑year‑old

girl who

seems

to have idiopathic generalized

anhidrosis.
Since her childhood, she has often complained
she was walking outside during summer,

of a flush on her face or discomfort when

or sometimes

had a high fever when

over herself during night. She visited our hospital in October
careful a medical examination
General

physical

1998

she put a futon

for the firsttime, when

startedbecause a decrease in perspiration was suspected.

observations

and

generalized anhidrosis, no abnormality

neurologic

observation

were

made.

Other

than

was found, and all senses such as senses of pain,

touch and vibration were normal.
Blood

test, cranial MRI,

function test showed
microscopes

showed

no

and

transmission

abnormality.

A

speed

of peripheral nerves

skin biopsy

using

optical and

electron

no abnormality. In the perspiration test, no perspiration was found.

Since acquired idiopathic generalized anhidrosis was
symptoms

both

/ autonomic

and results of tests, we

prescribed prednisolone

suspected

based

on the clinical

and perspiration started soon.

Then, administration of prednisolone stopped and perspiration also stopped. Since placebo
did not show

such an effect,administration of prednisolone resumed

and perspiration started

again.
Therefore, we came

to the conclusion that this patient is acquired idiopathic generalized

anhidrosis and administration of steroidis effective,though the cause has yet to be found.
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Session on Social and Family Issues to Improve

QOL

l) Oversees Session

The experience

of the family from New

York

Maria Liristis(patient)
Ann Liristis(mother)
My

daughter

Originally, Maria

Maria

, who

is 14 years old, was

4 years when

she was

was thought to have a different diagnosis but when

slow to heal, it was recommended

diagnosed

with

CIPA.

a fracture of her left ankle was

that Maria be evaluated by Dr. Axerlod, who

then diagnosed

Maria

with CIPA.
Outside

of the New

individual.

Maria

has

equipment

such equipment

Maria's orthopedic

subsidy that would

orthopedic

is not recognized

assistin paying her medical expenses.

complications,
or cane

as a handicapped

she

does

not

use

on a daily basis. However,

any
we

assistive
do keep

does receive supportive services such as speech and physical therapy.
a nurse and social worker
problems

activities that girls her

age

prevents her from

on call to assisther if a situation presents itself.

limit her ability to participate in many

generally

In

partake in.

Furthermore,

taking family vacations to Greece

of the physical recreational

her inability to tolerate warm
during school recess.

Many

of

favorite subjects in school translate to her favorite recreational activitiessuch as swimming

and working
Maria's
society.

Maria

in the house as a safeguard for her.

addition, there is always

environments

extensive

system,

such as walker, wheelchair

As a student, Maria

Maria's

City education

She receives no governmental

Although
ambulatory

York

on creative art projects.
goals for the future are to continue

grow

As a parent, I expect society to give Maria

as a person

the same

and

successfully contribute to

opportunities that are provided

to all

individuals with dsabilities.

The experience

of the family from Ecuador

PatricioJose Rubianes Tobar (Patient)
On June 20, 1974, Patricio Rubianes Tobar (29) was born in Quito, Ecuador. He was evaluated
at Georgetown

University Hospital,Washington D.C., when he was six months old, and aftera week

of examination and multiple tests they decided that the "Type II Familial Dysautonomia"
representativeof Patricio'ss ymptoms

was

and signs.

Since Patriciowas born, until1984 the whole family lived in Quito, Ecuador, and we made trips
to the United Stateson our personal financialbasis for medical evaluations.
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On

September

28, 1976

Patricio was

admitted

for re‑evaluation

at Georgetown

Hospital. At that time, multiple healed laceration of his lips, an opthalmological
lacrimation

and

corneal

opacification,

and

no

sweat

was

confirmed;

exam

but,

University

showed

good

absent

gross

motor

coordination was observed.
On

December

8, 1976, Dr. Felicia Axelrod,

nerve biopsy, concluded
sensory neuropathy
In November
the right lower
By

on the report she made

that he does not have familial dysautonomia,

on Patricio's sural

but another type of congenital

which as yet has never been described.
1977 Patricio fell down

mandible

January

based

1979

where

many

some

stairs,on June

1978, he developed

inflammation

of

a diagnosis of osteomyelitis was made.

traumatisms

were

identified such

as: inflammation

of his right knee,

swelling of the right hand, abscess on the back, corneal ulceration of his left eye; and, in July 1979
presented chronic osteomyelitis involving
January 23, 1980 he was reexamined

the right ankle and foot which required a short leg cast.In

at Georgetown

In April 8, 1980, Patricio Jose and Luis
Axelrod, Director Familial Dysautonomia
Medical

Center, in New

In January

York City, N.Y,

30 1984, we moved

University Hospital.

Nicolas

Treatment

were

seeing for the firsttime by Dr. Felicia

and Evaluation

to the area of Washington

D.C., USA.

a long

process

Center. After finishing primary

school,

Learning

they went

education. Both

Terrace

centers of Montgomery
In March

School,

County

for secondary

Public Schools in Maryland,

1984, an interdisciplinary team, at Georgetown

sons. All the surgical procedures

and

University Hospital, in Washington

D.C. During

Wientzen,

York University

USA.

Patricio and Nicolas were admitted to Carl Sandburg
to Rock

Center, at New

most

Following

were

public special education

USA.
University Hospital evaluated our both

of the clinical treatments

were

all those years, the permanent

done

at Georgetown

support of Dr. Raoul

Chief, Division of Pediatrics Infectious Disease, and his colleague Dr. Chariot Morel, in

providing accurate antibiotic care, even during criticalcircumstances, has been largely appreciated by
our family.
In April 22, 1985
Bethesda

Maryland.

both sons

because

1985

were

In May
On

for evaluation

to he National Institutes of Health, in

a reconstructive surgery to repair Patricio's mutilated lower

periodically evaluated
where some

at the Shriners Hospitals for Crippled

braces were

made

due to numerous

Children, in

to support theirlegs.

Patricio suffered of both wrists fractures. Since 1989 he was

his right leg was deformed

complicated

wound.

admitted

result.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
In 1987

were

In December

lip, with no permanent
In 1989

they

confined to a wheel

chair,

fractures resulting in osteomyelitis, as part of a

orthopedic history started in 1978.
1991 Patricio's left upper thigh swelled and started to drain serous fluid trough an open
November

25, 1991

a Broviac

catheter was

inserted to facilitate the iv antibiotics

administration.
Since February
September

1992

several incisions and

30, 1992 after fifthMRFs,

drainage

of left thigh collection were

pelvic osteomyelitis was diagnosed. In June

attempt to fuse the left hip; but the rod had to be removed

performed.

On

1993 there was an

later on. Since then, Patricio had to wear a

Hip Bilateral Brace to avoid motion at that area.
A

permanent

deep open

placed in a whole body

wound

on his left thigh required frequent hospitalizations and he was

cast. By early December

1998 Dr. Attinger recommended
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the use of a pump

device called VAC

System that apply constant suction to speed up healing,which afterthree months

of permanent use closed the wound.
Patricio started to play the drums in August 1995, and developed

wrist problems requiring

surgery. He worked at BlockBuster Video, in Bethesda Maryland. He also had infection of the
cornea.
Psychological Evaluations were performed for Patricioto be placed at the Montgomery

County

School System, and forvocational purpose, to get a job.
Dr. FeliciaAxelrod was seeing our sons from April 1980 to December
thelast visitto New

1996, for eight times. During

York, Dr. Max Hillsalso performed an evaluation.

After we moved

back to Quito Ecuador, on December

16, 2000, Patricioget employment

at

Block Buster Video; and startedplaying the drums at a handicapped children orchestra.He has been
using his scooterfor mobility.

Luis Nicolas Rubianes Tobar (patient)
On

March

31, 1978, Nicolas

having "Congenital

Rubianes

Sensory Neuropathy

Nicolas firstvisit to Georgetown

Tobar (25)

was

born in Quito, Ecuador

as

at 23 months

of

with Anhydrosis".
University Hospital in Washington

age; and was also evaluated by Dr. Axelrod in New
Nicolas was admitted at Georgetown

diagnosed

D.C.

was

York for the firsttime in April 8, 1980.

University Hospital on February

osteomyelitis of the right talus, a chronic problem

since May

1984, with the diagnosis of

1983. After that, Nicolas

had several

episodes of infection of his right foot,requiring surgical procedures.
Nicolas firstvisit to Georgetown

University Hospital in Washington

age; and was also evaluated by Dr. Axelrod in New
From

April 17, to August

7, 1989, Nicolas

On

January

was at 23 months

of

York for the firsttime in April 8, 1980.
was

attending periodical examinations

Hospitals for Crippled Children, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
with supportive MAFLO

D.C.

at Shriners

and different fittedbraces were made,

padded.

24, 1992, due to the right ankle infection requiring long

term

antibiotic therapy, a

broviac catheter was placed into Nicolas left external Jugular vein.
Nicolas under went his left Knee
At Georgetown

fusion, on December

University Hospital, a plastic surgeon, Dr. Christopher Attinger was involved

adequate skin coverage, since 1991. Dr. Peter Kenmore,
case and

performed

15, 1992.

several surgical procedures

an Orthopedic

for

Surgeon, took care of Nicolas

on his right ankle, from

September

5, 1992

to

January 26, 1994.
On

September

23, 1996, Dr. Alan Aaron, an Orthopedic

Surgeon, performed

to correct the dislocation of Nicolas right elbow. Several surgical procedures
performed
On
wound

as well. Gentamicin

October
clean.

pearls were implanted

2000, he covered

on his right ankle were

on his right ankle.

2000, Dr. Attinger put Nicolas' right ankle on a vacuum
By early December

a surgical procedure

the anterior open

system

wound

to keep

the open

with skin graft on his

right ankle, prior to our trip back to Ecuador.
Nicolas has been using a motorized
On

December

wheel chair (Scooter) since 1991.

2000, in Quito, Ecuador,

Nicolas experienced
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severe drainage of his right ankle,

requiring periodical change
The
General

of dressing and cleaning the deep channel.

antibiotic treatment
Medicine

and

general

care of Nicolas

under

Dr. Guido

Musello,

a

Doctor (Infectious disease specialist).

Nicolas was hospitalized at Metropolitano
23, and May

has been

1 and 2, 2001.

Hospital in Quito, Ecuador,

A Magnetic

Resonance

Image

‑ MRI

two times, on February

20 to

of the right leg and ankle was

taken on July 23, X rays were also taken on July 25,2001.
Dr. Vinicio Salgado, an Orthopedic
Orthopedic

and Traumatology,

Doctor

at Fundacion

from

Ecuador, refered Nicolas to the Department

Santa Fe in Bogota,

Colombia,

recommending

of

a bank

bone transplant for his right leg and ankle problem.
Nicolas

was

hospitalized on

September

11, 2001

at Santa Fe

evaluation took place, the diagnosis was that approximately
be excised. A

meeting

on September

12, which

Report

Clinic, and

a Doctors

team

ten centimeters of infected bone need

presented some

to

surgical alternatives: most

were in favor of an amputation, option that was rejected.
Other option proposed
fibula. And,

was

finally,a bone

to transplant a vascular bone

to the right leg, using Nicolas' left leg

transport that would require the excise of the dead bone, a cut of the tibia

and fibula at the ankle level, to stretch the bones out using external fixators and a tutor rail,at a rate
of one millimeter per day, was recommended.
After returning from Bogota, Colombia,
report showed

to be the better one.

an arteriography of his right extremity was taken and the

absence of two arteriesleaving only one traumatized back artery left,on his right foot.

Nicolas Rubianes
2001, and the Report
extreme

This option seemed

case was
was

presented at an Orthopedic

similar to the Colombian

risky situation due to the artheriography

Doctors

meeting, held on November

one, but they put emphasis

in warning

findings and they gave to the Rubianes

5,

on the

family the

final decision.
We
Aaron

consulted to Dr. Felicia Axelrod, at New
and Raoul Wientzen,

recommended

University in Washington

D.C., and all of them

strongly

to do nothing.

Nicolas is wearing
good

at Georgetown

York university, and Dr. Christopher Attinger, Alan

a molded

option to maintain

boot that keeps his ankle firm.

We

believe that,at this point it is a

Nicolas right foot as it is, with daily dressing change

and controlled with

antibiotic treatment, to cloister the infection process (osteomyelitis) avoiding to spread it out to the
blood stream, without any surgical procedure
Actually, Nicolas open wound

to be done.

at his right ankle has closed.

2) Japanese Session

Case
Haruhisa

of S

TATENO

Mie PrefecturalInaba Special Education School
Shouichi is a 2nd grader boy atjunior high. This is my second
At firstI was worried

that this task would

be too much
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year since I took charge of him.

for me, because

he was the firststudent

who

has CIPA

for me

and has epilepsy as well. If pulled by the hand, his arms

easily. He is also hyperkinetic, hitting someone
junior high and experienced
We
Since

discussed what
he

on

communicate

situation. Then

Now,

have

we

He has already met new

must have been more

as the junior high department

been

treating him

placed

importance

on

based

with him

and he learned

my

name

which had a favorable effect on the rhythm

on

or as the whole

what

we

school.

learnt from

the

Firstly, we got accurate information
confidence

easily. He

building.

We

became

tried to
to have a

interested in personal

of his school life.

he can have future prospects for studying in class, the bonds

and we feel students are growing

people at

anxious than we were.

with him by attracting his interest or using a play. By doing so, we managed

conversation

computers,

high, we

He

away.

transferred, and gradually our anxiety disappeared.

his current

smooth

environment.

we could do for him

entered junior

information

new

or running

can be dislocated

of class have become

stronger

gradually. Facilitywise, we currently use two chairs to support good

posture and an electric wheelchair.
Under

the leadership

of a teacher in charge

actively trying to cooperate
around

with medical

and

of the health care and

we

are

welfare institutions to strengthen the tie centering

him. Participation in the study session held by Tomorrow

are also advancing

health education,

is one of such activities.Thus, we

along with the boy.

A trialof under water treadmill
for congenital

intensitivityto pain with anhidrosis.

Katsumi SAITO
Department ofRehabilitation,National Center for Child Health and Deveropment
Since the patients who
around

were born as congenital intensitivity to painwith anhidrosis feel no pains

the joints, they gradually can not walk

and have

to use the wheelchair

due to the secondary

disorders such as Charcot joint, fracture or osteomyelitis. Therefore, in this report, we
introduce a new

exercise program

by use of underwater

would like to

treadmill for congenital intensitivity to pain

with anhidrosis.
An advantage
burden

of underwater

of the lower

treadmill exercise is to reduce pains by heating effect,to reduce the

extremity joints by buoyancy,

resistance and viscosity. An

underwater

and to strengthen the muscle

treadmill is useful for them

to enhance

power

using water

the high resistance

training and achieve the aerobic power.
A
room

criticalpoint of this exercise is how
temperature. We

In this report, we
injuries or body
following

to set a walking

also have to check their foot because
sometimes

had

conditions. However,

up their conditions.

speed, water temperature

speed, an exercise time, and water and
they are easy to injure theirlegs.

to stop this exercise program
we

would

Furthermore,

we

due to the trouble of their leg

like to continue this program
think that it is necessary

by checking

to control the walking

of this treadmill according to each patient.It is the most important

evaluate the effectiveness and evidence of this treadmill trial.
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and

point to

Occupational
Congenital

Therapy

for Children with

Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis (CIPA)

Misako KUMAGAI
Division of Rehabilitation,Iida Municipal Hospital
The

following two children are currently under outpatient treatment at our rehabilitation

department:
A girl, 13 years and 3 months old
(startedtreatmentin October 1995 when she was 5 years and 4 months old)
A boy,

2 years and 2 months old
(startedtreatmentin January 2003 when he was one and a half years old)

I'm going to talk about the occupational therapy for these two children.
1. adjustment of muscle tone of the whole body
facilitationtechniques for holding the pattern of normal posture in movements

and their

adjustment
2.

practice of sensory integrative therapy, especially an increase in input of sensory experience

that

these children tend tolack
3.

support for the activity according to their development
intellectual and emotional

4. improvement

level

support related to the occupational activity

in their living environment

and advice

on and

support for their families and the

people concerned
In addition to the symptoms,

the children have

problems

caused

by

a lack

of experience

in

preventive measures.
It was difficultfor us to instruct them
points to note due to their ages. Moreover,
experience

was not enough

Therefore,

to move

their bodies and tellthem important

simply providing activitiesto compensate

for theirlack of

to bring about changes in them.

we have been

children and paying

orally on how

using a combination

attention to how

of techniques shown

to accumulate

normal

above

sensory‑motor

as a treatment for the
experiences

on various

occasions.

The creative music therapy forCIPA
Yuko Osada,
NPO NANA's home
I have been approaching
home

in Tokyo.

and resarching the creative music therapy for CIPA

This clientis 21 years old man.

Over
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this past days I have

of the NPO

NANA's

continued

to sharpen

and improve

the music therapy is the clientlearn to express their music with a rapid feedback loop of

heir creation followed

by their own

evaluation.

All sessions are recorded in ordes to monitor

indivisual along its evolutional path, on going an alysis and documentation
direction and consistency for the improvisational
Music

provided

can be used to enhance

to augment

for learning, and a recent study indicates that

bilateral brain processing.

attending behaviors and reduce

therapy is to actively enage indivisuals in their own
for them

to transfer musical and nonmusical

provied up to the minute

approach.

an alternate neurological pathway

music uses that pathway

an

Therefore, the application of music

distractibility. The

growth

development

overall aim of the music

and behavioral

change

skills to other aspects of theirlife, bringing them

and
from

isolation into active participation.

Two cases of congenital painlessness and sweatlessness
Mutsuko

Jiroumaru

Professor of clinicalpsychology,
Congenital
sympathetic

Seitoku University

painlessness and sweatlessness is categorized into Type
neuropathy, a chromosomal

IV

of hereditary sensory

recessive disease due to anomalous

TRKA

and

genes (receptor

tyrosine kinase of neuronal growth factor NGF).
Most

of the studies on this disease are reported in medical

orthopedics, dermatology,
some

are in developmental

dentistry, neurophysiology,
psychology,

or paramedical

infantile neurology,

ergotherapy,

etc. Whereas

field,i.e. pediatrics,

anesthetics, genetics, and

few

studies are found

for the

psychoclinical aid yet.
Presently the author has two male cases of this disease, one 12 years old and the other 2 years and
5

months

old. She

is trying therapeutic practices on

them

for cognitive

development

in

her

psychoclinical approach.
Cognitive

development

of the child of congenital

lightly or moderately impaired. Intellectual growth
difficulty,learning failure,and maladjustment
In

the younger

backward

case, self‑wounding

painlessness

slows down

Intellectual development
and learning program
Impairment

sweatlessness

is apt to be

as the child ages, resulting in learning

in classrooms, that causes high anxiety.

is frequent, e.g., banging

by oneself hitting occiput to the floor, or hitting own

Psychoclinical approach

and

head

against

wall, fall‑down

head.

should be thus in two aspects, intellect and conduct.
will be aided effectively by a due method

of psychological

assessment

based on it.

in conduct

(anxiety

and

self‑wounding)

will be

therapeutic techniques for elimination of anxiety and self‑wounding.
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cured

effectively by

behavioral‑

Closing remarks
We have had a very productive two day meeting at this,the IS‑CIPA
Time

flew

symposium.

by quickly. However,

we

spent more

than two

2003.

years preparing

for this

250 people, including volunteers, have participated in this meeting. Attendance

was nearly double what we had expected. Thank

you very much

for your participation and

contributions.
During the party last night, Ms

Minagawa

since the establishment of the NPO
medical

examinations

reported that it has been more

association for CIPA. Its activitieshave included annual

and symposia.

Many

dentists, orthopedists, pediatricians, surgeons,

anesthesiologists and dermatologists have contributed immensely
seen an increase in the number

than ten years

to NPO

activity.We

have

of patients and we would like to continue this type of meeting

and these activities.
Mr. Hayashi, one of the contributors to this symposium,
New‑York

when

he learned that his grandson

activitiesand informed
Japan. Prof. Axerlod
academic
We

was suffering from CIPA.

be hard work

the NPO,

and decided

quality of life (QOL)
recommendation

proposals, based

to manage

this international symposium

hyperthermia

on the theme

for CIPA

this symposium

we

patients".

felt November

taking a purely

with joint sponsorship

We

are delighted to receive Prof. Axelrod's

would

spring this year for the

be better than May

because

of the risk of

in our patients due to possible abrupt rises in temperature, if we

meeting in May

in Japan.

Finally, we were able to have this meeting in November,

had excellent communication

without patients experiencing hyperthermia,

had

the

and we

due to the good

climate.

However,
mentioned

we stillhave pending

issues and some

homework

to do in the future. As I

earlier,we can utilize e‑mail and various other methods

would like to learn what is done in the U.S.A. and in Germany.

innovative methods
We

mainly on

"scientific and clinical research to improve

for a specialistlist. At first,she recommended

meeting. However,

We

He arranged various

activities,to thisinternational symposium.

feltit would

autumn

in

prof. Axerlod that Dr. Nihei was planning an international meeting in
very kindly presented her comprehensive

medico‑scientific approach. So we decided to manage
from

visited professor Axerlod

would like to modify

for Japanese children.

had two visiting families, one from Ecuador

parents explained

to continue a dialogue.
We

and another from

the extraordinary 20 year history of how

Japanese family members

had been hoping

to communicate

the U.S.A,

a family copes

and the

with CIPA.

with family members

in other

countries, and I am glad to have had such an opportunity in this symposium.
Again, I thank

you all for your

attendance

and for making

this symposium

such

success.
November

Yutaka

AWAYA

Vice‑president,IS‑CIPA

2003
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24. 2003

a

Closing Address

It has been two years, Dr. Awaya

is correct that we have been communicating.

And

for us joining together came

which

I really think the impetus
was my

meeting

with Dr. Indo around

parents' side, Mr. Hayashi

from

the scientific side,

two years ago, as well. As well as from

eloquently convinced

me

that it would

be wonderful

the

if this

meeting did take place and we put our thoughts together.
And I think that's exactly what has happened. It has been very exciting. The information
that has been shared has been wonderful. The quality of the presentations has been excellent.
This morning

was the most exciting event for me; to meet the patients and their families

in a situation I have

never been in before, where

talking together. I could see the range

we circulated around

and we

were

of disease expression, the types of problems

all
that

people were actually experiencing and it gave me a lot of food for thought.
It's not going to be just these two days here with you. I am
these children. I am
Awaya

going to be communicating

and surgeons. I hope that Dr. Oddoux

going to be thinking about

with physicians here, Dr. Nihei and Dr.

and Dr. Indo

will be talking and orthopedists

will be talking.Dr. Hiltz and I will be thinking about the children.
With so much

effort,and so much

very positive will happen

concern and so much

caring, I know

that something

for the future.

I congratulate the "Tomorrow"

organization and I share with you your hopes for a very,

very happy tomorrow.

November

24, 2003

Felicia B. AXELROD
Professor of Pediatrics and Neurology, New
NY, USA
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Science

Transcription
This guideline videotape

of Visual

was produced

Guidelines

of CIPA

with assistance of and in cooperation

with the

Comprehensive
Research Program on Disability, "A study on Congenital Insensitivity to
Pain with Anhidrosis to help daily living of the patients"; Nonprofit Organization the
Japanese

Association of patients with Congenital Insensitivity to Pain with Anhidrosis;

"Tomorrow";

and social, walffare and medical agencies.

Narrator

"Tree of Fortune! Flower of Fortune!"
A young man who is selling flowers in the market place, a boy who
loves baseball better than eating starts playing catch as soon as the
sky clears: healthy or sick, allchildren want to play with others.
This girl says she enjoys being with her friends, with a smile on her

face. Among

such high‑spiritedchildren, there are patients with

congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA).
Have
Kenji Nihei
Chief;
Dept. of Neurology,
National Center for Child
Health and Development

you ever heard of the disease?

Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis is a disease that
impairs the body's ability to feel pain and heat, which results in
inability to sweat.
A man is said to have five senses: visual sense, the sense of sight;
auditory sense, the sense of hearing; gustatory sense, the sense of
taste; olfactory sense, the sense of smell; and tactual sense, the sense
of pain, and gets various information through them.
Another role of these senses is a protective reaction that warns
body of danger.
If they are impaired,

the body

will not recognize

the

a significant

disorder within itself,which will result in a big complication.
Narrator

The symptoms
of congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis are
inability to feel the pain of cuts or bruises or inability to sweat even
afterrunning.
Since their body

temperature

rises after exercise

because

of

no‑sweating, they have to cool theirbody by wiping it with a wet
towel or taking a shower or a bath.In summer, this girl attends a
class in the hospital because her school is not air‑conditioned.
The room

temperature

of the hospital class is kept at 22‑24°C.

This is a device for testing sweat using the starch iodine reaction.
This girl is taking the test to examine

the amount

of sweat

on the

surface of the arm.
To your left on the screen is her father's arm and to your
arm. The color has not changed 30 minutes later, becau
not

sweat.

The

test result revealed

that she

has

a

insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis.

Since then, we have been studying this diseasein cooperation with
doctors from various specialtiesand her family.We considered how
to deal with everyday life issues based on studies so far.
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Yutaka Awaya,
Chief,
Dept. of Pediatrics,
Seibo International
Catholic Hospital

Congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA) is "congenital
sensory neuropathy with anhidrosis", a rare hereditary disorder whose
main characteristicsinclude generalized disorders of pain sensation,
temperature sensation, anhidrosis and intellectualdisability.
It is considered that the firstcase was announced in 1951 in Japan. A
group of patients was established in 1993. Itis currently holding about
70 members, and about three times as many patients as that are thought
to be in Japan.
Recently CIPA is classified as a hereditary sensory and autonomic
neuropathy (HSAN),
which is a hereditary peripheral nerve disorder, as
shown on the screen.
The basic conditions of the disease: Itis caused by lack or decrease of
peripheral nerves, more
specifically, A‑delta fibers, the smallest
myelinated fibers and C‑fibers, unmyelinated
fibers during the
generation process. Therefore, temperature and pain sensations
controlled by these fibers are impaired. Patients feel no pain in internal
organs so they do not usually complain of abdominal pain.
The figure shows the structure of human skin.The reason of inabilityto
sweat is that the nerve that controls blood capillary vessels is impaired,
though there are sweat glands. Thus no sweat is produced. Their skin
becomes
dry and keratinized, and barrier functions of the skin are
impaired, injuries tend to suppurate, and it takes a long time to heal.
Therefore, good care of the skin is necessary.
Fingers or nails of CIPA patients are sometimes deformed by self‑
mutilation such as biting theirown fingers because they feel no pain.
One of the characteristicsof this disease is having disorder of the
central nervous system. They often have a convulsive fit when they
have a high fever.Itis necessary to stop a convulsion promptly because
status convulsion can result in sequelae. Moreover, the disease often
causes mental retardation and hyperkinesia during the infancy .
To diagnose the disease, we check the body temperature and draw a
chart. The body temperature of CIPA
patients rises as the room
temperature goes up. A biopsy of a peripheral nerve is also useful for a
definitive diagnosis, but recently, a genetic test of blood has become
available. This method was developed at the Department of Pediatrics
at Kumamoto
University for the firsttime in the world.

Dr. Yasuhiro Indo,
Dept. of Pediatrics,
Kumamoto University
School of Medicine

Congenital insensitivityto pain with anhidrosis (CIPA) is an autosomal
recessive disorders characterized by anhidrosis (or inability to sweat)
and absence of reaction to noxious (or painful) stimuli. Both parents of
an affected person are heterozygotes or carriers with one normal and
one mutant allele of a gene, but they are not clinicallyrecognizable.
The frequency of carrierscan be calculated to be approximately 1/500
in Japan. Their children's risk of receiving a recessive mutant alleleis
one half from each parent, and so the chance of inheriting two recessive
allelesand therefore being affected is 1 in 4.In other words, the chance
being unaffected is 3 in 4.

Narrator

Dr. Inudo and his group at the Department of Pediatrics, School of
Medicine, Kumamoto
University discovered the mutant alleleof a gene
that triggers the disease in 1996. His discovery greatly contributed to
diagnosis and investigation of the disease and is expected to contribute
to further development.

Dr. Awaya

Checking whether a baby has a fever of unknown
origin in infancy, or a
high temperature in incubator may lead to early diagnosis of the
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disease.
In Japan, mass screening of congenital metabolic disorders is given to 4
to 5‑day‑old babies by testing a small amount of blood. Checking the
reaction to noxious stimuli may lead to early diagnosis of the disease.
Protection against high temperature during summer, or low temperature
during winter is very important for the patients. Moreover, it is
necessary to check carefully whether or not their hands or feet are
infected, such as cuts,before they go to bed.
We recommend
that they go to a special education and rehabilitation
center or nursery school in the community
during their infancy to
release theirstressand to facilitatetheirdevelopment.
They will grow through having good relations and playing with various
children of the same age.
Narrator

He was cute, wasn't he? It was eighteen years ago when
thishospital.I stillr emember the day.

Mamoru
Kimizuka,
Director,
Seishi‑Ryougoen Institute,
National Rehabilitation
Center for Children with
Disability

Comparison
between past (about 15 years ago) and recent X‑rays
shows the difference in the right hip joint.The past X‑ray shows
the
destruction of the rightjoint, which is called Charcot's joint, while the
recent X‑ray shows the deformed and dislocated femoral head without
inflammation, the terminal stage of Charcot' joint.
May I examine

the elbow joint ?

we visited

Can you flex it?

Patient

Yes.

Narrator

We understand the explanation of X‑rays. Patients, however, get
injured repeatedly. They feel no pain even if they twist or sprain any
body parts.
Charcot's joint with edema and overly loose joint eventually leads to
disturbance of growth and joint destruction,so patients need to wear a
brace to protect their body. The braces that protect their joint,
however, hurt their skin because patients feel no pain. Therefore, we
should provide the braces that are practical and easy to handle, always
taking the balance of legs into consideration.

Patient

I dislocated my femur and had an operation.

Dr. Kimizuka

In the X‑ray, screws used at surgery of the patella dislocation are seen
on the right hip joint. Left femur is markedly short because of the
fracture of distalfemoral growth plate.The damage of growth plate at
about six years old resulted in a large leg length discrepancy. The
brace of left knee joint is necessary for protection against overload
caused by righthip joint destruction.

Takashi Miwa
Chief,
Dept. of Orthopedics
National Rehabilitation
Center for Children with
disability

Do you wear these elbow brace and knee brace?

Patient

Yes, I do.

Dr. Miwa

Please

wear

them.
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This way.
How do you feel?
Do you feel more balanced and stronger when

you wear them?

It seems difficultfor you to wear them by yourself.Do you usually
wear them by yourself?
Patient

My

mother helps me.

Dr. Miwa

Please flex and stretch your elbow.
You feel stronger wearing it,don't you?
Is this your knee brace?
Please flex and stretch your knee.
All right.Please walk around with the brace.
Do you feel stronger wearing it?

Patient

Yes, I do.

Dr. Miwa

Do you go out on crutches wearing it?

Patient

Yes, I do.

Dr. Miwa

Don't you wear any brace while you are at home?

Patient

No, I don't.

ShoichiIkeda
Chief,
Dept. of Dentistry,
Kanagawa Children's
Medical Center

Milk teeth normally begin to erupt at about six months of age, and
many
children put their fingers in their mouth because they feel
uncomfortable. Children that feel no pain pull out theirteeth with their
own fingers.
This photo shows a scar in the gums of a 5‑month‑old baby, made by
scratching the rear side of the milk teeth by his fingers. A month later,
his teeth fellout as shown here.
The next photo shows the fallenteeth.
This model represents the jaw of a two‑year‑old boy with CIPA. The
gums whose teeth were lost at early stage collapsed in large part. As a
result, he sticks out his tongue while he is eating or talking, which
will,in turn,develop ulcers on the tongue.
Please cldse your mouth tightly,to give you a good bite.

Dr. Ikeda

This boy used to bite his tongue, bleed and get injured since he was 10
months old. Since then he has been wearing a plate to protect his
tongue, and now is in good condition.
He pulled some of his teeth out by himself, so we inserted artificial
teeth to create an environment that he could chew. Now
things get
better: his occlusion is becoming
properly aligned and gums
are
growing.
Using a fluoride toothpaste or mouthwash
at home to prevent decayed
teeth has been helpful, and he has no decayed teeth at all.
We are very glad that he will be able to enjoy eating.

Dr. Ikeda

Even

afterhe got a full set of teeth,he bites strongly because he feels

no pain, and repeatedly grinds teeth, so his gums wear away. Dental
pulp may be exposed and infected even though there is no decayed
tooth, and pus may gather in the gums.
Since there is no fundamental cure for the disease, itis important to
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treatsymptoms appropriately and adequately.
What is most important is prevention.
Anyway, afterthe definitivediagnosis is given, itis necessary to find a
way to preserve the shape and functions of the mouth and prevent self‑
mutilation, decayed tooth or periodontal disease, so that the patients
can enjoy eating everything.
Kimiko Shirakawa,
Clinical Psychologist,
National Center for Child

Children with CIPA often show problematic actions,including
self‑mutilationsuch as biting theirtongue or fingers
or "hyperkinesia", moving around restlessly.

Health and Development

The habit of biting their fingers or tongue occurs during infancy, the
intensity of which peaks when they are around one year old, and
wanes as they get older.If they feel stress or anxiety, the symptom
of
self‑mutilation tends to appear strongly, but self‑mutilation tendency
can be reduced by relieving stress or broadening the interest of
children. The risk of fracturing a leg and hyperkinesia begins to
increase when they startwalking, and is the highest when they become
3‑4 years old. Since teaching danger is difficult,t hey tend to behave
problematically, but gradually the situation gets better as they grow
and
understand
things. In
general, these children behave
problematically during infancy and childhood, but minimizing the
problematic behaviors becomes
possible by implementing
ideas or giving due consideration to prevent problems.

A member of "Tomorrow",
The Japan Association of
Patients with Congenital
Insensitivityto Pain with
Anhidrosis (CIPA)

various

My child had a pleasant time at nursery school because people were
kind there.I was happy that her bones got stronger by the time of
graduation. I hoped that things would keep getting better,but she fell
down and broke her leg at her friend's house: we had to startover
again. She broke the lower leg completely, which confined her to the
wheelchair when she entered the elementary school. We were told that
the school had never admitted a child in a wheelchair, or a child who
cannot cope with the change in temperature in a class of 40 students.
I consulted with the Board of Education, invited teachers of the
nursery school to the discussion, and showed them the condition of
my child.Finally, my child was admitted to a normal class.

Kazuyasu Komachiya
Principal
Igara Elementary School,
Iida‑city

By admitting a childin a wheelchair, other children learned that there
are people with disabilities.I n that sense, it gave them a good
opportunity to "be compassionate" toward others, which we think one
of important personality characteristics.
It had a positive effecton them.

Misako Kumagai
Occupational therapist,
Iida Municipal Hospital

Technically speaking, we give physical trainingusing the ideas of
kinesitherapyand sensory integrationtherapy combined. We also
give exercisesin keeping with the movement of her fingersand the
progressof the curriculum.

Yasuhiro Hirasawa
Physical therapist,
Iida Municipal Hospital

Our primary concern is destruction of joints by the overload due to
insensibilityto pain. To ease the burden on joints,we help them
build muscles using buoyancy or maintain standing posture.

Keiko Yoshimi
I hear that both of your children have this disease. How
Faculty of Rehabilitation,
about that?
Kitasato University School of
Allied Health Science
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do you feel

Ms. Kondo,
A member of "Tomorrow"
The Japan Association of
Patients with Congenital
Insensitivityto Pain with
Anhidrosis (CIPA)

Luckily the community provides a variety of welfare services such
as dispatching helpers who do household chores or who attend
people in need of care when they go out, so I did not have to
shoulder the burden of care alone. Therefore I did not even think of
giving up the idea of having another baby because of having a child
with CIPA. Both healthy children and children with CIPA alike are
cute and wonderful. From this experience I learned that any child
can enjoy a brilliantand happy lifeif thereis a solidsupport
system.

Narrator

"Enjoy a brilliant
l ife",what a lovely phrase!
It gives us a feeling of being alive.
Our world should be where any child, healthy or sick, can enjoy
his/her life by playing with others or studying together.It is the wish
of the children with CIPA to make the world barrier‑freeby having the
knowledge about the disease, and understanding and overcoming it.
The 21stcentury is the era of children.
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International Symp osium on
Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis

2003

November
23(Sun)‑24(Mon),2003
At National Center for Child Health and Development
Organized by:
The Organizing Committee ofInternationalSymposium
on Congenital Insensitivityto Pain with Anhidrosis 2003
Sponsored by:
The Japanese Societyof Child Neurology
Nonprofit Organization The Supporting Network for Chronic Sick
Children of Japan
The Japanese Society of Prostheticsand Orthotics
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